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Abstract

The di-(2-pyridyl)amine (dpa) complexes M(CO)^dpa (M = Or,
Mo or W) and their anionic derivatives [MX(CO)^dpa]~ (X = halide) 

have been prepared and compared chemically and spectroscopically 
with the corresponding 2,2’-bipyridyl (bipy) complexes. During 

these investigations a new procedure has been developed for 

determining the CO force constants for cis-L^M(CO)^ complexes.

This procedure was tested by successfully predicting the spectra
18of C 0 labelled cis~I^Fe(CO)^ species and then applied to a wide 

range of complexes and the results compared with Cotton-Kraihanzel 
and Jernigan force constant calculations.

The tetracarbonyl and anionic tricarbonyl derivatives, 

M(C0 )^L2 and [MX(C0)^L2] (L2 = bipy or dpa), have been used to
extend the range of known molybdenum and tungsten complexes 

containing the M(ti^-allyl)(C0)2 unit, and by employing a new 
low temperature synthesis the previously unknown chromium(ll) 

complexes [CrX(^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] (X = Cl, Br, I or NCS) have 

also been isolated as maroon solids. These complexes are 
essentially diamagnetic and appear to be analogous to the 
molybdenum and tungsten compounds but due to their lack of 

stability in solution a complete spectral characterisation was 

not possible.

It was found that some potentially three-electron donor 

ligands (LL^) react in the presence of pyridine (py) to displace 
both the acido-group (X = Cl or Br) and the bidentate ligand 

dpa or bipy from the complexes [MX(ii^-allyl)(00)21*2] to give 

the complex [m(LL )(fi^-allyl)(CO)-py] . Variable temperature
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n.m.r. spectroscopy showed these complexes to be fluxional 

in solution, and the data was consistent with a pseudo-molecular 

rotation mechanism. While this thesis was in preparation, the 

crystal structure of [Mo( acac)( r|^-allyl)(C0)2Py] was determined 

independently and shown to be of lower symmetry than other 

[m(t]^-allyl)(CO)2(bidentate)(monodentate)] complexes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Historic background

This work is concerned mainly with compounds of the type 

[M^^X(v^-allyl)(C0)2L](where M is a group VIA metal, X is a 

uhi-negative ligand and either L or X, but not both, is a 

bidentate chelating ligand), and as such is dependent on the 

following historic roots.

(a) Coordination compounds; The first recorded 

coordination compound was probably Prussian blue which was 

prepared in 1704 by the German artist Diesbach^ who heated 
animal refuse together with soda ash in an iron pot. Subsequent
work^ led to the isolation of potassium hexacyanoferrate(ll).

}However, interest in this area was not really stimulated until 
1798 when Tassaert isolated the complex [Co(NH^)^ Cl^-hexammine- 
cobalt(lll) chloride^.

Even though this was an accidental discovery, Tassaert 

realised its importance. A stable compound was formed by the 

combination of two stable molecules, namely CoCl^ and NH^, and 

resulted in cobalt having a valency in excess of three.

These observations could not be explained and therefore

led to much interest and speculation in this area, consequently
4 5many more such compounds were isolated, until in I893 Werner * 

proposed a theory to account for the bonding and stereochemistry 

of this class of compounds.
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Werner proceeded to substantiate his theory by much careful 

experimentation including the separation of stereoisomers and 

optical isomers in order to prove the octahedral nature of 

six-coordinate complexes. His work laid the foundation for 

the whole of modern coordination chemistry.

(b) Metal carbonyl complexes: This very important area of

inorganic chemistry was instigated in 1888 when Mond isolated and

correctly formulated the compound Ni(CO)^  ̂which he called

"Nickel-Carbon-Oxide". Discoveries of carbonyl derivatives of
iron and other transition metals quickly followed and the group VIA
carbonyls M(C0)^ were subsequently synthesised in I926 by the

7—11reductive carbonylation of their chlorides .

PhMgBr \
MCl^ + 600  ^ M(CO)g )

(x = 3 for Or; 5 for Mo and 6 for W).

Recently chromium has been added to the list of metals
12which will combine directly with carbon monoxide .

K/C.Hx CO/THP
CrCl^. 3THF -------^  Or  Cr(CO)^

280 atm.
220°C ( > 50^ yield)

In recent years metal carbonyls have proved of enormous 

synthetic value in organometallic chemistry, organic syntheses 

and in catalysis.
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(c) Organometallic Chemistry; Despite the discovery of 

Zeise's salt {k [ PtCl^(C2Ĥ )J-- potassium trichloro-q^-ethylene- 
platinate(ll)^^ I in 1827,the structure of this r-olefin complex 

remained an enigma for many years and was not finally confirmed 

until 1953^^, more than a century after its isolation. -Alkyl 

compounds^^ followed shortly after Zeise's discovery, hut only 

in the last 25 years or so have extensive studies been carried 

out on compounds with organic ligands containing delocalised 

electron systems such as Cp^Fe^^ and Co(r7̂ -C^H^

This latter compound was the first transition metal - allyl 

complex to be isolated and as such is significant to the work 
in this thesis. The complex was prepared by the high pressure 
reaction between HCo(CO)^ and 1,3-butadiene in glacial acetic 
acid and forms as a red-brown distillable liquid (b.pt. 35^0 at 
1mm Hg).

HCo(GO)^ + = Co(C^Hy)(00)j + CO

20Subsequently this compound and the parent allyl complex 

Co(C^H^)(CO)^ were prepared from the reaction between Na[Co(CO)^] 
and the allylic bromides C^H^Br and C^H^Br. (This latter halide 

was a mixture of 1-brom 0 b ut-2-ene and 3-bromobut-l-ene).

^H-nmr spectroscopy revealed the allyl complex to have 

three types of hydrogen atoms in the ratio 1 : 2 : 2  thus 

supporting a symmetric structure such as that tentatively 

proposed in I96O (Figure l-l).
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,CH

Co(CO),CH:
CH.

Fip;ure 1-1. The structure initially proposed for Co(C^H^)(CO)

Since these beginnings and especially in the last few years

there has been a tremendous growth and diversification in all

three of these areas of inorganic chemistry. Both organometallic
and coordination compounds have extensive applications, for

example in medicine (e.g. platinum - ammine complexes in the
21treatment of cancer ), as fuel additives [e.g. Bt^Pb and

Mn(T7̂ -MeC^H^)(C0)^], in electroplating {e.g. [Bi(CN)^]^ }
and as catalysts for a variety of organic reactions [e.g. WClgtCO)^

22in olefin disproportionation , hydroformulation of olefins using 

HGo(CO)^,^^ and olefin isomérisation using a Pt(Ph^P)2Cl2-SnCl2 

mixture^^]• But most important of all is the catalytic role 

played by metal ions in the life processes of animals and plants 

[e.g. magnesium in chlorophyl^^, iron in haemoglobin^^, cobalt 

in vitamin B^2 (cyanocobalamine)^^’^^ and molybdenum in enzymes 

such as nitrogenase and xanthene oxidase^^.]
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1.2 Metal carbonyl chemistry

Carbon monoxide is an extremely weak Lewis base and it is 

initially surprising to find it forming such stable transition 

metal complexes. However, consideration of the bonding in Cu 

reveals the presence of low energy anti-bonding orbitals^^ 

(Figure 1-2), which are capable of accepting electron density

Q)C
ÜJ

-TTm (cr*.7rM 
,' r. Ag (f')

W ) p  /' ;

' '' TTuf̂ r-) ' 'I \

J ' 
I

(n+l)s '/ Tq ( a *) '/( y \ /t
S'nd v', y Î

Ah' \ EÎ

\ w

Figure 1-2. Bonding scheme for M(CO)^ complexes,

from the metal. This leads to the synergic effect in which 

the metal to ligand % -bond strengthens the ligand to metal 

a -bond and vice versa* Hence the greater the electron density 

on the metal the greater will be the synergic effect.
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As the metal to carbon back-bonding increases the 

effective C - 0 bond order should decrease, and consequently 

the C - 0 bond order is frequently used as a sensitive indicator 

of the extent of back-bonding, and of the electron density on the 
carbon and, by inference, the metal atoms.

1.2.1 Infra-red spectroscopy of carbonyl complexes.

It is fortuitous that the energy required to stretch a
metal carbonyl C - 0 bond falls in the range 2100 - 1700cm""^ and
that this region of the infrared spectrum is virtually free of other

molecular vibrations; hence infra-red spectroscopy has been used
27extensively in studying these complexes • In addition the fact 

that the C - 0 stretching energy (2100 - 1700cm is so much 
greater than the other molecular stretching energies (M - C 
560 - 360cm"^; M - N 6OO - 200cm""̂  means that there will be

veiy little interaction between the C - 0 stretching and other 
molecular vibrations. Consequently, and to a first approximation, 

the C - 0 stretching vibrations can be assumed to be pure, thus 

allowing them to be considered in Isolation from the rest of the 
molecule. This is the so called high energy factored model and 

greatly simplifies the vibrational analysis of these complexes, 

thus leading to the calculation of approximate carbonyl force 

constants.

For molecules of high symmetry, such as U(C0)g[0^] and 

trans-LmM^CO)^ [D^^] (i.e.complexes in which all the carbonyl 
groups are chemically equivalent), the observed band position



oan be taken as being directly proportional to the C - 0 

stretching force constant. Whereas for lower symmetries 

it is useful to quantify the observed band positions in terms 

of C - 0 stretching force constants (K^, etc) which 

differentiate between chemically or symmetrically differing 

carbonyl groups in the same molecule. The actual calculation 

of force constants will be discussed further in chapter 7*

The majority of complexes discussed in this work are of 

the type L^MCCO)^ or L'^m CCO)^ (where the L* groups need not all 
be the same) and only compounds of this type will be considered 
further,

1,2.1.1 Infra-red spectroscopy and isomerism
Infra-red spectroscopy is also useful in differentiating 

between possible isomeric forms of substituted carbonyl complexes. 
Consideration of the complex LgM^CO)^ shows there to be two 

possible isomeric forms, namely cis and trans (Figure 1-3), and 
application of group theory leads to the assignment of the point 

groups indicated.

Application of the procedures outlined in sections 1 to 3 

of the appendix produces the vibrational modes shown in 

figure 1-3.
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'2v

4

Ir + R

A.

ir + E
*1 

ir + R ir + R

0
0

trans-LgM( CO)^

'4h

B u

ir
g
R

B,Ig
R

Figure 1-3 Isomeric forms and C - 0 stretching vibrations

for LgMtCO)^



In order for a molecular vibration to be infra-red 

active the vibration has to cause a dipole change. Such a 

change occurs whenever the vibrational mode commutes as one 

of the cartesian coordinates, (e.g. inspection of character 
tables^^*^^ reveal that for symmetry the mode commutes 

as the i-aiis and is therefore infra-red active). Similarly 

any vibrational mode which commutes as the product of two axis 

(e.g. X , ly, etc) will give rise to a change in the polarisability 
of the molecule and will be Raman active, (e.g. Inspection of 
symmetry tables reveal that the B^ mode commutes as the product 

zz and is therefore Raman active as well as infra-red active as 

referred to above).

Hence, the vibrational modes given in figure 1-3 will have 
the activities shown. As a Raman spectrophotometer was'not 
available for experimentation this form of spectroscopy will 

not be considered further.

It can be seen that infra-red spectroscopy readily 

differentiates between the cis- and trans-isomers of L2M(C0 )̂ j 

the cis-isomer giving rise to a maximum of four bands and the 

trans-isomer giving rise to only one band in the C - 0 stretching 

region of their spectra.

Similar considerations for the system MAB(CO)gLg, where 

Lg is a chelating bidentate ligand | e.g. [MoC1(/^^-allylXC0)2^ipy] } 

shows the possibility of four isomers (Figure 1-4)#
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Application of sections 1 to 3 of the appendix reveals that 

each isomer may give rise to two infra-red active vibrational 

modes (Figure 1-4)* Thus in order to differentiate between

rL

III

A* A A*

A" A"

Figure 1-4 Isomers and infra-red active vibrational modes

for [MAB(00)2^2] species
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these isomers (IIA and B must be taken as being equivalent for 
this discussion) it is necessary to consider band intensities 

and isotopically enriched spectra.

The application of quantum mechanics shows that the band

intensity of an infra-red active vibration is a function of the
27square of the overall dipole change caused by that vibration. 

Consideration of an Isolated pair of carbonyl groups (Figure 1-5) 
reveals that the overall dipole change, obtained by the vector

In-phase

(A')

0

«in A.Sin 0 
Sln(0/2)

Out-of-phase

(A")
Out

0

In

Figure 1-5 Dipole changes ( A ) and infra-red band intensity 
(l) ratios for the dicarbonyl grouping.
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addition of the individual dipole changes, is related to 

the angle between the two carbonyl groups ^ (Figure 1-5)*

These relationships are Sin~^(^/2) and Cos ^(0/2) for the 

in-phase and out-of-phase vibrations respectively. Hence the 

infra-red spectrum of the cis-dicarbonyl isomers, I and II 

(figure 1-4), should exhibit two bands of approximately equal 

Intensity (^ = $0, Tan 45 * l), whereas for the trans- 

dicarbonyl isomer, IIl(figure 1-4), the in-phase vibration 
should have zero intensity^^*^^ { 0  = l8o. Tan 90 » oo and

* Sin l80 = O). Thus from these intensity considerations 
it is possible to decide whether the two carbonyl groups are 
mutually cis or trans to each other.

On substituting one carbonyl group by labelled carbon
monoxide (C^^O or ^^CO), the C^ structures (l and III) will
each give rise to only one species (Figure 1-6) whereas the

32
0 ^ structure (ll) will give rise to two species.

Optical isomers have not been included in this discussion 

or figure 1-6 as they have no bearing on the number of observed 

bnads in the infra-red spectrum. Thus by means of infra-red 

spectroscopy and Isotope exchange studies it is possible to 

differentiate between structures I, II and III (Figures 1-4 and 1-6).
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r L CO

B
CO

B

II

CO

CO

CO

III

CO' CO

t-L

»-L

CO

Figure 1-6 Isotope exchange studies on MAB(CO)^L^

During this work isotope exchange studies have not been attempted, 

and as such infra-red spectroscopy has only been used to indicate 

the mutually cis-nature of the carbonyl groups for the dioarbonyl 

complexes discussed in chapters 3 and 4« Other spectroscopic 

techniques (e.g. or ^^C-n.m.r) are capable of yielding further 

information on the arrangement of the non-carbonyl ligands.
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1.2.2 Réactions of metal carbonyl complexes

Metal carbonyl complexes undergo many and varied reactions 
leading to an extensive number of substituted, carbene and 
organometallio complexes. Thus it is necessary to restrict 

the coverage given here, and as the reactions studied in this 

thesis mainly involve substitution and redox reactions of the 
early transition-metal carbonyls only these types of reaction 

will be considered further.

1.2.2.1 Substitution reactions

One or more carbonyl groups may be successively replaced 

in metal carbonyls by a wide variety of anionic, neutral and 
occasionally cationic ligands. Substitution reactions are usually
brought about by thermal or photochemical means and proceed by

!

either an associative or dissociative mechanism depending upon the 
reaction conditions, the metal atom and the substituting ligand. 
Activation energies of several substitution reactions of the 
hexacarbonyls have been measured and shown to increase in the 
order Mo < Cr < which parallels the increase in force constants

for the M - C stretching vibrations (1.Ô1, 2.03 and 2.15 mdyneS”  ̂

for Mo, Or and W respectively). Thus kinetic measurements confirm 

the experimentally observed high reactivity of Mo(CO)^ compared 

with Cr(CO)g and W(CO)^.

Photochemical reactions normally occur via an S^l mechanism

in which the rate determining step is loss of CO. This scheme
hv

M(CO)^   ̂ M(CO)^ + CO

M(CO)^ + CO  1- M(CO)g

M(CO)^ + L   ̂ M(CO)^L
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was proposed as early as 1934^^*^^ and subsequent work In low
temperature matrices revealed M(C0)^ species with symmetry.

In many instances interaction occurred between the M(CO)^ moiety

and the matrix material yielding species such as Mo(C0 ) ^ 2  

37and Cr(CO)^CH^ • Such interactions probably have a significant 

effect on the rates of reaction of hexacarbonyls even in such 

”non-coordinating” solvents as saturated hydrocarbons.

Thermal reactions are often too mild for this mechanism to

be applicable, and second-order pathways have been found in some 
38instances • Thus thermal substitution of halide ion for CO 

in M(CO)g, where M = Or, Mo or W, has been shown to occur by either 
of two associative mechanisms.

Bu^NX + M(CO)g

slow

oc
oc CO

CO

oc CO

oc
CO

—Go fast

M * Mo,

CO0 0-CO
fast oc

CO
U - Cr
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From a preparative point of view, both photochemical emd 

thermal methods are used extensively for obtaining substituted 

metal carbonyls. Both methods suffer from a lack of specificity 

in many instances, particularly for mono-substitution reactions, 

and one of the two specialised procedures outlined below are 

often used to overcome this problem.

hv /THF
M(CO)g -----------------M(CO)^.THP + CO (l)

k(CO)^.THP ----------- M(CO)^.L + THF

B^NX + M(CO)^ -------------»• H^N[M(CO)^] + CO (2)

CH2CI2
R̂ N[m(CO)̂ X]+ L -̂--------- > M(CO)^L + R^NX

t
 ̂ } ■

39The second route has been used successfully for the 

preparation of many monosubstituted products containing 

potentially bidentate ligands of the type RgECH^CH^ERg» where 
B ■ N or P and R « alkyl or aryl.^^ This in turn has allowed 

detailed investigation of the rate of chelation of bidentate 

ligands in these complexes.

M(CO)^L - L --------- M(C0)^L2 + CO

The final degree of substitution achieved in a carbonyl 

complex will be strongly dependent upon the electronic and 

steric properties of the substituents.
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Ligands can be divided into two broad classes; (i) those 

with only a -donating properties (generally those with N and 0- 

donor atoms, such as R^N and RCÔ *") and (ii) ligands which enter 

intc metal to ligand back-bonding using n-molecular orbitals 

(generally those with the heavier donor atoms and unsaturated 

ligands such as ethylene or benzene).

Naturally the extent of back-bonding from the metal to the 

carbonyl groups in such complexes will be a function of the 
electron density on the metal atom, which in turn will be a 

function of the electron donating and accepting properties of 
the ligand. To a first approximation the extent of electron 
donation by a simple a-donating ligand will be related to the 
basicity of the ligand. The situation is more complicated for
back-bonded ligands as the carbonyl groups and the ligand will> •
compete for the available electron density.

Graham^^ used simple molecular orbital theory to obtain the 

following relationships for complexes of the type LM(CO)^x

Ak^ » A a  + 2 A n  and Ak^ = A a  + A n

In these relationships k^ and k^ are the C - 0 stretching force 

constants for the carbonyl groups trans and cis, respectively, 

to the ligand; and all the values are relative to arbitrary 

standards [e.g. MeMn(CO)^ and C^H^^NH2Mo(C0)^]•
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These relationships assume that the a- and TT-bonding 

orbitals are completely separable (based on symmetry arguments) 

and that the a-bonding framework will not be affected by changes 

in the degree of back bonding. As stated earlier metal carbonyls 

owe their stability to the synergic effect. Thus, it seems 

reasonable to assume that any change in the extent of back-bonding 

will effect the extent of (7-donation by the carbonyl ligands.

This would lead to far more complex relationships between k^ and 

kg than those derived by Graham^

A consequence of the M - CO back-bonding is that for ligands 
with a lower n-acldity than carbon monoxide, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to replace successive carbonyl groups. Hence, for example, 
the reaction between pyridine and Mo(CO)^ will stop at the 
trisubstituted complex Mo(CO)^(py)^. Where ligands have appreciable 
TT-acidity further substitutions become possible (e.g. phosphines, 
arsines and i s o n i t r i l e s ) T h e  ligand PF^ appears to have very 

similar TT-aoidity to carbon monoxide^^ and may completely displace 

carbon monoxide from carbonyl complexes. Thus Mo(CO)^ will react 

with PF^ to form the complete series cf complexes 

where x = 1 to 6.

1.2.2.1.1 The ligands bipy and dpa

The ligands bipy and dpa have been used extensively throughout 

this work, with their complexes being compared chemically 

(Chapters 3 to 5) and physically by means of C - 0 stretching 

force constants (Chapter ?)» hence further discussion in this 

section will be largely restricted to complexes containing these 

ligands.
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Bipy has an extensive and well revlewed^^”^^ coordination
chemistry which extends beyond carbonyl compounds to halo-

c om p l e x e s ,i so l ep ti c compounds such as Cr(bipy)_^^ and3
to non-metals {e.g. (bipy)^B and [bipyCH]^}^^ . This ligand 

is frequently encountered as a substituent in carbonyl complexes, 

which tend to be less air and moisture sensitive than similar 

complexes with other N-donor ligands. Table 1-1 summarises 

the important zero-valent group VI metal carbonyl derivatives 

containing this ligand.

Table 1-1

2.2*-Bipyridine complexes of the zero-valent group VI elements
Complex Metal Ligand (L) Reference
ois-M(CO)^bipy Cr,Mo,W

py,Ph^P,(EtO)^P ^

48

fao-M( CO ) ̂b i pyL Cr,Mo,W 49

Mo,W NH^,SOg 50,51

Mo PhgS, HNHg
R*Et, i-Pr, n-Bu, allyl

52,53

fa^[li(CO)^bipyL]“ Mo,W Cl,Br,I,NCS,N^,CN 54

Cr CN,KCS 54

cis-M(C0)g(bipy)2 Mo,W 55

ois-MfOOjgbipyLg Mo p y ,  sog 51

Cr,Mo (BtO) P 49

M(bipy)^ Cr,Mo,W 44

[M(C0)^blpy]2 Cr,Mo,W 56
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The ligand dpa has not been studied in as much depth as bipy,

but its general chemistry seems similar to that of bipy. Many

metal complexes of dpa are known (Table 1-2), and its coordination
57chemistry has been reviewed. However, the metal carbonyl chemistry 

seems to have been completely ignored, with the exception of the 
complex Mo(CO)^dpa.^^

Table 1-2

Selected metal-di-(2-pyridyl)amine complexes
Complex M Geometry Ref.
M(GO)^dpa Cr,Mo,W cis-oct 58,59
M(CO)jLdpa Mo Py,MeCN,

Ph^PO
fao-oct 58

ML^dpa Mo Br cis-oct 58
MLgtdpaJg Fe,Ni Cl,Br,NCS trans-oct 60,61,62

Co NCS oct 63
[MLgtdpajgjL.HgO Co Br cis-oct • 64

)

[M(dpa)^]L2 Fe,Co,Ni I,C10^ oct 60-63,65

[ML(dpa)g]L Cu Cl,I* T.B.P.^ 66,67

MLgdpa Ni Cl oct,tet? 60,62

Ni Br,I tet 60,62

Fe,Co Cl,Br,I 61,63

[M(dpa)g]L2 Cu CIO^SPF^ tet 66,68

(a) For entries marked with an asterisk the structure has been 

confirmed by X-ray analysis

(b) T.B.P. stands for trigonalbipyramidal,
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The work in this thesis demonstrates that, at least for the group VIA 

metals, the ligands dpa and bipy have similar metal (o) oarbonyl 
chemistries, but differences are mere pronounced in the 

allyldicarbonyl series [MX( %^-allyl)(C0)2L2]« Differences between 
bipy and dpa occur because of the following factors.

(i) Due to the acyclic amine group, coordinated dpa is far 

more flexible than coordinated bipy. This allows dpa to more 
readily temper its geometry to the steric and electronic 
requirements of the metal atom.

(ii) The ligand dpa is a stronger base than bipy (pK^ values of 

6.99̂ *̂  and 4*44^^ respectively).

(iii) It is possible for the acyclic amine group of dpa to enter 

into chemical reactions as discussed in section 1.2.2.2.

(iv) In sterically crowded molecules the acyclic amine group 
may have a significant effect on the structure adopted.

(v) The ligand dpa in a strain free configuration will form a 

dihedral angle between each of its pyridine rings and the
p la ne ,a nd  as such the pyridine rings will not be

available for back-bonding with the metal. Whereas it has been 
70suggested that bipy acts as a weak n-acid in its metal carbonyl 

complexes.

(vi) The chelate rings formed by bipy and dpa are five- and

six-membered respectively. Thus on comparison with the ligands
711,2-dlaminoethane (en) and 1,3-diaminopropane (pn), which also 

form five- and six-membered rings respectively, one might expect 

bipy to exhibit the greater chelate effect.
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However, Inspection of molecular models and crystal 
72 73structures * reveal that bipy causes a compression of the 

NMoN bond angle of approximately 18° for octahedral molybdenum(o) 

complexes. Whereas Mossbauer spectroscopy shows that both 

[Fetdpa)^]^* and [Pettpa)^]^* have accurate 0^ symmetries^^*^^*^^. 
Similarly molecular models indicate that dpa should cause very 

little compression of the NMN bond angle in molybdenum and 

tungsten(o) species. Thus dpa may possibly exhibit a greater 
chelate effect than bipy.

1.2.2.2 Attack on coordinated ligands.

So far only substitution reactions occurring at the metal 
atcm have been considered. It is also possible for reactions to 
occur at the coordinated ligands, thereby modifying the ligand.
The coordinated ligand may undergo intramolecular attack by a

)

species coordinated to the same metal atom, which effectively 
leads to an insertion reaction, or react with non-coordinated 

ligands. In this latter case the metal is supporting and 
activating one of the reactants, generally towards nucleophilic 

attack (e.g. carbene formation.
O” Li"̂  Me 0*̂  ,OMe

LiCH^ + W(CO)^ ---  ̂(CO)^W - ^  (CO)^W - C
CH^ Me

In this type of reaction the metal ion often acts as a template 

holding the ligand in the correct geometry for addition or 
substitution reactions to occur. Examples of two of the many 

known ligand substitution reactions are given below.
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Priede1-Craft acylations

AlCl
CpgPe + MeCOCl 

Halogénations

^  (T?^-MeCOG^H^)gPe + 2HC1

(acao)^Cr + (2-bromoaoac)^Cr + 3HBr

These reactions are thought to involve the attack of an 

electrophile at the reaction site followed by the liberation of 

a proton to give the observed products.

With some ligands, such as dpa, one could additionally propose 
a dissociative mechanism (e.g. Scheme 1-1)

H-N

NÎ  -

Schema 1-1 Possible substitution mechanisms for dpa complezes*
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The deprotonated ligand (dpa-H) has been Isolated in the complex 
7*5Pd(dpar-H)2 but an X-ray study revealed that the pyridine rings 

are far from ooplanar and therefore the chelate ring cannot 

exhibit much délocalisation (e.g. I in scheme l-l). Thus the 

negative charge created by deprotonation will be largely localised 
on the acyclic amine atom.

The protonated ligand (dpa) is geometrically more favourable 
for complex formation than the deprotonated species, as the 

pyridine rings are aromatic and the pyridine - pyridine dihedral 
angle will relieve any KUN bond angle compression. Consequently 

deprotonation is not a general property of dpa complexes and has 

only been observed with the metals palladium, nickel and copper,

and even then electrophilic addition was only possible with the
75palladium complex. \

■ ■ )

1.2.2.3 Redox reactions of metal carbonyl complexes.
Redox reactions may be divided into two broad classes

(i) electrochemical and (ii) chemical redox systems. This 

latter category may be further divided for convenience into 
(ii, a) chemical reductions and (ii, b) chemical oxidations.

1.2.2.3.1 Electrochemical redox reactions
Electrochemistry has an important role to play in the oxidation 

and reduction of carbonyls. For synthesis, the electrode has the 

advantages over chemical reagents that (A) by controlling the 

electrode potential it is possible to introduce energy selectively 

and hence to control or vary the number of electrons transferred,
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and (b ) the electrode is often able to simply add or remove 

an electron from the molecule without causing change in coordination 
number and stereochemistry as generally occurs with redox reagents. 

In addition it is possible to determine whether the reaction is 

reversible and to gain information about the ease of electron 
transfer.

Both binary metal carbonyls and substituted metal carbonyls
77—81have been studied by this technique, but few successful

77anodic oxidations of simple metal carbonyls have been reported.

Table 1-3 contains a selection of group VI carbonyl species 
prepared by this technique.

Table 1-3
Group VI carbonyl species prepared by electrochemical redox

reactions

Complex Reactant Solvent Electrode Ref.

[Cr(CO)g] + Cr(CO)g THF Pt 77

Cr(CO)g MeCN Pt 82

[M2(CO)iof- K(CO)g • 
M>Cr,Uo,W

THF Pt 77

[CrX(CO)g]"+
n=0,l

[CrX(CO)^]“
X=halide

CHgCl^ Pt 80

[KfCOjgtdPPeïg]**
n=0,1,2

MtCOÏgfdppejg
M=Cr,Mo,W,Mn

USgCO.CHgClg,
KeNO-

Pt 79

[MoFtOOÏgtdppeig]* MofCOjgtdppejg Ke.CO Pt 79

[M(CO)^l)lpy]" M(CO)^bipy
M=Cr,Mo,W

(KeOCHgig Hg 78

[M(CO)̂ bipy]''' M(CO)^bipy
M*Or,Mo,W

CHgClg Pt 81
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These studies sometimes yield interesting results when 

compared with chemical reactions. Thus mild chemical oxidation 

of the group VI metal carbonyls with for example, iodine yields the 

relatively stable ohranium(l) complex Crl(CO)^ but no stable 

chromiuffl(ll) species, whereas molybdenum and tungsten will form 

stable metal(ll) species [eg, kX^CCO)^, where X » Cl, Br or NCS] 

but no isolable metal(l) complexes analogous to chromium. An

electrochemical investigation of the complexes [MX(CO)^]~
fin(M b Cr, Mo or W and X = Cl, Br or I) substantiates these 

chemical observations. Molybdenum and tungsten(l) halocarbonyls 
readily disproportionated to give metal(ll) species, whereas 
chromium(ll) halocarbonyls were only stable at -?5°C.

Investigation of the phosphine complexes LM(C0 )2(dppe)g]
(M * Cr, Mo, W or Mn and n = 0, 1 or 2)^^ proved particularly 
interesting from a stereochemical view point. Thus for the 
molybdenum(0 and II) complexes the cis-isomer is the normally 

more stable species, whereas for the molybdenum(l) complex the 
trans-isomer is more stable. During these electrochemical redox 

reactions the electron transfer process is far more rapid than the 

stereochemical changes thus it proved possible to study, and 

differentiate between, all the cis/trans- isomers of these 

complexes. In addition it was found that the group VI metal(ll) 

species could accept a nucleophile thus forming a more stable 

seven-coordinate species.
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e.g. [Mo(C0)2(dppe)g]^* + p-L_*[MoF(CO)g(dppe)g] +

The resulting complex [HoP(C0)2(dppe)2]* is unusual as 

metal fluorocarbonyls are rare , This is partly a consequence 

of the high oxidising power of fluorine preventing it being 

employed in a similar manner to the other halogens, and it 

seems quite feasible that under the mild conditions of anion 

exchange used in chapter 3 that fluoro-analogues may be isolable.

The electrochemical behaviour of the complexes M(CO)^bipy
T8 81(M = Cr, Mo or W) has also been studied * , and it was observed

78that on reduction the additional electron occupied a molecular 
orbital on the bipyridyl ligand. This was confirmed by the 
esr spectrum of the reduced species which exhibited no hyperfine 
splitting due to interaction of the unpaired electron with the 
central metal atom. ^

1.2.2.3.2 Chemical reductions

Since the metals are already zero-valent in the group VI 

hexacarbonyls, oxidation reactions are far more common than 

reductions. However, reaction with strong reducing agents such 

as the alkali metals or sodium borohydride results in anion and 

hydride formation.

U(CO)g + M' - 5 2 ^  Mg(C0)̂ (,2----- » w(C0):2- 4̂
M* B alkali metal M = Cr, Mo or W

THF P tJR 86
U(CO)g + HaBH -------- » HM(CO). "   » HgNgtCOjig "

M = W
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It has been suggested that the carbonyl monoanions resemble
87pseudohalide ions in some of their reactions, and the dianions

may be classified as transition-metal pseudochaloogenides. A

crystal structure determination on the [CrgtCO)^^] ~ ion shows

it to be isostructural with the isoeleotronic group VII carbonyls 
88^2^^^^10* However, it is substantially more reactive than the 

group VII decacarbonyls and both [MgCCO)^^] and [m (CO)^] ions 

have a useful synthetic future.

e.g. / K(CO),„]^~

a  -

□ C l
Cl

2' '10
or I CSCl2  M(CO)^CS

CHgiCtCHgCljg

MP(CO)^

Borohydride reduction of these hexacarbonyls leads to anionic 

hydride derivatives, rather than simple carbonyl anions. Both 

t(CO)^W(H)w(CO)^]'* and have been shown to contain

hydrogen bridges. In the former anion, the bridge is linear and 

the carbonyl groups are in an eclipsed configuration for the 

tetraethylammonium salt, whereas the [(Ph^P)gN]^ salt shows a
91bent bridge with the carbonyl groups staggered.
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1.2.2.3,3* Chemical oxidations

As the oxidation state of the metal increases so the M - CO 
bond weakens. Thus in the absence of controlled conditions 
halogen oxidations of carbonyls or their derivatives will 

normally lead to the complete expulsion of carbon monoxide and 
the formation of metal (IV,V or VI) halides or halocomplexes^^*^^’̂ ^. 

under carefully controlled conditions it is possible to obtain 

metalhalooarbonyl complexes from binary metal carbonyls or their 
substitution products.

e.g. Mo(CO)^ + Clg --------> MoClgCCO)^ + 2C0

MoClgtCO)^ + bipy -------- > MoClgfCOj^bipy + CO

Mo(CO)^bipy + Cl^ -------- > MoClgfCOjjbipy + CO

. ’}

Table 1-4 lists some of the seven coordinate metal(ll)
93complexes of known structure which have been obtained by 

such halogen oxidations.

In general metal carbonyl complexes liberate all their

carbon monoxide if the oxidation number of the metal is raised

above two. The complexes CpMX^(C0)2^^^, where M « Mo or W and
X = Cl, Br or I, are exceptional and probably owe their existenoe
to the cyclopentadienyl ring system which is capable of considerably

reducing the charge on the metal atom. This is supported by the
observation that the cyclopentadienyl ligand in these complexes is

27far more positive than in normal metallocenes. In addition

photoelectron and infra-red spectroscopy both indicate the presence
27of high electron density on the carbonyl carbon atoms.
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Table 1-4

Selected halogen oxidation products.

Complex Structure* Reference
Bt^K[WBr^(CO)^] COC 94

[Wl(CO).dlars]l CTP 95

MoClgfCOijtBtjPig CGC 93

lIoBrg(CO) (dppe) CGC 96

WBrgtCOj^fdpamig CGC^ 97

WlgfCOÏjtdpam) CGC 93

Wl2(C0),(dmpe) COC 98

MoCl2(C0 )2(M82PhP)j CGC/CTP V 99

UoCl2(C0)2(dppin)2 CGC/CTP° 93

MoCl2(C0)2(dpajn)2 CGC* 93

MoBr2(C0)2(Me2PhP)j CGC 93

MoBr2(C0)2(dpam)2 CGC* IGG

[Wl(C0)2(dinpe)2]l CTP 93

a) CGC = capped octahedral
CTP = capped trigonalprismatio (see section 1.2.3*)

b) monodentate dpam
c) one monodentate and one bidentate dpam or dppm
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Such oxidation reactions are not restricted to the halogens 

and pseudohalogens and many neutral molecules (for example, metal 

halides and their derivatives) are capable of oxidative addition 

reactions with metal carbonyl complexes. Table 1-5 contains 

soma such reaction products for which the crystal structures have 

been determined.

Table 1-5
Metal(ll) complexes from oxidative addition reactions

Oxidant Reductant Product Geometry Ref.

M'X.4 M(C0)^L2 MX(W'Xj)(C0)jL2* 1G2

M**Sn,Ge M=Mo,W

X»Cl,Br,I L2=bipy,phen,dppe
\

GeCl. 4 Mo(CO)^bipy MoBr( GeBr j ) ( CO ) py'* COC/CTP 1G3

SnMeCl^ “(00)41-2 

M=Mo; L2=bipy 

M=W; L2=dth

U(m-C1)(SnMoGl2)(CO) L2 CGC 1G4,
105

SnCl.4 Mo(CO)^dppe [Uo(SnCl )(CO).dppe]* 

[SnCl5(0H2)]"CgHg

CGC 1G6,
1G7

HgClg Mo(CO)^bipy MoCl(HgCl)(CO),blpy CGC/CTP 108

a) All possible combinations were not isolated.

b) The initial product, [MoCl(GeCl^)(CO)^bipy], was treated with

sodium bromide.
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Of particular interest are the reactions of metal oarbonyl 

derivatives with organic halides, which provide a very valuable 

route for the synthesis of organometallio complexes.

e.g.
, C HrCl PhCH Cl ,

MoCp(T] -allyl)(CO) .e— 1-2----[MoCp(CO) ] "  MoGp(n -PhCH_)(CO)

U.V.

MoCp(ti -allyl)(CO),

EtI

MoCp(Et)(CO).

U.V.

MoCp(TT^-PhCH«)(CO),

In oxidations employing allylic halides (e.g. C^H^Cl and PhCH^Cl) 
T|^-allyl complexes eure not always isolable.

e.g. Mo(CO)^bipy + C^H^Cl MoCl(Ti^-allyl) ( C0)2bipy

1.2.2.3.3*1 Mechanism of oxidative addition
Kinetic studies have been made on several oxidative addition

and elimination systems [e.g. M(C0)^bipy/HgX2(M « Mo or W and

X B Cl or Br);^^^ Pd(Ph^P)^/benzyl chloride^^^ and MoRh/n-butyl
117bromide/LiCl(Mc = a tetradentate maorocycle) ] and the evidence, 

in these cases, points quite strongly to an ionic Sn2 mechanism as 

shown in scheme 1-2.
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LqM + A—B --- ►-IjqM-- — A— ---B —  ̂[LqUA]^ + B

L(n-x)“(A)(B) + iL 

X - 0, 1 or 2

Scheme 1-2. A general S^2 mechanism for the oxidative addition 
reaction between LqM and AB.

The main evidence for such a mechanism is summarised below;

(i) The reaction between optically pure PhCHDCl (a -deuterobenzyl 

chloride) and Pd(Ph^P)^ leads to an optically active product 

PdCl(PhCHD)(Ph^P)2 in which inversion has occurred at the
chiral carbon atom* The optical activity falls to only 50^ of that 
required for the optically pure product (i.e. 25$ racémisation has 
occurred). Inversion at the chiral centre and the retention of 
optical activity is consistent with an S^2 mechanism, whereas a 
radical mechanism should lead to complete racémisation of the 
product. Hence the 25$ racémisation that was observed could be 

indicative of a competing radical mechanism, but Stills and 

co-workers consider that racémisation is probably the result 

of a benzyl isomérisation.
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This reaction has also been studied in the presence of 

t-nitrosobutane, which acts as a spin trap (i.e. it indicates 

the presence of radicals), and the resulting esr spectrum was 

used to support a free radical mechanism; but Stille et. al. 

found that the same esr signals were formed on adding the spin 

trap to the isolated product, and consequently such evidence must 
be regarded as rather inconclusive.

(ii) The complex McRh (Me = a tetradentate macrocycle) reacts
with n-butyl bromide to give the oxidation product

117trans-fBr(n—Bu)RhMc1 , but when the reaction was carried out
in the presence of lithium chloride the analogous chloro-complex 
was obtained. It was also found that the bromo-product would 
not undergo anion exchange with lithium chloride under the 

conditions employed. In addition the ionic complex >

[McRh(Me)(MeCN)] BPh^ was isolated from the methyl bromide, 

oxidation which was carried out in the presence of MeCN and NaBPh^-

A mechanism involving an ionic intermediate has also been 

suggested for the mercuric halide oxidation of the substituted 
group VI carbonyls,although the proposed reaction scheme was 

not proved conclusively.

Hence it would appear that an ionic mechanism probably does 

predominate in these systems but, at this stage, it is not 
possible to completely discount radical mechanisms as competing 

or alternative reaction routes.
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1.2.3. Seven-coordinate carbonyl complexes.

The majority of complexes discussed in this thesis can be 

formally considered as seven-coordinate metal(ll) species 

[e.g. WBr(q^-allyl)(C0)2bipy and Mo(%^-allyl)(acac)(C0)2Py] 
in which the allyl group acts as a bidentate ligand. Alternatively 

such species may be regarded as six-coordinate complexes with the 

allyl group occupying only one coordination site. The
4diamagnetism of these d -complexes is in agreement with the

seven-coordinate formalism which would lead to the four d-electrons
93occupying the degenerate d^2”y2 and d^^ metal orbitals.

93Recently Drew has extensively reviewed seven-coordinate 
structures and fortunately of the 34 possible geometries only 
3 are normally encountered, namely pentagonal bipyramidal (PB), 
capped octahedral (COC) and capped trigonal prismatic (CTP)
(Figure 1-7). These are idealised geometries and will normally 
be distorted, especially for the COC and CTP structures, which 

by means of a small angle change can adopt a low energy 
intermediate structure COC/CTP which is frequently encountered.

This last structure is normally discussed in terms of either 

one or both of the idealised geometries COC and CTP.

The PB structure is the most commonly observed polyhedron 

for seven-coordinate species | e.g. [Ko(CN)^]^"[^^ and is 

encountered with mono- and polydentate ligands.
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Pentagonal bipyramid Capped octahedron

\

Capped trigonal prism

Figure 1-?. Common seven coordinate geometries,

The COC structure is frequently found for molybdenum and 

tungsten(ll) carbonyl halides {e.g.[WBr^(CO)^] and complexes 
containing phosphorus or arsenic donor ligands [e.g. MoClgtCOÏ^tEt^PÏg].^^
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This may be a consequence of the fact that this geometry allows 
up to four carbonyl groups to be mutually ois to each other, 

thereby avoiding any competition between CO groups for the 
available metal-d^ electron density. In addition it is found 
that this ligand arrangement is often encountered for ML^(L-L) 
species [e.g. MoBrg(CO)^dppe]

The third geometry CTP is not frequently found for monomeric 

complexes but known examples usually involve molybdenum or 

tungsten(ll) species (e.g. [Ml(CO)^diars]^}^^. This may be a 
consequence of the d^ electron arrangement in these species.

Even though the CTP geometry is rare many examples of the 
COC/CTP distorted geometries are known [e.g. KoCl(HgCl)(CO)^bipy]

Of all the transition metals molybdenum and tungsten exhibit the
)

most extensive seven-coordinate chemistry which is especially 

prevalent for the metal(ll) species.

Unfortunately Drew has in general omitted organometallies
Q'lfrom his review , henoe allyl complexes were not discussed.

Complexes of the type [MX(T]^-allyl)(C0)2l'2] adopt the CTP 
geometry with the allyl group oocupying the two coordination 
sites on the unique edge of the polyhedron^^ (i.e. trans to the 

capping position). Hence whilst the CTP structure is relatively 
rare for inorganic complexes it appears to be the predominant 

geometry for the above metal-allyldicarbonyl complexes^^*^^*^^^^^^^"^^^ 

Such compounds will be discussed further in section 1.3*1«3*
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1.3. Or/^anometallic chemistry

Formally any compound which contains a carbon-metal bond 

may be placed in this category. Thus metal carbonyl complexes 

may be classified as organometallic species, but as their chemical 

behaviour is considerably different from “normal”organometallic 

compounds, such complexes are invariably considered separately.

a-Bonded organometallic compounds of the transition metals
generally tend to be thermally unstable, even though they may

contain quite strong M - C bonds. For example the M - C stretching
force constants for Me^Ti is 2.28 mdyneX*^ compared with a

value of 2.25 mdyneX”  ̂for Me^Sn. However, Me^Ti decomposes
at ca. -40°C whereas Me.Sn is stable at room temperature.—  4
Hence this observed Instability must be a consequence of kinetic
rather than thermodynamic factors, and four low energy decomposition 

pathways^^^*^^^ have been suggested as follows*

a-hydrogen elimination: M - CH^ MH + ^^H^

p-hydrogen elimination* M - CH^CHgR — > MH f CHgtCHR

reductive elimination* YM - CHgCHgR-^M + YCHgCHgR

dinuclear elimination* 2 M - CHgR —  ̂2M + RCHgCHgR

The inability of methyl, trimethylsilylmethyl and similar 

complexes to undergo p-hydrogen elimination Is often given as 

a reason for their greater stabilities.
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n-Bonded organo-transition-metal compounds tend to be 

thermally more stable than the a-bonded complexes. This is 
supposedly due to the metal-ligand back bonding increasing the 

d-orbital splitting energy (A), which in turn makes the above 
decomposition pathways less energetically favourable^^^.

1.3.1. Metal allyl complexes.

The allyl ligand has two principle modes of
coordination to transition metals; a) T]^-bonded and 

b) r|^-bonded. In addition to the normal symmetric T|^-bonded 
ligand, examples are known in which the ligand is unsummetrically 

T| ̂ -bonded.

[e.g. PtCl(r|^-methylallyl)(Ph^P)] bridging {eg.[pt(|i-allyl)( acao)j ̂  

or ionically bonded [e.g. Li(a l l y l C o m p l e x e s  of this last 
type do not give rise to ions in solution, and therefore must 
exist in solution as strongly bound ion-pairs.

These various bonding modes may be detected by means of 

infra-red and nmr spectroscopy, especially the latter, as will 

be discussed later.

1.3•1•1• n^-Allyl complexes.
Isolable r|^-allyl complexes of the transition metals are 

much less common than their T^^-analogues, and are confined largely 

to the group VIII metals. Nevertheless T]^-bonded species are 
often postulated as intermediates, of varying degrees of stability,

in the preparation of r|^-allyl complexes^^^, and in order to account
3 133for the dynamic nature of some T] -allyl complexes.
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The r|^-allyl ligand may he thought of as a simple alkyl
ligand and as suoh its bonding will involve the a-overlap of

an sp^ orbital of the bonding carbon atom with a suitable metal

orbital* Consequently in the known solid state structures^^^*^^^*^^^

the C - C bond lengths of the allyl ligand are significantly
1different. A typical skeletal structure of a T] -bonded allyl 

complex r trans-PtCl(r|^-allyl)(Ph^P)^l is illustrated in 
figure 1-8.

C===C P
| « 0

2 09 . 
12-30 
P

Figure 1-8 The skeletal structure of [PtCl(T]^-allyl)(Ph^P)2]

1.3.1.1.1. Infra-red spectroscopy
Several workers have studied the infra-red and Raman spectra

of r|^-allyl complexes^^^'^^^ and a tentative assignment has been
1 137made for the complex [Mn(r| -allyl)(CO)^] as listed in table 1-6.

This assignment is largely based on comparisons with propene.
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Table 1-6.

The vibrational spectrum (400Q-700cm of rMn(n^-all.yl)(CO)r.]

Raman Ir Assignment

1614

1400

1295
1221
1082

993
934

3085 * 
3000 w

2975 w 
2934 w
2865 * 

1617 8 

1465 w 
1448 w 

1405 W 
1382 * 

1297 * 
1204 ms^ 
1080 m l  

1032 w 

1017 w
989 m 
920 w J 
883 8

r V  ^13

^14“^18

C-H

c*»c

*(H-C=C)
’(C=C-H)

\ h-c-c )

P(C-H)

a) measured as a benzene solution
b) measured as a CCl^ solution. The intensities are taken

from the thin film spectrum.
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For diagnostic purposes the strong band just above 

'C=C'1600 cm  ̂( Vp_p) is probably the most useful, as it is absent
in the spectra of T]^-allyl species,

1.3.1.1.2. ^H-n.m«r. spectroscopy

This form of spectroscopy is far more informative than 

vibrational spectroscopy. Inspection of figure 1-9 reveals 
that an ABCXg pattern is expected for a T|^-allyl species, and

C M

Figure 1-9. An isolated T]̂ -ally 1-metal group.

suoh a pattern is observed for static systems such as 

pta(tl^-allyl)(CO)J:^^^ô(Hj-4.92(<l, 17 Hz); 6(H^)=4.68(d, 10 hz); 

0(H^)“6,15(m) and 6(H^)=1.85(d, 9 Hz) ppm relative to TMS (0=0). 

However, it is possible for these systems to be fluxional in which 
case an AX^ pattern may be observed, as in the room temperature 

spectrum of [TlCll^-allylXEtgH) 5(H^,H^ and H^)

** 6.45(d, 11 Hz) and 0(H^)=3.3l(m) ppm relative to TMS.
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Equivalence of the terminal protons probably occurs by means 
of a a - T T - c r  exchange process. The intermediate TT-complex may, 

in certain cases, be an ionic species as proposed for the dynamic 

r|^-allyl complexes (allyl)2Mg and (allyl)^B^^^. On reducing 

the temperature the rate of interchange of proton environments 

should slow down and ultimately lead to a static ABCX^ pattern.

1.3*1*1*3 Preparation of n^-allyl complexes.
These complexes are formed in much the same way as alkyl- 

metal complexes, although unless carefully controlled the 

reaction may proceed to a T|^-complex. The principle methods 
of formation are exemplified b e l o w .

(i) Na[Mn(CO)^] + allyIX --- > Mh(Tl^-allyl)(CO)^ + NaX

(ii) 2[Co(CN)^]^ + allylX--- ►[Co(Tl^-allyl)(CN)^]^ +[CoX(CN)^]

(iii) TiClR^ + allylMgX  Ti(T]^-allyl)R^ + MgXCl

(iv) Fe(H)Cp(C0)2 + CHg:CHCH;CHg----► Fe(r|^-crotyl)Cp(C0)2

(v) [Co(tl^-allyl)(CN)^]^“ t CN“*----►[Co(r|^-allyl)(CN)^]^

Routes (i) to (iv) are techniques generally used to obtain 

alkyl complexes, thus only route (v) is specific for this type of 

compound.

3-
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1.3.1,2. n -Allyl complexes

This mode of bonding is far more common with transition 
metals than r|^-bonding.

Structure determinations of a wide variety of these 
complexes indicate that the allyl group is normally symmetrically 

bonded (Figure I-IO), with the central carbon atom slightly nearer 

the metal atom than the two terminal carbon atoms in the 

molybdenum complexes (Table 1-7)• Although in at least

Figure 1-10 Structure of the (T]^-allyl)dicarbonyl metal group.
one example, [PtCl(rj^-methylallyl)(Ph^P)]the ligand may be

1 2regarded as simultaneously T] - and T] -bonded to the metal atom 

Figure l-ll).

1'4Q

1*47
PPh

Figure 1-11 An ai^rmmetric T| -allyl group.
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The T] -allyl ligand has three delocalised n-molecular 
orbitals^41*142^ namely to i|;̂ in figure 1-12. The

electron population of these orbitals depends on how one

S G )  G  G ) ->0^---- ^3 “ ^ 0 1  ^3 Role in free ion:
v Z y  n  -antibondlng

o“ Cj. non-bonding0
'I'l * -K^l + ’*■'̂ 2̂̂  n-bonding

Figure 1-12. Molecular orbitals of the T| -allyl ligand

chooses to consider the allyl ligand (i.e. as a cation, radical, or 

anion). In each case will contain two electrons and

will be vacant, whilst will be occupied by nought, one or

two electrons respectively for the cationic, radical or anionic 

forms of the ligand.

It is conventional to consider the allyl group as 

contributing one unit to the oxidation state of the metal.

Hence the coordinated allyl group should be considered to be a 

four electron donor ligand. Thus and are each capable

of donating two electrons to the metal atom whereas is
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available to accept two electrons from the metal and thereby 
forming a 6 -back bond.

Consideration of the valence orbitals of a metal atom 
reveals the possible orbital overlaps given in figure 1-13.^^^’^^^

I - d^2

(For clarity the orbital overlap is not shown in IV)

Figure 1-13. Molecular orbital overlaps in q -allyl complexes,
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The bonding overlaps given in modes I and II (Figure 1-13) 
are maximised if the allyl group is perpendicular to the z-axie 
(i.e. as the allyl group is normally pictured), whereas modes III 

and IV would favour the allyl group lying on the xz plana 
(i.e. as in a metallocyclobutane). Thus the allyl group will 

adopt a configuration somewhere between these two extremes 

60 as to maximise the bonding energy. Calculation of the 

overlap integrals for the various bohding modes shown in 

figure 1-13 have been made^^^*^^^*^^^ and the dihedral angle 

for [PdCl(T]^-allyl)] 2 is calculated to be about 110°, which is 

in good agreement with the observed angle of 111.5° Hence

bonding modes I and II must be of prime importance in these 
complexes. In addition it is calculated that very little 
overlap occurs between and the filled metal - d - orbitals,

indicating very little back-bonding in these complexes, although 
the relative importance and extent of this back-bonding is by 
no means clear. Some workers feel it is significant whilst 

others suggest it is negligible^^^. This probable lack of 

back-bonding is in direct contrast to olefin complexes which 
owe their stability to this type of bonding.

1.3.1.2.1 Infra-red spectroscopy
Several T]̂ -allyl c o m p l e x e have been studied by 

infra-red and Raman spectroscopy, with isotope shifts^^^*^^^ 

(^H-^ and ^^^Pd - ^^^Pd) and polarised Raman effects being 

used to tentatively assign the spectra. Unfortunately the
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various workers do not completely agree over the assignment

of the pairs of vibrational modes v(C - C - C) andass,
GfCHgiass. or v(C - C - C)^ and This
controversy is not critical as both of these pairs of modes 

will probably be strongly coupled, and therefore each band
146will be a mixture of the two modes.

Inspection of tables 1-6 (section I.3.I.I.I) and 1-8 reveal 

that, even though some assignments may be in doubt, the 
observation of three moderately intense absorptions in 
the region I5OO - 1300 cm~^ and the absence of an absorption 
between I600 and I7OO cm~^ in the infra-red spectrum of an 

allyl complex is strongly indicative of a f|^-allyl group.
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Table 1-8

The vibrational spectrum of the n^-allyl group

allyl Pe(N0 )(C0)2 ® allylMn(CO)^^ allylCo(CO)j° [allylPdClJg^  Assignment
3082 ms 3073 m 3086 * v(GHg) A"
3048 w 3018 m 3022 w V(CH) A'
3016 m 2972 w 2970 sh v(CHg) A'
2968 ms 2946 w 2940 w v(CHg) A'
2932 w 2962 m v(CHg) A"

1492 8 1394 m 1388 m 1491 « V(CCC) A"
1466 6 1464 s 1476 m 1383 8 6(CHg) A'

1387 s 1499 8 1485 m 1461 8 ÔCCHg) A"
1229 8 1215 8 1225 m 913 w n(CH) A'
1202 8 1150 w 1186 m 1193 w 0(CH) A"
1018 s 

966 ms
1009 m 1 

1020 m )
1071 m

998 m 

1024 8 \

p̂ .(CHg) A' 
V(CCC) A'

926 s 922 m 950 m 968 8 p,(CHg) A'

916 s 886 m 934 m 943 vs p,(CHg) A"

778 ms 773 w 775 m 1230 w pj.(CHg) A'

752 ms 980 w 767 m Pj.(CHg) A"

722 w 785 m 805 w 767 m PpCCHg) A"

a) liquid film, see ref. 146

b) CSg solution (CCl^ used in cut-off regions) see ref. 149

0) liquid film. see ref. I48

d) KBr disc, see ref. 147
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1.3.1.2.2. *H-n.m.r. Spectroscopy.
1As with T) -allyl species this form of spectroscopy is also 

far more informative for ^p-allyl complexes than infra-red 

spectroscopy. Figure 1-14. shows that an AM^Xg [i.e. H^(H^)2(H^)2]

Hs

«a

Figure 1-14. An isolated r|^-allyl group

3 tpattern is expected for the r| -allyl group, provided that;
coupling is too small to be observed, and such a pattern 

is found for static systems such as [(C^H^)Mo (OAc )( T|^-allyl)]
0(H^ « 3.60(m); d ( E ^ )  » 2.92(d,6Hz) and ô(H^) * 2.19 (d,8Hz) ppm 
relative to TMS.

Assignments of syn- and anti-protons are usually based on 

the size of the coupling with the proton. By analogy with 

organic alkene systems (Figure 1-15), trans-coupling constants

H J. 12 to 15 Hz^ trans
J . « 6 to 8 HzC CIS

^  J . « 0 to 2 HzVIC
e '

Figure 1-15. Proton coupling constants in alkenes
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are expected to be greater than cie- coupling constants, and
are typically 9 to 12 and 5 to 8 Hz respectively for T]^-allyl
complexes. In a few complexes^^^’^^^ coupling between syn- and
anti-protons has been resolved and the H and H resonances   a s
observed as doublets of triplets rather than doublets, and 

the central proton resonance as fifteen "lines" rather than the 

normal triplet of triplets predicted by an pattern.

However, in some q^-systems the anti- and syn-protons 

undergo rapid exchange in which case an AX^ pattern may be 
observed [e.g. Zr(r|^-allyl)^] .

1.3*1.2.3. Fluxional n^-allyl groups
The T]^-allyl group gives rise to three types of 

isomerism which are observable by *H-n.m.r. spectroscopy under 
the right circumstances. Namely (i) syn-syn, anti-anti i 
exchange, (ii) syn-anti exchange and (iii) conformational 
changes (rotational isomerism).

(i) Syn-syn, anti-anti exchange

// //

Figure 1—l6. Syn—syn, anti—anti proton exchange.
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This type of"isomerism (Figure 1-16) can only he detected 
for complexes of low symmetry, such that the terminal allyl 
carbon atoms are not equivalent (i.e. L' / L"). Thus at low 

temperatures, or in the absence of excess ligand L* or L", an 

AMM 'XX' pattern will be observed in the n.m.r. spectrum.
Raising the temperature or adding excess ligand will cause the 

M/m ' and X/X' signals to coalesce giving rise to an AMgXg 

pattern.

Alternatively this process may be thought of as the 

interchange of the ligands L' and L" (Figure 1-16) which will 

result in exactly the same experimental observations. Such 
a process could occur by an associative or dissociative 

mechanism or by a pseudo-rotation of the molecule. The rate 
of an associative mechanism should be a function of the

}
concentration of the excess ligand whereas the rate of a 
dissociative process should be independent of the added ligand.
The complex [PdCl(T^^-2-methylallyl)(Ph^P)] shows an associative 

syn-syn, anti-anti exchange process.

Additionally this form of isomérisation may occur by a 
rotation about the metal - allyl axis which may be preceded 

by a ligand association or dissociation reaction. Such rotations 
are energetically most favourable for five-coordinate species^^^, 

and therefore ligand addition or dissociation may occur to give 

rise to a pentacoordinate intermediate.
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(il) Syn-anti exchange

This type of Isomerism may occur solely at one end, or at 

both ends of the allyl group. Only In complexes with 

Inequlvalent terminal allyl carbon atoms would It be possible 

to detect the difference between these two processes. The 
*H-n.m.r. spectrum of a compound which exhibits syn-anti exchange 
will typically change from an pattern at low temperatures

to an AX^ pattern at higher temperatures.

Exchange at one carbon atom only has been observed for 
the complex [(r|^-2-methallyl)PdCl(PPh^)] and whilst this 

process primarily Involves a n- C7 -n mechanism (Figure 1-1?)
It has been found that the rate Is dependent on the concentration

Me

Cl

Me

Cl

11
Me Cl

Figure 1-17. Syn-anti exchange of protons 3 and 4»
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of the dimer [PdCl(r| -allyl)] g* Thus a mechanism has been 
133suggested which involves complex formation between the 

monomer and the dimer thereby leading to a T|^-allyl group. 

This trimerlc intermediate probably involves chlorine bridges.

1.3 .1.2.4* Preparation of n^-allyl complexes.
Several general methods of synthesis are available for 

these complexes, as detailed below, and in addition there are 
many specific reactions leading to particular complexes as listed 

later.

(i) General syntheses 
(i,a) Ally1-halogen exchange reactions.

These reactions are essentially analogous to the preparation 

of metal alkyl complexes, and with the exception of (allyl)SnMe^^^^*^^^, 
probably proceed via a r|^-allyl intermediate.

i[(CgHg)UoCl(r|— allyl) ]2  + allylUgCl - (CgHg)Uo(n^-allyl)2 + UgCl2 

CpMo(CO) Cl + allylSnMe^ - CpMo(rf-allyl)(00)2 + SnClUe^ + CO

The synthesis employing (allyl)SnMe^ would not appear to 
pass through a T]^-allyl intermediate as no such species were 
observed during the synthesis of [(T]^-allyl)M(CO)^] (M = Mn and Re). 

In both of these cases the r|^-allyl complex [(^^-allyl)M(CO)^] 
is a stable species which does not readily lose carbon monoxide 
to form the r|^-allyl compound. Thus if these Tj^-allyl complexes 

were intermediates they should be readily detectable.
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has suggested an alternative mechanism whereby the 

uncoordinated olefin double bond of { r \ -allyl)SnMe^ species 

coordinates to the reaoting halide thereby replacing a carbonyl 

group (Scheme 1-3)* This is then followed by the elimination 

of Me^SnX and the formation of a T]^-allyl group.

COGO

0 0

CO

Sn Me,

OC
—CO

OC

CO

-SnXMe.

COOC

COOC
Scheme 1-3* Proposed mechanism for the reaction between 

allyl SnMe^ and metal halide complexes*

(i,b) Oxidative additions.

Oxidative addition reactions are another general 
organometallic synthetic method and probably proceed by the 

formation of a T|^-allyl metal intermediate^^^ (of* Section 1*2*2*3*3*1 
and Chapter 3)* This is probably the most common procedure 
employed in the preparation of metal allyl complexes and a few
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examples are given below.

[Mo(acao)(CO)^]” + allylCl * [MoCl(T?-allyl)(acac)(CO)^]" + 2C0

W(CO)^pybipy + allylBr » WBr(rj-allyl)(C0)2bipy + py + CO

[CpMo(CO)^]"* + CHg I CHCHgCHgBr = CpMo(CO)g(??- crotyl) + CO + Br~

It is normally observed that anionic carbonyl complexes are far 
more reactive towards these oxidative additions than the neutral 

compounds, which is in agreement with the mechanism proposed in 

Section 1.2.2,3.3.1 and Chapter 3*

(i,c) Addition of 1,3-dienes to metal hydrides and alkyls.
This method of synthesis was responsible for the isolation

of the first recognised %^-allyl complex, Co(%^-orotyl)(CO)^,
)

and is an example of an olefin insertion into a metal - hydrogen 
bond. The following reactions are examples of such synthesis^^*^^^

HCo(CO)^ + CHg I CHCH ; CH^ = Co(7;^-orotyl)(C0)^ + CO

RMn(CO)^ + CHg : CHCH : CH^ = Me  COR (R = Me or &h).

Mn(CO)

The second reaction, that between MeMn(CO)^ and butadiene,

has also been examined using l,l,4>4~tetradeuterobutadiene and it
159has been shown that a 1,4-hydrogen shift occurs in this reaction 

giving rise to the ^-complex of CD^CHCHCDCOR
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(i,d) Conversion of r[̂ -allyl to r[^-allyl

as a

As mentioned previously this probably occurs during the 
lesis of many fj^-allyl species, but it may also be empl< 
separate synthesis as shown below.^^^^^41*154,160

uv
CpMo(*7^-allyl)(C0)^  > CpMo(»j^-allyl)(C0)2 + CO

Mn(f)^-allyl)(CO)^ ■» Mn(l^^-allyl)(CO)^ + CO
or t > 80^

CPgWlŶ -allylig + HPPg >[Cp2W(l̂ -̂allyl)]PP̂  + Ĉ Ĥ

(ii) Less general syntheses

In the literature there are many novel syntheses of specific 
allyl compounds euid some of these are listed below^^^*^^^”^^^

[l^4.(cH2)^C]Pe(CO)^ + HCl > (y^-2-methylallyl)PeCl(C0)^

(a-cyclopropylacyl)Mn(CO)^ + Ph^P— >• (^^-allyl)Mri(CO)^(PPh^) + 3C0

[(i^^-allyl)PdCl]g + Pe2(C0)g ^ 2(J7^-allyl)PeCl(CO)^ + 2Pd + 3C0
» N aOR  ̂ rj2(^r-C^H )WoBr(CO)j *-

[ ( CgHg)Mo(»^^-allyl) (h^-CHgCHCHCHg)]*  + H“ — f  (C g H g )H o (»7 ^ -a lly l)((7^ -o ro ty l)

HlClg + 2Ph^P + C^Hg + [h] -?f/?A9.g» [(Ph^p)gNl(ly3-orotyl)]
°6®6

CpUo(CO) (ly^-CHgC ; CE) + E 'O E— > {CpMo(C0)2[fy^-CEgG(C00E' )CHK]}

O C ^ /  " o c - ^ /

OC' oc'
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As suggested by the various synthetic routes there are 

numerous examples of this type of metal - allyl complex eind 

table 1-9 lists a wide range of such complexes for the group VI 

transition metals.

1.3.1,2.5. Reactions of the 1^^-allyl ligand.

The allyl group coordinated to a group VIII metal has 
been shown to undergo a wide variety of reactions, many of

188them of great synthetic importance in organic chemistry .
Although much less investigated allyl complexes of the early
transition metals have also been shown to be catalytically
active, and table 1-10 lists metals whose allyl complexes

23catalyse the polymerisation of olefins. Two such complexes are

Table 1-10 i

y^^-Allyl complexes active in polymerisation reactions

Olefin monomer metal

mono-alkenes Ti, Zr, Hf, Or, Mo, w. Ni, Pd

vinyls Tl, Zr, Hf, Or, Mo, w. Ni, Pd

aliénés Ni, Pd

1,3-dienes Ti, Zr, Hf, Cr, Mo, W, Co, Rh, Ir,

Ni, Pd, Pt
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[M(CF^COg)(Y -allyljfCOÏgdme], where M = Mo or W, which have 

been found to be catalytically active for the polymerisation 

of 1,3 - b u t a d i e n e . I n  addition during this work (of. chapter 3)> 
and independently of the above workers, it was observed that 

the complex [MoCl(^^-allyl)(C0)2(MeCN)2] would cause the 
polymerisation of norbornadiene. Neither the polymer, a white 
brittle solid, nor the actual catalytic species were characterised; 
but the formation of the polymer appeared to be accelerated by the 
presence of a little air.

Other non-catalytio reactions of group VI allyl complexes 

involve reductive elimination of allyl halide or nuoleophilic 
attack on the allyl ligand. This former type of reaction has 

been usefully employed in the synthesis of molybdenum(o) 

derivatives,
. CgHg I

(1) MoBr(î -’-allyl)(C0)2(MeCN)2 + ------- »
Mo(C0)2(MeCN)g(PhjP)2 +tPhjPCjH.]Br

k
MofOOigfPhjPigLg

Lg « Lewis bases, dienes or dinitriles

(11) MoCl(y3_aiiyi)(co)2(MeCN)2 + 48HC »• Mo(C0)2(BNC) . + allyl Cl
R = Be or Bt *

while nuoleophilic addition has resulted in the isolation of 
metallooyclobutane derivatives or olefin complexes.^^^’^^*^^^
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.CH2
(111) [Cp2*(»)kallyl)] + Cpg ^ ^ C H D

CHg

(Iv) [Cp2*(^3-allyl)]+---- — ----- ► Cp2W(f^^-CH^CH:CH2)

, Ph,G+ .
(v) Cp«o(\^ -orotyl)(C0)2 ---- -»■ CpUo(C0)2('1 -CH2SCHCH1CH2)

1.3*1.3* [MX(î  -allyl)(g o) and related complexes.
Crystal structure determinations are limited to complexes 

of the type {“ = Or or Uo ( , [MX(^^-allyl)(00)2L2]
{U - Mo or w|, [Mo(t^kallyl)(C0)2Lj and [Mo(i7kallyl)(CO)2h'Lgl'^X” .

The first of these contains a multiple metal - metal bond and is 
related to the other chromium and molybdenum(ll) metal-metal 
bonded species^^*^^^ MgtOgCR)^ {m = Or or Mo}, MOgClg^ and 

MOgfSO^)^^", whereas the remaining complexes all contain the 
apparently stable Mo^^(>7^-allyl)(CO)2 entity. These latter 

complexes are formally seven-coordinate molybdenum(ll) species, 

and the majority adopt the symmetric OTP structure shown in 

figure 1-18(a) and discussed in section 1.2.3, but several 

examples of the assymmetric OTP structure are also known 

Figure 1-18(b) .
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CO

A*
Lg = bipy; X = NOS, py 

Lg = phen; X » NCS 
I>2 “ (CgH^^NCH)g; X - Cl 
Lg = dmej X = O^CCP^

Lg « BtgBpz^; X = Hpz

B

Lg = HgBpZg) X = |i- H 
Lg = PhgBpZgî X = vacant
Lg = dppe; X = Cl

Figure 1-18. Structures found for [MX(/y^-allyl)(C0)2li2] species

These seven-coordinate complexes were first reported by
186Murdoch who prepared them by cleavage of the tri-halo-bridged 

anions (see below), Hull and Stiddard^^^ subsequently reported

[Uo2Cl^(7^-allyl)2(C0)^]~ + 4py *-2[MoCl(»7^-allyl)(C0)2Py2] + Cl'
two new preparative procedures for such species. These routes 

involved either the oxidative addition of allyl halides to the
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complexes MofCOj^Lg and MfCOj^pyLg (M = Mo or W and = bipy 
or phen) or anion exchange of the halogen in the resulting 
metal(ll) complexes.

THP .
e.g. Mo(CO)^bipy + allylNCS ». Mo(NGS)(K)^-allyl)(CO)gbipy + 200

THP
C(CO)^pybipy + allylBr »WBr^y^-allyl)(C0)2bipy + CO + py

^  MegCO .
MoBr (y ̂-al ly 1 ) ( CO ) ̂b i py + C^P^S"----- ► Mo(/7^-allyl)(SC^P^XCO)2bipy

+ Br~

In this way these authors isolated and reported 29 complexes 

with the general formula [MX(»y^-allyl)(C0 )2L2] and 
[M(Y ^-ally1)(CO)gpyL^]^ (cf. Table 1-9), and showed that the 
carbonyl groups were cis to each other and that the allyl group 

was coordinated in a trihapto-manner. Other complexes of this 
stoichiometry have been prepared from the bis-methy1cyanide

weakly bonded nitrile ligands.
adducts [MX(*̂  -allyl)(C0)g(MeCN)2] by replacement of the relatively

175-177,180,195

e.g. UoCl(i7^-allyl)(CO)2(MeCN)2

LiCp

MoCl(y ̂-al lyl ) ( CO) Mo(l̂  ̂ -allyl ) Cp( CO) g

NOPPg

Lg = a -dllmiaes [McC^^.allyDCpCKOXCO)] PPg

Lg = dppe, dppm 
Lg = (RNC)g
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157Recently Doyle reported the first anionic complexes of 

this stoichiometry {e.g. [MoCl(fy^-allyl)(p-diketonato)(C0)2] }. 
These species were prepared by the mild oxidative addition of 

allyl chloride to anionic complexes (see below).

THP
[Mo(acac)(CO)^]” + C^H^Cl ----— 9. [MoCl(jJ>-^-allyl)(acac)(C0)2]“

[W(02CCHj)(C0)̂ ]“ + CjĤ Cl  >. [WCl(M2-allyl)(02CCHj)(C0)j]~

Consequently the metal(ll) - 17 - allyl - dloarbonyl system

is now known to occur in neutral, cationic and anionic complexes.



Chapter 2

Physical Methods, Starting 

Materials and Metal(o) Complexes

)
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Chapter 2

Physical Methods, Starting Materials and Metal(O) Complexes
2.1 Physical Methods

This section describes the methods employed in the analysis 

and characterisation of the complexes discussed in this thesis.

2.1.1. Infra-red spectroscopy

Infra-red spectra in the range 4000 to 40cm  ̂were recorded 

as detailed below. Not all samples were studied over the entire 
range.

2.1.1.1 4000 to 630 cm~^

Spectra were obtained for Nujol or hexachlorobutadiene mulls 
held between NaCl plates, in addition some samples were examined 
as CHgClg or MeCN solutions, using a Hilger and Watts Infragraph
H1200 or Infrascan H9OO, or a Perkin-Elmer 237 spectrophotometer.

}

A polystyrene film was used for wavenumber calibration.

2 .1.1 .2 630 to 200 cm~^
A Nujol mull of the sample, sandwiched between Csl discs, 

was examined using the expanded scale facility of a Perkin-Elmer 
621 spectrophotometer.

2.1.1.3 667 to 222 cm"^
Spectra were obtained on vaseline mulls, held between 

polythene discs, using a Grubb-Parsons DM4 spectrophotometer.
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2.1.1.4 430 to 40 ont ^
The sample was dispersed in a pressed polythene diso and 

examined with a Beckmann RIIC FS720 interferometer. Fourier 

transforms of the interferograms were computed on an ICL 4-30 

computer by means of a Fortran IV programme.

2.1.2 *H-n.m.r. spectra

N.m.r. spectra were obtained with a JBOL PS-100 spectrometer, 
together with the associated variable temperature controller, and 

using CDgClg, CDGl^, (CD^)gCO or CD^CN solutions of the samples. 

TMS was used as an internal standard ( = 0 ppm).

Results in the text are reported in the form: position in
ppm (intensity, multiplicity, coupling constant in Hz) assignment.

2.1.3 Mass spectroscopy ^
Mass spectra were obtained with an A£I MS 12 spectrometer

using a direct insertion probe and an ionizing energy of 70 eV.
A source temperature of 220°C was normally used to volatilize the 

sample.

Only a few of the molybdenum complexes yielded mass spectra 

which showed metal containing fragments and these were readily 

recognised by the isotope pattern of molybdenum (Figure 2-l).
Ion abundances in the text are expressed relative to the most 
abundant metal containing fragment which is set equal to 100^ 

abundance.
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MASS RELATIVE ABUNDANCE ABUND.
(%)

0 20 40 60 80 100
* * * * * * * * * * *  
***************************************************
* '

92--- * *------------------------------------   15 .84
*

9 3 ** 0
*

94 **-----------------------------------------  9 . 0 4
*

95--- **-------------------------------------------------  15 .72
*

96--- **--------------------------------------------------  16 .5 3
*

97 **---------------------------------------   9 . 4 6
*

98 **---------------------------------------- ----------------  23 .78
*

99 ** 0

100 ------------------------  9 . 6 3

Figure 2-1. The isotope pattern of molybdenum

2.1.4. Esr speotrosoopy
Spectra of powdered samples were recorded at 20°G using a 

Varian B-3. spectrometer.

2 .1.5. GLC/mass spectroscopy

A GLC apparatus was connected to the gas sampling system of 

the mass spectrometer such that the eluate from the chromatograph 

could be selectively bled into the mass spectrometer, thus enabling 

the mass spectra of the various fractions of a mixture to be recorded.
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2.1.6 Magnetic moments

Magnetic mcments were obtained at room temperature by the 
Gouy method, with cobalt mercury thiocyanate [CoHg(|i-NCS)^] as 

the calibrant. The observed susceptibilities were corrected 

for the diamagnetic components of the molecule to give the 
magnetic moment ( [I ) which is quoted in Bohr Magnetons (BM).

2 .1.7 . X-Ray powder photography
Samples were sealed in 0.3 mm Lindemann tubes and mounted 

in a Debye-Scherrer camera of 11.46 cm diameter. Exposure to 

the nickel filtered Cu-K radiation was for five hours or more 
and the resulting line intensities were estimated visually.

2.1.8 Elemental analysis

Samples were sent to Dr. Strauss, Oxford, to obtain i
i  ■C, H and N analyses of now complexes.

Molybdenum was determined gravimetrically either by ignition
196to the oxide or as molybdenyl oxinate.

2.2. Synthetic chemistry

2.2.1 Reactants and solvents.
All reactants were of Laboratory Reagent grade and were 

used as supplied unless otherwise stated. Solvents, also of 
Laboratory Reagent grade unless otherwise noted, were dried by

197standard methods .
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Prior to any reaction involving chromium, molybdenum 

or tungsten containing starting materials, the reaction 

system (including the reactants, the solvent and the reaction 

vessels) was thoroughly purged with dry nitrogen. An 

atmosphere of dry nitrogen was maintained throughout the 

reaction.

The new chromium(ll) complexes (cf. Chapter 3) were 
particularly sensitive to oxidation and high vacuum techniques 
were sometimes employed in their syntheses.

2.2.2 Anions of potential three-electron-donor ligands
The sodium salts of acetylacetone (NaAcac) and salicylaldéhyde 

(NaSalal) were prepared by similar procedures. The former was 
obtained as detailed in the literature^^^ whilst the latter was 
prepared by an extension of this method as outlined below.

2.2.2.1 Preparation of NaSalal

To a stirred sample of salicylaldéhyde (10 cm^, 94cmol) 

was added an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (4.3 g, 108 mmol 

in 100 cm^ H^O). This mixture was stirred until the reaction 

was complete (ca. 30 min) when any insoluble material was 

removed by filtration. Solid sodium chloride (o^. 14 g) was 

added to the filtrate with stirring, until the product started 
to precipitate. The mixture was warmed to give a clear solution 
which was allowed to cool slowly. The product was collected 

at the filter, washed quickly with chilled water followed by 

acetone, and then dried in vacuo to give white platelets 
(6.8 g, 50^ yield).
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More product could be obtained from the filtrate by adding 
further quantities of sodium chloride as above.

On storage this product slowly darkens but can be readily 

purified by recrystallisation from aqueous sodium chloride as 
above•

2.2 .3  Preparation of cis-M(CO)^L^

The complexes MfCOj^Lg (M » Cr, Mo, W; = bipy, dpa) 
were prepared by literature m e t h o d s , o r  extensions thereof 
as outlined below.

The parent metal hexacarbonyl [M(C0)^; M = Cr, Mo or W] 

and an equimolar quantity of the bidentate ligand (1^; bipy or 
dpa) were allowed to react in a refluxing hydrocarbon solvent 
(Table 2-l) until the white sublimate of hexacarbonyl ceased to 
form in the reflux condenser. After cooling to room temperature 
the crystalline product was collected at the filter, washed with 

toluene or xylene and dried vacuo. Table 2-1 summarises 
the individual reaction conditions and products.

Table 2-1

Preparation of ols-ll(CO)^L^

Reaction conditions Products
f " ’ "

Metal Medium
A

Time(hr) Lg « bipy
, '2 -,dpaL

Yield(^) Colour Yield(#)
’1

Colour

Cr toluene 7 9Ô Maroon 84 Khaki

Mo toluene 2 99 Maroon 99 Yellow

W xylene 7 99 Maroon 97 Yellow
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2.2.4 Preparation of M(CO).^cht
The complexes M(CO)^cht (U = Cr or Mo) were prepared by 

literature methods^^^^^^ in yields of approximately 60$&.

2.2.5  Preparation of the anions [MX(CO)^L^T"

Two routes were employed to obtain the complex anions 

[MX(CO)^Lg]"; M = Cr, Mo or W; X « halide or pseudohalide; 

Lg - bipy or dpa. The first was that of Behrens^^ which 

involved the substitution of a bidentate and anionic ligand 

(e.g. bipy and Cl") for the cycloheptatriene in the complex 

M(CO)^cht (Equation 2-1).

M(CO)^cht + X” + Lg [MX(CO)^Lg]" + cht

Equation 2-1

M(CO)^Lg + X” --------[MX(CO)^Lg]" + CO
Equation 2-2

A new and more convenient route was developed during this 
work which avoids using the cycloheptatriene complex. The 

complex M(CO)^Lg was reacted directly with the required anion 

(equation 2-2) in a mixture of acetonitrile and toluene, under 

reflux, as summarised in table 2-2. After cooling to room 

temperature the product was collected at the filter, washed with 

a mixture of acetonitrile and toluene (in the same ratio as the 

solvent mixture) and then dried ^  vacuo. It was found necessary 

to store these anionic complexes under dry nitrogen and in the 

absence of light.
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As many of these anions have been prepared previously 

(in combination with different cations to those employed here) 
only one representative analysis is given. Found:

C, 56.1; H, 4.2; N, 5.50. Calculated for (Ph^As)[MoCl(CO)^dpa]

c, 56.5; H, 3.9; N, 5.65#.

Table 2-2

Preparation of (Ph,Z)rMX(CO).L^l r Z = As or PH

M(C0)^L2 Anion
source

MeCN: Reaction 
toluene time (hr)

Yield
(̂ )

Colour of 
product

Cr(CO).bipy Ph^AsCl 0:1 4 98 Dark green

Cr(CO).dpa* Ph^AsCl 0:1 4 75 Orange-red

lIo(CO) .dpa Ph^AsCl* 1*4 2 90 Yellow

B(CO)^bipy Ph^AsCl 1*4 2 75 Very dark

W(CO).dpa Ph^AsCl 1*4 3 94 Orange-yellow

W(CO)^blpy PhjPBr 1*2 4 60 Very dark

W(CO)^dpa PhjPBr4 1*4 2 81 Orange

*  This reactant was present in excess.

By reducing the toluene concentration in the solvent mixture 
the product remained in solution, thereby, enabling further reactions 

to be carried out on these anionic complexes without their prior 

isolation (of. 3.2.3 and 3*2.5).

It was also found that the alkali metal cations Na^ and K* 
could be employed in these syntheses (e.g. Nal and KSCN), especially 

where the anionic product was not isolated but merely reacted 

in situ.
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2.2.6 Preparation of fao-r.Mo(C0)^(MeCN)dpa1

The complex Mo(CO)^dpa (O.48 g, 1.27 mmol) and an excess 
of acetonitrile (5 om^, 96 mmol) were allowed to react for 2 hr 

in refluxing toluene (20 cm^). The product (O.36 g, 73^ yield) 
was collected at the filter, washed with toluene and dried in 

vacuo to give a yellow solid [ v^q(NuJoI) I905, 1795 and 

1740 cm"^. n.m.r; 2.12 (3, s)MeCN; 7»02 (4, m)aromCH;
7.72 (2, m)aromCH; 8.35 (l, hr)N-H.8 .64(2 , d, 5)aromCH],

2.2.7 Preparation of MoCl(K^̂ -allyl)(CO)g(MeCN)g
178This complex was prepared by the literature procedure 

and was obtained as a yellow crystalline solid whose infra-red
178spectrum was in close agreement with that quoted by Dieck .

2.3 Spectral characterisation ^

The metal complexes were characterised by infra-rod spectroscopy 
which gave results in close agreement with the literature values 
48,54,59,178,199-202 the known complexes. For the new 

compounds [MX(CO)^dpa]'”} M » Cr, Mo, W; X » Cl and M » W;
X = Br, and fao-[Mo(00)^(MeCN)dpal the spectra were very similar 

to the known bipy analogues.

The disubstituted complexes M(C0)^Lg were air stable solids 

having the characteristic colours of maroon and yellow respectively 
for the bipy and dpa complexes, whereas the trisubstituted 

complexes [MX(C0)^L2]" and M(CO)^cht were less air stable than 
the disubstituted complexes, with the dpa complexes more readily 

oxidised than the corresponding bipy complexes.
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Table 2-3
CO stretching frequencies for metal carbonyl complexes^

Complex » bipy
A

L2 * dpa
Cr Mo W Cr Mo W

M(C0)^L2 1998 2000 1998 2005 2010 2005

1913 1922 1914 1910 1912 1900br

1875 1876 1870 1870 1872 1867

1818 1820 1817 1808 1790 1785

Ph^AB[MCl(C0)jL2] 1890 1912^ 1877 1890 1897 1888

1770 1780^ 1764 1760 1770 1765

1750 1720* 1746 1742 1748 1742

Ph^P[KBr(C0)^L2] - - 1880 - - 1880

1770 1750°
1750

a) Measured as Nujol mulls. All bands very strong unless 

otherwise quoted.

b) Obtained for the Et^N^ salt
c) Possibly a doublet with maxima at ca. 1755 and £a. 1748 cm

-1
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Generally it was observed that for the metal (O and II) 

oomplexes[of. Chapter 3 for the metal(ll) complexes], bipy led 

to more crystalline products than dpa, which probably resulted 

from the low solubility of most of the dpa complexes.

Of the two methods used to prepare the anionic trisubstituted

complexes [MX(C0)^L2] , the second procedure employing 
is to be preferred as it uses readily available and stable 

starting materials and also leads to superior yields. These 

anionic complexes are very reactive and consequently readily 
decompose in aerated and strongly coordinating solvents, but 
the solids have stabilities of the order of 1 hour or more in 
air. Only the bromo- and ohloro-complexes were isolated as 
solids with the other complexes (e.g. I~ and NOS ) being formed
in solution and reacted further to give complexes of the general

}

formula [MXtallyljfCOÏgLg] (of. Chapter 3).

The bipy complexes (MX(CO)^bipy]” have been assigned a 
facial configuration (Figure 2-2) on the basis of their infra-red 

spectra. This is also in accord with their ease of formation 

from M(CO)^cht at room temperature.

rN

CO

Figure 2-2 The probable configuration of the anionic complexes.
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The analogous dpa complexes have similar infra-red spectra 
to these hipy complexes and are also likely to have this same 

configuration in the solid state.



1
Chapter 3 ^

Preparation and Characterisation of 

Metal(ll) Complexes.
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Chapter 3
Preparation and Characterisation of Metal(ll) Complexes

3.1 Introduction
A number of new complexes of chromium, molybdenum and 

tungsten, with the general formula [MX(^^-allyl)(C0 )2b2]
(M » Cr; L2 » bipy and X « Cl, Br, I or NCS: U » Mo;

L2 « bipy or dpa and X * CH^C02> CP^C02> PhS02 or p-tolS02;

M « Mo or W; ^2 “ and X » Cl, Br, I or NCS: M » W;

I«2 = bipy and X «= CH^C02> PhS02 or p-tolS02Î M * W; 1*2 “ 
and X = CH^C02 or CP^C02), have been prepared by one or more 
of four synthetic routes. The spectroscopic properties of these 
compounds indicate that they are probably all structurally similar 
to other known molybdenum and tungsten(ll) - y^-allyl complexes.
The formally seven*coordinate chromium(ll) complexes are very

)
unstable and readily disproportionate into chromium(o) and 
chromium(lll) species.

3.2. Preparation of fMX(K^^-allyl)(
The precautions for excluding air and moisture, as 

outlined in Chapter 2, were employed during these reactions.
One example of each of the four synthetic routes is described 
in detail with any significant variations from the prescribed 

methods for other complexes shown in table 3-1*
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3*2.1. Route 1. From the metal hexacarbonyl

The complex Mo(C0)^(2.64 g, 10 mmol), dpa (l.?l g> 10 mmol) 
and an excess of allyl bromide (9 cm^, 100 mmol) were allowed to 

react in refluxing THP (40 cm^) for 3 hr. After cooling to 
room temperature the product [MoBr(fJ^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] was 

collected at the filter washed with THP and dried in vacuo.

3*2.2. Route 2. Prom M(CQ)^L2

The complex Mo(CO)^dp.a (0.47 g> 1.24 mmol) and an excess 
of allyl isothiocyanate (2.5 cm^, 30 mmol) were allowed to react 

in refluxing THP (20 cm^) for 2 hr. Light petroleum (100 cm^, 
b.pt. 40 - 60^C) was added to the cooled solution at room 

temperature, followed by refrigeration for 2 hr. at O^C to 
precipitate the product [Mo(NCS)(^^-allylXCO)^dpa]. The complex
was filtered off, washed with light petroleum (b.pt. 40 - 60^C) 

and dried ijn vacuo. )

3.2.3* Route 3* The reaction between the complex anion 
fMX(CO)^!^!~ and allyl halides or pseudohalides.

The salt Ph^P[WBr(CO)^bipy] (2.10 g, 2.5 mmol) was added 

to an excess of allyl bromide (2*5 cm^, 30 mmol) in methanol 
(25 cm^), and the mixture was stirred for 1 hr. at room temperature. 

The product [WBr(ly^-allyl)(CO)̂ bipy]was collected at the filter, 

washed with methanol followed by water and dried in vacuo.

3.2.4 * Route 4* Anion Exchange.
The complex [MoCl(j;^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] (O.50 g, 1.3 mmol) 

and an excess of the salt CP^CO^Na (O.4I g» 3*0 mmol) were 

stirred together in acetone (20 cm^) at room temperature for
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3 days. The mixture was filtered, and water was slowly added 

to the filtrate to precipitate the product [Mo(CP^C00)(*^^-allyl)(C0 )2hipy] 

which was collected at the filter , washed with water and dried 

in vacuo.

3.2.5. Preparation of the chromium complexes

Very precise reaction conditions were required for the 

successful isolation of the complexes [CrXQ^^-allyljtCOÏgLg], 
as they readily disproportionated and precipitated Cr(CO)^bipy.

Route 3 was the only suitable method for synthesising these 
complexes and the preparation of each compound is described below.

3.2.5a. rCrCl(ti^-all.Yl)(CO)„bip.Yl
The complex Ph^As[CrCl(CO)^bipy] (I.90 g, 2.7 mmol) was 

added slowly with stirring to a cooled (-40°C) solution of allyl 
chloride (1.5 cm , 18 mmol) in methanol (20 cm )• After 10 minutes 
reaction the product [CrCl(»y^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] was collected at 

the filter, quickly washed with cold methanol (-30 to -40°C) 

followed by water and dried in vacuo.

Care was taken when washing with water as the product 

forms an extremely fine suspension which passes through the 

sinter and slowly deposits Cr(CO)^bipy.

The solid reactant Ph^As[CrCl(CO)^bipy] may be replaced by 

a cooled (O^C), filtered solution of this salt formed in situ 

in acetonitrile.
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3.2.5.2. f CrBr(n^-all.yl) ( C0)„blpy1
The complex Cr(CO)^bipy (0.42 g, 1*3 mmol) and an excess of

NaBr(0.77 g, 7*5 mmol) were allowed to react In refluxing
acetonitrile (10 cm^) for 3 hours. The resulting solution, which 

contains the complex Na[CrBr(C0)^bipy], was cooled to 0°C and then 

added slowly with stirring to a cooled solution (-40°C) of allyl 

chloride (l cm^, 12 mmol) in methanol (10 cm^). This mixture 

was stirred for 30 minutes at -40°C and then quickly filtered.

The filtrate was evaporated to dryness, on a rotary evaporator 

without heating, to give the product [CrBr(rj^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] 

which was washed with water and dried U: vacuo.

3.2.5.3. iCrI(n^-ally1)(CO) 1 py1

The complex Cr(CO)^bipy (0.39 g» 1*2 mmol) and
Nal (0.76 g, 5*1 mmol) were allowed to react in refluxing
acetonitrile (20 cm^) for 3 hr. The solution was cooled to 
O^C, filtered and the filtrate added dropwise to a cooled solution 
(-10°C) of allyl chloride (1 cm^, 12 mmol) in methanol (15 cm^), 

and this mixture was then stirred for 10 minutes. The product 

[Crl(^J^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] was collected at the filter, washed 
with cold methanol (-10°C) followed by water and dried Jjq vacuo.

3.2.5.4  rcr(I.CS)(n^-allyl)(CO) 1  py 1

This complex was prepared in a similar manner to the iodo 

analogue but using KSCN in place of Nal.
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3.2.6. Attempted preparation of rMoClÇ^î-allylïfCCOnBbnl

The complex [MoCl(f^^-allyl)(C0)2(MeCN)2] (0.44 g» 1.42 mmol) 
and norbornadiene (5 cm^, 50 mmol) were stirred together at room 

temperature for four days in acetone (20 cm^). During this 

time a dark solution eind an off-white precipitate formed.

This mixture was filtered and the residue was washed with 

acetone and dried in vacuo to give an off-white rubbery 

solid (0 .26 g). On standing a further quantity of this 

off-white material was deposited from the filtrate.

3-3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Preparative methods

All of the procedures, where applicable (table 3*1),
led to good yields (normally better than 75/̂ and very frequently
in excess of 90^)> with route 2 generally resulting in slightly
higher yields than route 1. Route 1 is to be preferred
however, as it is a one stage synthesis and employs readily

available starting materials. Because of the strong

nuoleophilic character of the anions [MX(C0)^L2]"*, route 3

provides an extremely facile method for carrying out allyl
oxidations (reaction occurs at or below room temperature)

and as such enables the isolation of thermally unstable

compounds. Hence this route provides the only known synthesis

of the chromiura(ll) complexes [CrX(iy^-allyl)(C0 )2bipy] (X = Cl,
Br, I or NCS), and is the favoured procedure for the tungsten
compounds which cannot normally be obtained by routes 1 or 
0II3
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Table 3.1

Preparation of \U X . i r j  - a l l y l )  j C O ) ^ L ^ ' \

Route and Yield (^)
M L2 X 2 3 4 Colour
Cr bipy Cl — — 65 - Red

Br - - 74 - Red

I - - 80 - Red

NCS - - 39 - Red

Mo bipy Cl 50(i) 97 61 - Red

Br 65 90 - 90 Red

I 51 92 - 86(ii) Red

NCS 97(i) 96(iv) 90(viii) 95 Red

OAo 86(i) 90(i) 44(vi,viii) 8o(v) Red

CF^COg - - - 98 , Red

PhSOg -  , - - - 94(v) > Red

tolSOg • — - - 93(v) Red

Mo dpa Cl 50(1) 94 94 - Yellow

Br 91(1) 98 - - Yellow

I 71 91 - 77 Yellow

NCS 87(1) 88(iv) - 92 Yellow

OAo - - - 54(ii,v) Yellow

CPjCOg - - - 89 Yellow

PhSOg - - - 67(v) Yellow

tolSOg - - - 68(v) Yellow
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Table 3,1 (Contd)

M ^2 X

Route and Yield { fo )  
A

Colour1 2 3 4
W bipy Cl - - 93 - Maroon

Br - - 78 - Maroon

I - - - 8p(lil) Maroon
NOS - - - 91(111) Maroon

OAc - - - 82(11,iii,v) Maroon

PhSOg - - - 8o(ii,iii,v) Maroon

tolSOg - - - 90(11,iii,v) Maroon

w dpa 01 - - 98 - Yellow

Br - - 70 — Yellow

I - - - 70(111) Yellow

NCS - - - 55(111)  ̂ Yellow

OAc - — - 60(111,v,vll) Yellow

CF^COg - - - 31(111) Yellow

* None of these complexes had reproducible melting points, all 

decomposing slowly above 190°C
(i) Toluene as the solvent.
(ii) Product precipitated during the reaction

(iii) Reaction carried out under reflux
(iv) Product precipitated by the addition of light petroleum

(b.pt. 40 - 60^C),

(v) Methanol as solvent
(vi) Product precipitated on cooling in ice.
(vii) Product was contaminated with oxo-metal containing species.
(viii) The complex [MX(CO)^Lg]"" was reacted in situ (cf. p.83)
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In many reactions, especially those producing the 

chromium complexes which quickly precipitated from solution 
at low temperatures, it was found that the acido ligand (X) 

present in the anionic complex [MX(CO)^Lg]"^ was retained in 

the final product (Equation 3-1), but as the reaction temperature 

and time increased (e.g. With the tungsten complexes) then anion 

exchange (Equation 3-2) became a competing reaction leading to 
mixed products.

[UX(CO)^Lg]" + aXlylT » MXW^-allyl)(CO)gLg + ï“ Equation 3-1

UXQl^-aliyljtcoïgLg + Y"— » MY(Y^-allyl)(CO)gLg + X“ Equation 3-2

«
)

On the basis of these observations (i.e. the great reactivity 
of the anionic complexes, and the retention of X in the product) 
the most likely mechanism for the allyl halide or pseudohalide 
oxidation of the intermediate involves the attack of an 

electrophilic allyl group on the metal atom of the anionic 

complex (Figure 3-l). There is strong evidence for this type 

of mechanism in some oxidative addition reactions of Group VIII

co.pleiea-116'117'134
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CO

L CO
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c CO

-Y

X‘

rL

CO*-L

X

-CO

COrL

CO

Figure 3-1 A proposed reaction scheme for synthetic route 3

It w^s also observed that the ease of oxidation of these 

anionic complexes vas in the order Cr>> Mo > W which, for 
the proposed mechanism, is in agreement with the Pauling 

electronegativities^^ of the three metals.

Route 4) anion exchange provided a convenient synthesis 

for many otherwise unobtainable complexes (i.e. the required 

organic allyl derivative was not available or was not suitable 

for routes 1 and 2). The tungsten complexes [WX(^^-allyl)(C0)2b2] 
underwent anion exchange only very slowly and required elevated 

temperatures which, in some instances led to the formation of
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oxo-specles* Hence the complexes [WX(ij -allyl)(C0)2L2]

(X » CH^CO^; Lg * dpa and X = CP^CO^J Lg = bipy, dpa) 
could only be obtained in a low state of purity whilst 

[WfPhSOgjO^^-allyljtCOjgdpa] and [m(p-tolSOg)(n^-allyl)(CO) dpa] 
could not be obtained at all.

3*3.2 Characterisation of the complexes

Table 3-2 contains selected analytical and infra-red 

data for the complexes [MX(^^-allyl)(C0 )2L2],

3*3*2.1 Mass spectroscopy
Generally the mass spectra of these metal(ll) complexes 

failed to show any metal containing fragments, but simply 
showed the spectrum of the bidentate ligand (Lgî bipy or dpa). 
This presumably resulted from their low volatility leading

to thermolysis prior to volatilisation. The only useful
■>

spectra were those of [MoX(^ -allyl)(C0 )2bipy], where X was 

chloride or bromide, which showed trace amounts (less than 

1$ relative abundance) of metal containing fragments as 

summarised in table 3-3 and figure 3-2* In both of these 

spectra the most abundant metal containing species were 

[MoX(allyl)bipy]^ and [MoXbipy]^.
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Table 3-2.

Selected infra-red and analytical data for rMX(n^-allyl)(
Infra-red

A. .
Analysis

fi
tf X t

'fco ''m c ^MX C H N

Cr Cl 1930

1842

508

495

* bipy
267 51.9

(52.8 )

4 .0

(3.8)
8.47

(8 .21)

Br 1928

1850

506

492

218 45.5

(46.8)
3 .5

(3 .4 )
6.97

(7 .27)

I 1918

1850

493br 41 .2

(41.6)
3.2
(3 .1)

6.65

(6.48)

NCS 1940

i860

508

490

52.5
(52.9 )

3 .9

(3.6)
s
}

11.3

(11.6)

Mo Cl 1930

1842

508

467

271 - -

Br 1928

1845

509

469

2128b - — —

I 1924

1842

508

470

a - —

NCS 1943

1855

510

468

263 - - -

OAo 1940

1850

c 50.2

(50.0)
4.1

(3 .9)

7 .0

(6.9)

CF^CO2 1953

i860
c 44.5

(44.1)

3 .3

(2.8)

6.1

(6.1)
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Table ,3-2 (Contd) ------------
Infra-red^ /------- ^
V co '' MC 'MX H

b» = bipy
Mo PhSO 1938 509 51.6 3 .9 5 .8

1857 , 472 (51.4) (3 .7) (5.7)

tolSO 1932 o 51.6 4 .1 5 .4

1835 (52.4) (4.0) (5.5)

Cl 1920 521 268 - - -

1820 477

Br 1920 c 215sh - -
1828

I 1920 522 - - -

1835 478

MCS 1928 520 270

1835 475

OAo 1927 521 41.1 3 .5 5 .6

1833 473 (41.1) (3 .2) (5.6)

PhSO 1925 c 43.5 3 .4 4 .9

1840 (43.6) (3.1) (4.8 )

tolSOg 1923 o 43.0 3 .8 4 .7

1823 (44.6) (3.4 ) (4.7)
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Table 3-2 (Contd)
a bInfra-red Analysis

^ ^  ^CO ^MC_____ ^ ^ ^
h.2 " dpa

Mo Cl 1928 514 255 45.0 3 .7 10.5

1842 464 (45.1) (3.5) (10.5)
Br 1928 511 212sh 40.4 3.2 9*3

1842 463 (40.5) (3.2) (9.5)

I 1922 517 37.0 3 .0 8.6

1832 475 (36.7) (2.9) (8.6)
18146 4976

SCH 1927 510 242 45.6 3 .5 13.2

1839 463 (45.5) (3.3) (13.3)
(

OAo 1947 511 47.8 4.2; 9 .8

1850 463 (48.3) (4.0) (9.9)

cPjCOg 1935 0 42 .8 4 .1 9 .3

1845 (42.8) (2.9) (8.8)

PhSOg 1935 511 49.5 4.1 8.1
1855 463 (49.9 ) (3.8) (8 .3)

tolSO 1938 49 .2 4 .4 7 .8

1848 (50.9) (4 .0 ) (8 .1)

W Cl 1915 522 258 36.7 3 .2 8 .5

1825 473 (36.9) (2.9) (8.6)
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Table 3-2 (Contd)

Infra-red*
A

Analysis^

M X VCD ^MC VMX C H K

W Br 1920 523

= dpa 

210sh 33.6 2.8 7.9

1830 472 (33 .8) (2 .6) (7 .9 )

I 1918 523 31.6 2.7 7.4

1822 480 (31.1) (2 .4 ) (7 .3)

1805* 501*

SCN 1920 520 238 38.7 3.4 10.9

1830 470 (37.6) (2.8 ) (11.0 )

OAc 1933

1840

c e e

}

e

CP^COg 1925

1830

525

476

e e e

a) Measured as a Nujol mull. All bands are strong.

b) Quoted as ^ composition with the theoretical value 

in parentheses.
c) The spectrum was not recorded in this region.

d) Slightly less intense than the other two bands
e) These products were not analytically pure.
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Table 3-3

Mass spectra of rMoX(n^-all.yl)(C0)^bipy1

Fragment* Lost m/e^
A

X « Cl X = Br
MoX(allyl)(C0)2bipy - 386 430

MoX(allyl)(CO)bipy CO 358 402

MoX(allyl)bipy 2C0 330° 374°

MoXbipy 2C0 + C^Hr 3 P 289* 333'̂

Mo(allyl)bipy 2C0 + X 295 6

Unknown 315 306

H 317 308 

/ 280II 272

II 230 255

a) Only metal containing fragments are listed.
b) m/e Values are based on ^^Cl, ^^Br and ^^Mo.

c) Most abundant metal containing fragment.
d) Second most abundant metal containing fragment

e) This fragment was not observed.
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Figure 3-2 Mass spectrum of [MoBr(l^ -allyl)(C0)2bipy]

3*3*2,2 ^H-n.m.r. Spectroscopy

^H-n.m.r* Spectroscopy Is the best diagnostic tool for 
differentiating between the various bonding modes of the allyl 
group. Unfortunately the majority of these metal(ll) 

complexes were insufficiently soluble in suitable solvents to 
obtain such spectra. The complexes [m (SCN)(*^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] 

(M = Mo or W) were just soluble enough in acetone to obtain 

reasonable results as summarised in table 3-4 and shown in 

figure 3-4*
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Table 3-4

Assignment* /--------------- 5^Molybdenum Tungsten'

«a j 1.26(2,d,9.0 ) 1.44(2,8,8.5)

«8 l^^-allyl 2.62(2,d,4 .5) 2.78(2,d,6.0)

«0 > 4 .04(1,m) 3.24(l,tt°)

h  + «51 7.28 (4,m) 7 .26 (4,m)

«4 dpa^ 7.90(2,t,8 .0 ) 7.96(2,1,8 .0)

«6 8 .47(2,d,5.5) 8 .46(2,d,4.5)
N-H oa.9»8(l,br) oa.9.8(l.br)

a) Suffixes refer to the positions given in figure 3-3*
b) Spectra were measured for d^-acetone solutions with TMS 

as an internal standard.

o) Triplet of triplets. ^
d) Spectrum for free dpa; 6.84(2,t,6.8 )H^} ?.6o(2,t,8.l)H^;

7.78(2,d,8.l)H^; 8.24(2,d,5.2)H^j 9.07(1,br)N-H.

-Ha

■H. N

H H

dpa^ -allyl

Figure 3-3# Proton designation employed in table 3-4
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11 10 6 6 7 nr3

nr7
Figure 3-4» H-n.m.r. epeotrum of [W(SCN)(JJ ~allyl)(C0)2<ipa]

The band positions, multiplicities and coupling constants 

obtained in the allyl region of these spectra are typical of 

a tj^-allyl group^^^, thus showing these complexes to be dpa 
analogues of the well characterised bipy complexes 
[BXCi^^-allylXCOlgljipy] '^2.113;

Inspection of table 3-4 reveals that the ^H-n.m.r. spectrum 
of dpa alters significantly on coordination to these complexes. 

The protons labelled 4»5 and 6 (Figure 3-3) shift to lower field 

on coordination, by 0.2 to 0.4 ppm, and the amine proton is
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deshielded by 0*7 ppm, whereas the proton labelled 3 shifts 

to higher field by 0.5 ppm. The deshielding of the amine 

proton could be caused by hydrogen-bonding in these complexes 

as discussed later (Sections 3*3.3*1 and 3*3*3*2).

The spectrum of the tungsten thiocyanate complex was run 

at various temperatures between 50 and-70°C to check for 

temperature dependent phenomena. Although the allyl region 

did not alter significantly, additional low intensity bands 

were observed in the aromatic region at -70°C (Figure 3-4), 
indicating the presence of an isomeric species. At -20°C 
only one set of dpa resonances were clearly visible. These 

results can be interpretted in two ways. Either a new isomer 
appears only at low temperatures, or alternatively two isomerio 
forms are present but interoonvert rapidly above -20°G and 
hence give rise to one set of signals at room temperature.
Since the allyl region did not show corresponding sets of 

separate signals at low temperatures, the isomeric species 

must have very similar chemical environments for their allyl 

groups. Further discussion will be postponed until after 

consideration of the infra-red data (Sections 3*3*3*1 and 

3.3.3.2).
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3*3.2.3. Infra-red spectroscopy

The infra-red spectra (4OOO-650 cm were dominated by 

carbonyl and bidentate ligand bands which masked the weak 

bands expected for the Kj^-allyl group (see Section 1.3.1.2.1)^^^*^^^ 
However, there were no strong bands in the region I5OO to I7OO cm”  ̂

which could be attributed to v(CC) of a ^-bonded allyl group, 

consequently both the infra-red and the limited n.m.r. data 
are in accord.

Table 3-2 summarises significant infra-red bands for the 

complexes. The spectra contain many similar features and 

are typical of cis-dicarbonyl complexes, with two C-0 stretching 
bands of approximately equal intensity and separated by 

approximately 100 cm The observed values for the bipy
complexes agree with the literature values, where available.
By careful comparison of the spectra of these metal(ll) complexes 

with each other and with the corresponding m(C0 )^L2 spectra it 
was possible to tentatively assign the M-C and M-halogen 
stretching vibrations. These vibrations occurred in the 

expected regions of the spectra [i.e. ~ 300 and
V(j^) 350 - 200cm 27;2W,203^ with the It-C stretching

vibrations occurring at approximately the same frequencies 

as in the cis-di carbonyl complex [Lao(C0)2(Ph^Sb)^]

Hence, spectroscopy indicates the presence of l^^-allyl 

and cis-dicarbonyl groups in each complex, and since these 
three ligands have always been found to adopt a fac-arrangement 

in known compounds of this stoichiometry, one of two reasonable
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ligand arrangements seems likely for these new complexes 

(Figure 3-5)• Structure A has been confirmed for

rN

X

A

•CO

•CO

B

Figure 3-5 Probable structures for MX(^ -allyl)lC0)2L2 species

[Mo(NCS) (ly^-allyl)( CO)2b!py]^^ whilst [Mo(tj^-ally 1 )( acac)( GO)2Py] 

has been shown to have structure B, with N-N replaced by acac 

and X replaced by py (see chapter 4 and figure I-I8). Thus 
without crystallographic or low temperature n.m.r. data it is 
not possible to determine which of these two structures is 
adopted by a particular compound.

The Cotton-Kraihanzel^^^ C-0 stretching force constants were 

calculated for a limited number of these complexes and are 

listed in table 3-5* The force constants (K) are lower (by 
approximately 1.5$) for the tungsten compounds than for the 

corresponding molybdenum complexes, and dpa leads to lower 

values than does bipy (by about 0.6$). These observations
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are in agreement with the general trend in force constants 

obtained for the complexes MtCOj^Lg (M = Mo or W and

2L- * bipy or dpa) as discussed in chapter 7

Table 3-3 
C-0 stretching force constants.

Complex Vco*
4 *1

Force 
k ^

constants^
K

MoBr(^^-allyl)(00)2bipy 192» 1045 0.63 14.3Ü
MoBr(^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa 1928 1842 0.65 14.36

WBr(/̂  ̂-ally 1 ) ( CO ) gl) I py 1920 1828 0 .70 14.19

WBr(l^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa 1920 1830 0.68 14.21

Mo(SCN)(h^-allyl)(CO)gdpa 1927 1839 0.67 14.33

1946° 1861° 0.65 14.64

W(NCS) (l^^-allyl jCCOjgblpy 1928 1835 0 .71 14.30

1938° 1850° 0.67 14.49

a) Sample prepared as a Nujol mull, unless otherwise stated. 
Values quoted in cm

b) Force constants quoted in mdyne 2"^
k is the 0 0 - 0 0  interaction force constant and 

K is the 0-0 stretching force constant.

c) Sample dissolved in OHgOlg.
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3.3.3. Mode of coordination of the acldo-ligands 

3 .3*3*1 The iodo-complexes
As shown in table 3-2 the compounds [Ml(Y^-allyl^C0)2dpa]

(U = Mo or W), give rise to additional infrar-red absorptions 

in the C - 0  and M - C  stretching regions of their spectra 

compared with the other complexes. These additional bands 

are strong and sharp but not quite as intense as the two 

accompanying bands.

In order to check whether these extra bands were due to 

solid state effects, solution spectra (Table 3-6 and figure 3-6) 
were obtained in the carbonyl stretching region.

Table 3-6

M Vco‘ (cm-h

Mo I95OVS I939VS I865VS 1849Vs

W 1942VS 1932sh 1853vs 18378-vs

* Measured as saturated solutions in acetonitrile at 

room temperature.
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2000 1900 1800 cm"

Figure 3-6. Solution infra-red spectrum of [Mol(f̂  -allyl)(C0)2dpa]

On dissolution of the samples the whole carbonyl spectrum 
shifted to higher energy (by 20 to 35 cm as expected^^^# 
Comparison of tables 3-2 and 3-6 reveals that the lower energy 
CO band still shows the same split as in the solid state and 

the previously non-split higher energy carbonyl band is now 

resolved into a doublet, thus giving a total of four bands for 

each complex. These spectra indicate that the observed split 

is a molecular property and not merely a lattice effect, thereby 

suggesting the possibility of isomeric species of some kind.
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The infra-red spectra indicate that both species have 

a cis-dicarbonyl grouping and that no charged species are 
involved. Therefore geometrical isomerism (structures 

A and B, figures 3-5) or isomerism involving conformational 
changes in the allyl or dpa groups seems likely.

Conformational isomerism of the allyl group is well-known 

for both molybdenum and tungsten complexes [eg. Cp2Mo(^^-allyl)(C0 )2]̂  ̂

and in its simplest form, rotation about the metal-allyl bond could 

give rise to two isomers of [Ml(y -allyl)(C0)2dpa] (C and D, 

figure 3-7).

N CO

N

I

N

N GO

C D
Figure 3-7. Possible isomerism in [Ml(ly^-allyl)(C0)2dpa]

Alternatively, isomerism could arise from conformational 

changes of the dpa ligand. Consideration of the acyclic 
nitrogen atom in dpa reveals the possibility of two extreme 

geometries about this atom; namely planar (sp ) or tetrahedral 

(sp^ including the lone pair of electrons) as shown in figure 3-8 .
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Py

2 , PyS p2 sp3
Figure 3-8. Possible conformâtional changes in dpa.

2On electronic grounds the sp arrangement is to be preferred 

as this allows the lone pair of electrons on this nitrogen 
atom to délocalisé into the pyridine rings. Indeed, in 
the free ligand (the lower melting isomer, m.pt. 84°C) the 

acyclic nitrogen atom is co-planar with the pyridine rings^^^,

A near planar geometry has also been found for this acyclic^^^ gQy 

nitrogen atom in several copper complexes [eg. Cu(dpa)^C10^)2], 
but in order to relieve chelate ring strain a dihedral angle is 

introduced between the pyridine rings (i.e. the acyclic nitrogen 
atom has a planar environment but is not co-planar with the 

aromatic rings) .

A molecular model of [MoX(ly^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] reveals that 
the amine hydrogen of a tetrahedral amine group would strongly 
interferewith either the allyl- or acido-group and that an 

approximately planar acyclic amine group leads to less chelate 

ring strain than a tetrahedral nitrogen atom.
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In order to minimise this strain it is necessary to introduce 

a dihedral angle between the two pyridine rings, as observed 

experimentally for the copper complexes cited above.

The presence of this dihedral angle leads to a puckered 

chelate ring and can possibly give rise to two iscxners with 

the acyclic amine group on either side of the CCMNN plane as 

shown in figure 3-9*

KI \

H
/

/ • \ ' .a"

J \ M, \
\OG\nv

H /OG CO/'

\e-
CCMNN PLANE— >

N

N / I

Figure 3-9* The puckered chelate ring and possible isomerism 

in metal-dpa complexes.

When the acido ligand (X) is very electronegative there is 

the possibility of a hydrogen-bond being formed between the 

amine-hydrogen atom and the acido-group. Hence when the 

ligand X is an oxygen- or nitrogen-donor ligand or one of the 

lighter halogen atoms (chlorine or bromine), the conformer 

with the acyclic amine group below the plane (B, figure 3-9) 

may well be stabilised relative to the other conformer. When the 
acido-group is bulky or not very electronegative (e.g. sulphur- 
donor ligands or an iodine atom) the isomers B and P may well 

be in equilibrium.
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The various conformers should give rise to different n.m.r, 

spectra, hut unfortunately attempts to obtain spectra for the 

complexes [Ml(*y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] (M = Mo or W) were 

unsuccessful due to their very low solubilities.

Inspection of the NH stretching region of the infra-red 

spectrum of the halo-complexes (Table 3-7), shows the iodo-

Table 3-7
The NH stretching vibration in dpa complexes

Compound V1̂  f —1\
NH )

Chromium Molybdenum "NTungsten
M(CO)^dpa 3390s 3360s 334OVS
MCl(y^-allyl)(CO)gdpa - 3280m,br 3282m,br
MBr (J^^-ally 1 ) ( CO ) ̂d pa - 3280m-s,br 3280m-s,br

Ml(^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa - 3365s 3355s

a) Spectra obtained for Nujol mulls. occurs at 3240 (m)cm

for free dpa.

-1

_1complexes to have a sharp band above 3300cm which is not 

present in the chloro- or bromo-complexes and is consistent with 

a loss of hydrogen-bonding in the iodo-compounds. The spectra 

of the iodo-complexes are similar to those of the M(CO)^dpa 
complexes in which there is no acido-group with which the dpa 

ligand can strongly hydrogen bond. In conclusion it would appear 
that the complexes [Ml(l^^-allyl)(CX))2dpa] (M = Mo or W) give
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rise to isomers, both in the solid state and in acetonitrile 

solution, and that these isomers may arise because of the 

lack of hydrogen-bonding between the iodine atom and the 

acyclic amine hydrogen atom.

3*3*3*2 The thiocyanate complexes

Thiocyanate is an ambidentate ligand and, when monodentate, 

exhibits two modes of co-ordination, namely N-thiocyanato 

(isothiocyanate) or S-thiocyanato (thiocyanate). The mode 

of co-ordination is controlled by both electronic and steric 
factors. In general N-bonding occurs with "class a" metals 
and S-bonding to "class b" metals, although steric effects can 

alter this situation^^^'^^^.

The N-bonded ligand gives rise to an approximately linear 
MNCS group whereas the S-bonded ligand forms a non-linear 
M - SCN unit (Figure 3-10) and is consequently more subject to 

steric interactions than the N-isomers.

S - C 2 N
M - N = C " 8

Figure 3-10# The N- and S-thiocyanate ligand.

The "class a or b" (hard or soft respectively) nature of 
210a metal can be modified by its oxidation state and by the 

ligeuids to which it is coordinated. Increasing the oxidation 

state makes the metal "harder" whilst the presence of TT-bonded 

ligands (CO, olefins, etc.) makes the metal "softer", consequently
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It is possible to obtain borderline cases where N- and S-bonded

isomers can both exist. For example the complex [Mo(NCS)Cp(CO)^]
211exhibits this form of isomerism , and other similar Group VI 

carbonyl species might be expected to behave in this way.

Table 3-8 summarises the C - N and M - X stretching
•3

vibrations for the thiocyanato-complexes [M(NCS)(h^ -allyl)(CO)gLg] •

The complex [Mo(NCS)(i^^-allyl)(C0)2l)ipy] has been shown to
72contain an N-bonded thiocyanate group in the solid state , 

whilst the structures of the other thiocyanates, listed in 

table 3-8, have not been determined.

Table 3-8
Selected infra-red data for fM(NCS)(^^-allyl)(CO)^L^]

= bipy
A. V

Lp = dpa^ A V b
''CN ''mx *̂vNH ''CN ''MX

Cr 2095VS - - - -

Mo 2095vs 263s 3285m,br 2IO5VS 242s

(3350m)° (2080s-vs)°

W 2095vs 270s 3290m,br 2110VS 238s

a) Spectra obtained for Nujol mulls

b) X is the coordinated atom of the thiocyanate group

0) This band is not observed in every preparation of this 

complex.
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It was observed that some specimens of the complex 

[Mo(SCN)(l^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] had additional bands at 3350,

2080 and 815 cm  ̂ in their infra-red spectra. The highest 
band is probably due to a non-hydrogen-bonded NH stretching 

vibration (p. IO7), while the other bands may be assigned to 

a ON and a OS stretching vibration respectively. Other bands 
which may have occurred in the CS stretching region (700 - 800 cm**̂ ), 

and the NCS bending modes (ça* 480 for M - NCS and

ca. 420cmT^ for M - SCN^^^), were masked by the presence of strong 

ligand absorbances in these regions, hence it appears that the 
complex [Mo(SCN)(^^-allyl)(C0 )2dpa] exhibits isomerism which 

involves either N- and S-bonded thiocyanate groups, or 
conformational changes of the dpa group as considered for 

the iodo-analogue (p. I04).
-1  ̂ -1

1
Based on the infra-red data ( V ^ >  2100cm ca. 240 cm"

and the probable absence of in the region 80O to 83O
it would appear, though not conclusively, that the new complexes

[M(SCN)(t^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] (M = Mo or W) are normally S-bonded 
thiocyanate compounds. This is in contrast to the N-bonded 

complex [Mo(NCS)(iy^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] , and presumably its 
chromium and tungsten analogues all of which have very similar 

infra-red spectra. In addition it seems likely that the 

irregularly formed isomer [Mo( SCN)(t^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] is 

probably N-bonded, having below 2100 cm  ̂and giving rise

to a CS stretching vibration at 815 cm It was also

observed that this isomer had a non-hydrogen-bonded NH group 

( V ^ ,  3350 cm”^) whereas the normal isomer had a hydrogen-bonded
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NH group. Due to the non-linearity of the metal-S-thiooyanate 

group the amine-hydrogen atom and the nitrogen atom of the 

thiocyanate group are very favourably positioned for the 

formation of a hydrogen bond (Figure 3-ll). In these

ally I

OG

N
G Gliyl

OG

. }

Figure 3-11. Possible hydrogen bonding in the complex
3[Mo(NCS) )( CO )2dpa]

circumstances the hydrogen bond may be sufficient to stabilise 

the 8-isomer with respect to the N-isomer, which is found for 

the analogous bipy complexes.

In solution at room temperature no infra-red or ^H-n.m.r. 
evidence could be found for the presence of more than one species 

for the complexes [M(SCN)(Fj;^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] . However, on 

reducing the temperature (below -20^C) additional bands were 

observed in the aromatic region of the ^H-n.m.r. spectrum of 

the tungsten complex (p. 98).
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As these spectral changes only occur in the dpa region 
of the spectrum it seems reasonable to expect the geometric 
changes to primarily involve this group. Thus it would 

appear that two dpa conformera, similar to those shown in 

figure 3-9 for the iodo-oomplexes, are in rapid equilibrium in 

solution. An alternative explanation involving N/S-isomerism 
of the thiocyanate group seems less likely as this would 

probably be a higher energy process and result in spectral 

changes occurring in the allyl as well as the dpa regions of 

the n.m.r. spectrum. Attempts to ascertain the best conditions 
for isolating these isomers failed which made it impossible to 
fully characterise them.

In conclusion it would appear that the bipy complexes
of chromium, molybdenum and tungsten are all N-thiocyanate

}

compounds, whereas the dpa complexes of molybdenum and tungsten 
appear to be S-bonded thiocyanates, with the possibility of an 
unstable N-bonded isomer for the molybdenum-dpa complex.

3•3•3•3 The acetate and trifluoroacetate complexes.

The carboxylate ligands (RCO^ ) have three basic modes of 

co-ordination (Figure 3-12), namely monodentate, bidentate 

chelating and bidentate bridging. It is difficult to differentiate

II 0
AM; :>G— RV

M  0

M 0> R

Monodentate Bidentate Bidentate
chelating bridging

Figure 3-12. Bonding modes of carboxylate ligands.
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between the two bidentate modes by infra-red spectroscopy, 

but it is generally possible to identify the monodentate 
species.

For the monodentate ligand there is a large separation 

( >150 and >250 cm  ̂for the acetate and trifluoroacetate 

groups respectively) between the two CO stretching vibrations, 

which approximate to and Whereas for

the bidentate carboxylate the separation between the two 

CO stretching vibrations

be similar to that found in the free ion ( Av_ » 143 and 
-1  _ _ CO2

230 cm for CH^COg and CF^COg” respectively)215-6, la

addition the local symmetry of the carboxylate ligand will
be lower for a monodentate species relative to a bidentate
ligand. Hence monodentate complexes of CF^COg" give rise

> 215to three OF stretching vibrations in their infra-red spectra 
whilst the more symmetric bidentate complexes of this ligand 
may only show two OF stretching bands. However, this 
criterion must be used with caution, as the doubly 

degenerate band of the isolated bidentate CF^CO^

group (Cgy symmetry) may be split due to low overall molecular 

symmetry of the complex. Hence a bidentate group may be

mistaken for a monodentate ligand.

The relevant infra-red data is summarised in Table 3-9#
and reveals the presence of three OF stretching vibration for
each of the CFLCO_ complexes, together with a large separation 3 <-
between the two CO stretching vibrations (Av^^ « 265 to 314
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Table 3-9

Selected infra-red data for the carboxylate complexes

R Lg = bipy
^  A. ^2 = dpa

^CO ^CH ^CF ^00 'CF

Mo
“ 3

1620b 2980m 1595s 2980m

1315s 1330s
CF3 I69OVS II95VS 1665s 1195Vs

1417b ll80sh 1420s ll60s
II4OV8 1130s

W CH3 1630s 2970m 1615s 2975m
1316s 1325s

CF3 - -' l680s I195vs
1425sh ll60s

1140s

a) Spectra obtained for Nujol and hexachlorobutadiene mulls.

and 245 to 273 cm  ̂for the CH^COg and CF^CO^ complexes 
respectively) for each complex. Based on this data the 

new carboxylate complexes [M(RC02)(^^-allyl)(C0)2L2]
(M = Mo or W, R * CH^ or CF^ and L2 = dpa; M *= Mo, R = CF^ 

and L2 = bipy; M * Mo or W, R = CH^ and I2 = bipy) are 
formulated with monodentate carboxylate ligands, leading to 

the expected l8-electron configuration for the central metal 
atom. Indeed the spectra of the coordinated groups in these 
complexes were very similar to those reported for 

[M(CF^C02)(l^^-allyl)(C0)2dme], M * Mo or W, which have been 
shown by X-ray crystallographio studies to contain monodentate
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3.3.3*4 The sulphinate complexes

The sulphinate group (RSOg” ) has several possible modes 

of coordination to a transition metal and figure 3-13 illustrates 

the four types of coordination which may occur in monomeric complexes,

G *0. .0
M— S— R — R H ^ - Rs I

A B C  ̂ D
I

S- 0- 0,0 - and 0,S-sulphinato

Figure 3-13. The coordination of the sulphinate group

Due to changes in the SO bond order of the sulphinate 
group it is usually possible to differentiate between the

I
first three of these four bonding modes (i.e. S-, 0- and 0,0 -

217sulphinate) by infra-red spectroscopy. The fourth mode

S,0-sulphinate, is more difficult to confirm but fortunately

this mode of bonding is rare, especially in mononuclear

complexes. Consideration of figure 3-13 shows that, relative

to the free anion, (symmetric and assymmetric) should
. 2

increase for the S-bonded species, while for the 0-bonded 

ligand one might expect Vg^ (coordinated) to decrease and
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VgQ (uncoordinated) to increase. The remaining species

0,0*-sulphinate, should be similar to the free anion. This
217is supported by observed spectra which are as follows;

-1(a) 0,0’-8ulphinato; v^^SOg ca. 1000 and v^SOg ça. 950 cm'
These modes are 10 to 80 cm** lower than the free anion.

(b) 0-Bulphinato; Vgg(uncoordinated) 1100 - 1050 and
Vgo (coordinated) ça. 900 cm**̂ .

This latter value is 100 - 200 cm  ̂lower than the free anion.

(c) S-sulphinato; SO^ 1250 - 1100 and v^SOg 1100 - 100 cm”^

The band positions observed in this work (Table 3-10) and 
the absence of SO vibrations in the region 1100 to 1250 cm"*̂  are 
consistent with the ligand being present as a monodentate

. i ■Table 3-10

Selected infra-red data for [M(^^-allyl)(RSOg)(CO)gLgl

ll“ R ^2 = bipyA. L = dpa
^SO (uncoord.) ^S0(coord.) S0(uncoord.) ^S0(coord.)

Mo <=6«5 1088 865 1050 920

1058 875 1040 905

W
h S

1090 855 - -

P-CHjCgH^ 1065 868 - -

a) Spectra were measured for Nujol mulls. All bands are strong.
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oxygen-donor group (i.e. B, figure 3-13). This is in 
contrast to the complex [MoCp(MeS02)(C0 )^] which is known

218to be S-bonded (i.e. A, figure 3-13) . The reason for

this change in coordination may be at least partially due to 

steric factors as the S-isomer would require a larger coordination 

site than would the 0-bonded isomer.

3 .3.4 . The chromium(ll) analogues

The new chromium complexes [CrX(l^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy]

(X * 01, Br, I or NGS) appear from their infra-red spectra to 
be very similar to the analogous molybdenum and tungsten 
complexes, thus they may be considered as formally seven- 
coordinate chromium(ll) species. Chromium(ll) allyl carbonyl 
complexes are not very common (cf. table 1-9)» thus the fascile 
synthesis described earlier forms an important extension to 
chromium(Il) chemistry. The complexes [Crl(f^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] 
was found to be essentially diamagnetic ( x^ca. 250 x 10 ^cm^mol ^), 

with traces of chromium(lll) impurities probably causing this 

slight paramagnetism.

Unlike the analogous molybdenum and tungsten complexes, 

these new complexes have very low stabilities towards solvents, 

which lead to decomposition and the precipitation of the 

complex Cr(CO)^bipy. A disproportionation reaction occurs 

in neutral or basic solution to give the chromium(o) species 

and a chromium(lll) species which was not isolated. This 

instability precluded any n.m.r. studies on these compounds.
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All attempts to carry out reactions, such as anion exchange 
or reaction with three-electron donor ligands, with these 
complexes also failed, leading to Cr(CO)^bipy if the complex 

dissolved, and to no reaction if the complex was insoluble.

3.3.4 .1 Decomposition of [CrClf^^-allylïfOOÏgbipyl

The complex [CrCl(^^-ally])(C0 )2bipy] was decomposed 

both thermally and in aqueous media (2M HCl, 2M NaOH and water), 

with the gaseous and solid products being examined by infra-red 

spectroscopy. In each case the liberated gas contained propene 

and carbon monoxide, and in addition thermolysis produced 

Cr(CO)g in the gas phase.

3 .3.4.1.1 In aqueous media
During the aqueous reactions two products were formed,

;
one was shown to be Cr(CO)^bipy and the second was an 
uncharacterised green soluble material which gave an esr 
spectrum typical of a chromium(lll) species. It was found 
that the reaction was far quicker in acid media (2M HCl) than 

it was under neutral (HgO) or basic (2M NaOH) conditions, 

and it is possible that the sodium hydroxide plays very 

little part in the decomposition. In addition it was 

observed that considerably less Cr(CO)^bipy was formed when 

the medium was 2M HCl than when water or 2M NaOH was used.
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The following schemes summarise the available data, 

but only Cr(CO)^bipy, propene and carbon monoxide have been 

fully characterised as reaction products. Qualitative 
tests indicated that the green material from base hydrolysis 

contained Cr, Cl and bipy, but was probably not a single complex.

Scheme 1. 2M HCl:
. HCl

CrCl(^^Lallyl)(C0)2bipy -------- [unknown Cr(lll)] + CHgCH:CH2 + CO

Scheme 2. 2M NaOH or BgO;
HgO

CrCl(i^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy  [unknown Cr(lll)]+ CHgCH:CH2 + CO
+ Cr(CO)^bipy

It is probable that both of these schemes will be in

competition with their relative importance dependent on the pH.
}

3.3.4*1.2 Thermolysis

On gentle warming of a sample of the chloro-complex 

in vacuo the first gases liberated were propene and carbon 

monoxide; Cr(CO)^ volatilised on further heating leaving a 
dark green solid residue. This residue contained free bipyridyl 

(ether extractable) as well as coordinated bipyridyl.

This reaction is more difficult to rationalise than the 

aqueous reactions as there is a deficit of hydrogen atoms, 
which should possibly lead to a gaseous mixture containing 

biallyl(hexa-l,5-diene), propene, allene or propyne (Schemes 3 to 5)«
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Scheme 3* 2(CH2 % CHGH2 ') = CH2 : CHCH2CH2CH % CH2

Scheme 4: 2 ( ^ 2  % CHCH2') - CH^CH 1 CH2 + CH2 : C : CH2

Scheme 5: 2(CH2 % CHCH2') » CH^CH 1 CH2 + CH^C 1 CH

Careful examination of the infra-red spectrum of the gaseous 

products failed to produce any evidence for the presence of 

allyl chloride, biallyl, allene or propyne. The only other 

sources of hydrogen atoms are bipyridyl or traces of moisture in 

the reactants or reaction vessel. Again a disproportionation 
reaction is occurring yielding Cr(lll) and Cr(o) species; but 
under these conditions Cr(CO)^ is formed rather than Cr(CO)^bipy< 

In view of the sensitivity of the starting material towards
atmospheric oxygen and moisture, no further attempts were made

}

to rationalise this reaction.

3.3 .5* Attempted preparation of fMoCl(o^-allyl)(C0)2nbnl

Although this preparation failed to produce the desired 

product, the reaction between [MoCl(l^^-allyl)(C0 )2(MeCN)2] 
and nbn proved to be interesting as it produced an off-white 

rubbery material which contained only traces of molybdenum.

On drying îi vacuo this product became fairly brittle and 

would not mull with Nujol or hexachlorobutadiene.
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The initial filtrate still contained a cis-dicarbonyl 
species as shown by evaporating a little of the filtrate onto 

an infra-red plate and recording the spectrum ( = 1940s
and 1850s cm but it did not prove possible to isolate 

this species. Thus neither of the products were fully 
characterised but it would appear that the system 

[MoCl(f 8̂-allyl)(C0)2(MeCN)2]-acetone causes the polymerisation 

of norbornadiene. A little oxygen may be required to promote 

this reaction as the initial formation of the product was very 

slow but on the admission of air during the filtration, more 

of the product was rapidly formed.

3.4 • Conclusion.
The new compounds [MX(f^^-allyl)(C0)2L2] all appear to be

structurally similar to the well characterised complex

[Mo(UCS)(l^^-allyl)(CO)2bipy]^^. Thus they are pseudo-octahedral 
/ 219(or capped trigonal prismatic if the allyl group is regarded 

as a bidentate ligand [Figure I-I8]) with the monodentate 
acido- and the ally1-ligands probably trans to each other, 
and with the remaining square plane occupied by the central 
metal atom, a bidentate nitrogen ligand and a pair of mutually 

cis-carbonyl groups (Figure 3-5» A). It is also possible that 
some of the complexes adopt a variation of this structure in 

which one end of the bidentate ligand has exchanged coordination 

sites with the acido-ligand (Figure 3-5» B).
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The lodo-complexee -allyl)(C0)2dpa] (M = Mo or W)

exhibit isomerism which is best explained in terms of 

conformational changes in the dpa group. The lade of 

hydrogen-bonding between the iodine atom and the acyclic amine 

group of dpa probably causes this form of isomerism, which is 

not observed for the corresponding chloro- and bromo-complexes.

The complexes [M(SCN)(fj^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] (M = Mo or W) may 
contain S-bonded thiocyanate groups in contrast to 

[Mo(NCS)(»^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy], which is known to be N-bonded^^.
It is possible that the S-bonded thiocyanate group is stabilised 

by a N - H - N hydrogen bond between the acyclic amine group, 
of dpa and the nitrogen atom of the S-thiocyanate ligand. In 
addition the complex [Mo(SGN)(Y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] gave rise to 
an intermittently formed isomer which probably contains an 
N-bonded thiocyanate group; whilst the tungsten complex exists 

as a mixture of two isomers in solution at low temperatures. 
These two isomers probably result from conformational changes 

in the dpa ligand.

In all the complexes isolated the acido-group appears 

to act as a simple monodentate ligand analogous to the halide 

ligands, allowing the central metal atom to achieve an l8e 

configuration.
•j

The new chromium complexes [CrX(î  -allyl)(C0)2bipy]

(X = Cl, Br, I or NGS), which are the first known examples 

of this Gr(ll) - allyl - carbonyl system, are much less stable 
than the analogous molybdenum and tungsten complexes and can
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only be prepared at low temperatures. As yet it has not 
proven possible to study the reactions of these complexes 

due to their ready disproportionation in solution.



Chapter 4

Three-Electron Donor Ligand Complexes of -

Molyhdenum(ll)
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Chapter 4*
Three-Electron Donor Ligand Complexes of Mol.ybdenum(ll)

4 .1 Introduction

The three-electron donor ligands studied (LL^ = acac, 
dedo, dmdc, salal and sal:NPh) reacted with the complexes 

[MX(h3_allylXC0)gL2] (X = Cl, Br; Lg - bipy, dpa) in the 

presence of pyridine to give the new complexes [Uo(lj -allyl)LL 

(C0)2Py]i with just one exception. Reaction of the salt 
Nasalal with the bipy complex [MoX(^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] resulted 

in anion exchange, rather than displacement of bipy, with the 

formation of the complex [Mo(/^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2bipy].

The analogous series of chromium and tungsten(ll) complexes 
containing these ligands could not be prepared.

The new molybdenum complexes have been characterised 
by means of their analysis and spectroscopic properties (infra-red, 
n.m.r. and mass spectra), and have been shown to be  ̂
stereocheraioally non-rigid molecules.

Possible mechanisms for the formation and isomérisation 
of these complexes are discussed in the light of a recently

ppodetermined . crystal structure of the acetylacetonate 

complex.

4 .2 Experimental

All the preparations except those involving the ligand 

sal:NPh, were carried out by the procedure outlined below,, with 

the salt Na^acac" being replaced by an equivalent molar 

quantity of the relevant salt NaLL^^. The procedure adopted 

for the sal:NPh complex is described subsequently.
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With the exception of the salal complexes, the same 
product was obtained regardless of which of the starting 

materials [MoX()^^-allyl)(C0 )2bipy] or [MoX(^i^-allyl)(C0)2dpa], 
with X = Cl or Br, was used.

4*2.1. fMo(n^-allyl)(acac)(GQ)2py1

The reactants, [MoCl(y^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] (0.35 g» 0.91 mmol), 
Naacac (0.44 g» 3*60 mmol) and pyridine (5 cm^, 62 mmol), were 
stirred together in de-oxygenated acetone (20 crâ ) for 3 days 

at room temperature. The resulting mixture was filtered, and 

water (lO cm^) was added to the filtrate which was then rotary 
evaporated, at room temperature, until the product 

[Mo(^^-allyl)(acao)(C0 )2Py] started to separate as an oil.
On standing at 0°C the product crystallised and was collected 
at the filter, washed with water and dried vacuo.

i

4.2.2. [MoQy3_aiiyi)(sal;NPh)(CO)gpy]

The reactants [MoCl(y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] (0.42 g, 1.06 mmol), 

Nasalal (0.21 g, 1.49 mmol), aniline (icm^, 11 mmol) and 
pyridine (2 cm^, 25 mmol) were stirred together in acetone

•5
(20 cm ) at room temperature for three days. The resulting 
mixture was filtered, water (10 cm^) was added to the filtrate 
which was then rotary evaporated at room temperature, until 

the product [Mo(y^-allyl)(sal;NPh)(C0 )2Py] started to crystallise. 
After standing at O^C for one hour the product was collected at 

the filter, washed with water and dried in vacuo.
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4.2.3 The products

All the products were susceptible to air oxidation, 

especially while in solution, thus all manipulations were 

carried out in the absence of air. The complex 

[Mo(^^-allyl)(dedc)(C0)2Py] was particularly sensitive to air 
Eind was readily oxidised to the known deep purple compound

Table 4-1 lists the products together with their analyses.

Table 4-1 
Analytical data for the products

K o in  ̂ -allyl ) ( LLj( CO ) gL 
>

Yield

(^)

Colour Analyais(^)a

L C H N

acac py 86 Yellow 49.2 5.1 3.9

(48.5) (4.6) (3.8)
salal py 52" Red 52.2 4.2 3.8

(51.9) (3.8) (3.6)
salal bipy 68° Maroon 56.5 4.4 6.0

(56.2) (3.8) (6.0)
saljNPh py 87 Orange 58.9 4.5 5.8

(59.0) (4.3) (6.0)
dmdc py 92 Deep 39.8 4.4 7.3

Yellow
(40.0) (4.1) (7.1)

dedc py 88 Deep 42.1 5.3 6.6
Yellow

(42.9) (4.8) (6.7)

a) Calculated value in parentheses
b) Obtained from the complex [ MoCl(^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] 

o) Obtained from the complex [MoCl(j^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy]
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4.3 Results and discussion

4.3*1 Characterisation of the new complexes

The analytical (C, and N) and spectroscopic data for 

the new complexes, with the single exception of [Mo(K]^-allyl)(salal) 

(C0 )2hipy], indicated that the halide ion and the neutral 

bidentate nitrogen ligand (formally 1- and 4-eleotron donors 
respectively) in the starting materials had been replaced by 

pyridine (2-electron donor) and an anionic 3-electron donor,
80 that overall neither the oxidation state nor the number of 
valence electrons of the central metal atom were altered.

Information on the stereo-chemistries of these products, 

and the ligand bonding modes in [Mo(^^-allyl)(salal)(C0 )2bipy], 

was obtained by spectroscopic examination of the complexes as 

outlined below. )

4.3*2 Infra-red Spectroscopy.
The number, positions and relative intensities of the 

metal carbonyl C-0 stretching vibrations in the infra-red 

spectra (Table 4-2) confirm that the products still contain 

the cis-dicarbonyl grouping.
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Table 4-2

Selected infra-red data for the oomplexes Mo(0^-allyl)(LLa)(C0 )2L

LLa L ''co

Infra-red^ (om 
Ligand (LL^) bands

acac py 1918, 1830 1585, 1525. 1275 . V c '

salal py 1932, 1840 1620 (Vgg)

salal bipy 1930, 1842 X670 (Vgg)

saliNPh py 1930, 1850 1605 (Vgg)

dedc py 1918, 1822 1505(Vg^), 1150(Vj,g^), 997(vgg)

dmdc py 1923, 1838 1490(Vg^), 1150(v^g^). 980(Vgg)

a) Measured as Nujol and C.Cl^ Mulls with all bands very strong.
} ■

4.3.2.1 Bonding of the anionic ligands

a) Acac
222The ligand acac normally exhibits two modes of coordination , 

namely 0,0'-enolate or C-ketonate (Figure 4-l)«

H 3 C,

\ — 0 ...

HC^ M
X '  /e — 0-^/

H 3 C

H 3 C.

H 0 = 0

M C = 0

0,0'-enolate C-ketonate

Figure 4-1 The normal bonding modes of acac
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Due to changes which occur in the local symmetry, and 

in the C-0 and C-C bond orders, of the acac group it is 

usually possible to differentiate between these bonding modes by 

infra-red spectroscopy. As is to be expected (cf. figure 4-1) 
the CO stretching vibrations occur at lower energies for 

0,0*-enolate complexes ( < I600 cm than for C-ketonate 
complexes ( > I6OO cm ^). The 0,0*-enolate complexes contain 

a planar pseudo-aromatic chelate ring and give rise to 

aromatic CH stretching (ca. 3080 craT̂ ) and bending (in-plane 

ca. 1210 and out-of-plane ca. 820 cm"’̂ ) vibrations.

In contrast the C-ketonate structures will be non-planar and 

will give rise to a CH stretching vibration at ça. 2940 cm ^
225and will not show the CH bending vibrations mentioned above.

The out-of-plane CH bending vibration occurs as a strong sheirp
band in the infra-red spectra of enolate species, thus this

band and the CO stretching vibration are of great diagnostic 
222value.

The infra-red data given in table 4-2 for the complex 

[Mo(»^^-allyl)(acac)(C0 )2Py] is consistent with an 
0,0*-enolate species (i.e. I600 cm~^).

b) Salal
The ligand salal can co-ordinate as a simple phenate group 

or as a bidentate ligand, co-ordinating through the aldehydic 
and phenate oxygen atoms. The bidentate ligand should give 

rise to a lower energy carbonyl CO stretching vibration than 

the monodentate phenate species.
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The value of ^ found for the complex 

[Mo(t^^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2Py] (of. table 4-2) is consistent
226with the presence of a bidentate salal group • The complex

-1[Mo(y -allyl)(salal)(C0 )2bipy] exhibits a band at I67O cm
226which is high for a bidentate group and probably indicates 

that salal is present as a monodentate phenate ligand. In 

addition the infra-red bands observed for bipy in this complex 

are very similar to those found for the bipy complexes discussed 

in chapter 3» thus indicating normal bidentate behaviour for 
this ligand and an eighteen electron configuration for the 
central molybdenum atom,

0) 6al:NPh
This ligand is simply the N-,phenyl imine of

salicylaldéhyde and will show similar modes of coordination
/

(i.e. monodentate phenate or bidentate via 0,N-coordination).
The bidentate ligand should give rise to a CN stretching vibration

in the region I59O-I630 cm” ,̂ whereas the phenate species should
—1 226 227have a CN stretching vibration in the region I64O-I66O cm ’ .

Consequently the band observed at I605 cm”’̂ for the complex 

[Mo(i^^-allyl)(sal:NPh)(C0)2Py] (of. table 4-2) is consistent 
with bidentate sal:NPh as expected.

Due to extensive coupling of molecular vibrations it is 
difficult to fully interpret the infra-red spectra of metal-Schiff 

base c o m p l e x e s . E v e n  the fairly simple complexes [Cu(sal;NR)2 ] 

and [Cu(PhCOCHC{:NRJcH^)2 ] are too complex to allow any theoretical
228analysis of the infra-red spectra. Such complexes should not

be considered by the normal grpup frequency approach as isotopic
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studies have shown that the CN vibrations are

strongly ooupled to other ligand modes. For this reason, 

no further assignments have been attempted.

d) Dimethyl- and diethyldithiocarbamate

Dithiocarbamate ligands also have two modes of attachment

in mononuclear complexes, namely monodentate and bidentate,

through one or both of the sulphur atoms respectively. Infra-red
spectroscopy provides a possible means of differentiating

between these bonding modes. The CN stretching band (The
•*dithiouride" band^^^) occurs in the regions 1530 - 1490 cm’*̂

and 1490 - 1478 for the bidentate and monodentate ligand 
229 230respectively * . In addition the bidentate species

gives rise to a singlet near 995 cm”  ̂for the CS stretching
vibration whereas the monodentate ligand exhibits a doublet in 

229the same region.

Inspection of table 4-2 reveals that the infra-red 
spectra of the complexes of both dmdc and dedc are consistent 

with a bidentate dithiocarbamate group.

The ^H-n.m.r. spectrum of the complex [Mo(^^-allyl)(dmdc)(C0)2Py]
is also indicative of a bidentate dmdc ligand ( 5^^ = 3.16 ppm) 

Unfortunately the n.m.r, spectrum of the corresponding dedc 
complex was complicated by decomposition products, and could 

not be used as confirmation of the bidentate nature of dedc.

230
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4.3*3 ^H-n.m.r. spectroscopy
All of the room temperature spectra (Table 4-3) confirm 

the presence of a ly^-allyl group as found in the reactant 

complexes (cf. chapter 3)*

Comparison of the spectra of the complexes 

[Mo(y^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2bipy] and [Mo(»7^-allyl)(8alal)(C0)2Py] 
reveal different resonant frequencies for the aldehydic protons 

(i.e. 9*03 and 8 .90 ppm respectively). This observation may 

be used to support the conclusions drawn from the infra-red 
spectra that these complexes contain monodentate and bidentate 
salal groups respectively.

Further examination of the ^H-n.m.r. spectrum of 

[Mo(l^^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2bipy] reveals several bipy resonances 
which integrate to only one proton signal (of. table 4-3)*
This may be interpreted as indicating either the presence of 

a monodentate bipy group or an unsymmetric molecular structure 
(Figure 4-3)* The second interpretation is preferred as this 
is in agreement with the infra-red spectrum; but it must be 

borne in mind that the infra-red data was obtained for solid 

samples. Thus at this stage it is not possible to draw 

any firm conclusions as to the structure of this compound.
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Table 4-3

^H-nmr spectra for the complexes fMoCo^-allylXLLa)(CO)^L1

LLa L solvent ô Assignment^

aoao py CB^Clg 1.42(2,d,8 ) Y^-allyl

3.35(3,m) »8+»o
II

7.35(2,m) «m pyridine

7.78(1,m) %
II

8.35(2,4,5) u0
II

1.87(6,s) Me acac

5.12(1,8) CH II

Salal py CDCl 1.52(2,br) «a
3y-allyl

3.l8(l,br) “c II

3.44(2,br) «8
II

7.20(2+1,m)^ «m
î
j pyridine

7.62(1,t,7) «P
II

8.40(2,4,6) H0
II

6.37(1,1,7) H(aromat ic) salal

6.72(1,4,8) H II

6.98(1,4 ,10) II II

7.20(1+2,m)^ II II

8 .90(1,s) HCO II
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Table 4-3 (Contd)

LLa solvent Assignment

salal bipy CDCl.

sal=NPh py CDCl.

dmdo py CD^CN

1.30(2,4,8) “a tj^-allyl

3.19(2,8) «s II

3.52(l,m) “0 II

6.52(1,t,7) 
6.98(1,4 ,8)

H(aromatlo) salal+bipy
Il II

7 .42(5,m) II II

7 .95(3,m) II II

8 .36(^,4,8) II II

8.6o(i,t,6) II II

8 .85(1,4 ,5) II

9 .03(1,s) HCO salal

1.43(1,4 ,8) “a -allyl

1.66(1,4,9) «a 1 M

2.99(l,m) “0 II

3.62(2,m) Hs
II

7 .66(1,t,8 ) % pyridine

8 .30(2 ,m) »0
II

6.43(1,1,7)
6.75 to 7.44(10)

®(aromatic))
" )pyrl4ine(H^)

7.78(1,8) H0=K sal=NPli

1.32(2,4,10) «a -allyl

oa. 3.08(2,4)° “s
II

4.14(1,m) «0 II

7 .36(2,m)
7.84(l,m)

«m

“p

pyridine
II

8 .72(2,4 ,6) «0 II

3.16(6,b) Me dmdo
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Table 4-3 (Contd)

LLa L solvent 6 Assignment^

dedc^ py CD^CN 2.0^6,t,6) 0H3 dedc

4.56(3,<1,7) CHg It

8.30(2,t,6) pyridine

8-79(1,t,7) II

9-68(2,4,5) «0 II

a) The terms used in the assignment are specified in figure 4•2*

b) These bands are coincident with a relative intensity of 3 (ie. 2+1).
c) This band is partially obscured by the methyl resonance.
d) This spectrum is complicated by the partial decomposition of the

complex.

H m

Hr.

I) -ally 1 pyridine

Figure 4-2. Nomenclature used in table 4-3
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^ H O

N

N

CO 

0 0

Figure 4-3» The possible unsymmetric structure of 
[Mo(^^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2blpy]

All the pyridine complexes [Mol^^-allyljlLLaJlCOÏgPy], 
exoe&t the saliNPh compound, give rise to room temperature 
^H-n.m.r. spectra which are consistent with the more symmetric 
structure (A, figure 4-4) or with a structure of lower symmetiy

CO

CO

CO

CO

Py

A B
Figure 4-4» Isomeric structures for [Mo(y^-allyl)(LLa)(C0)2Py]
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exhibiting fluxional behaviour. The room temperature 

spectrum of the complex [Mo(fy^-allyl)( sal:NPh)(C0)2Py] is 
consistent with any of three structures based on (A) and (B) of 

figure 4-4 (of. figure 4-5).

COrO

CO

Py

CO

CO

CO

CO

B* B"
Figure 4-5» Possible isomers of [Mo(»̂  ~allyl)(sal:NPh)(C0)2Py]

)

In order to differentiate between the various isomers and 

obtain more information on the fluxional behaviour of these 
molecules, variable temperature studies of the acac and 

salxNPh complexes were undertaken.

4 .3.4 Variable temperature n.m.r. studies

The ^H-n.m.r. spectrum of [Mo(»y^-allylXsal:NPh)(C0)2Py] 
simplified above room temperature (Figure 4-6) and the allyl 

protons H and H became equivalent in pairs. Because of the 

low symmetry of the 0,N-bonded ligand (Figure 4-5) this must 
result from stereochemical non-rigidity at elevated temperatures 

in solution. The low symmetry of this complex makes it 
impossible to ascertain which isomer occurs in solution at
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room temperature but, due to the number and integrated areas 

o f the observed bands, it would appear that only one isomer 

la present in CDCl^ solution at and below room temperature.

ô(ppm) 2

Figure 4-6. H-n.m.r. spectrum of 
.3[Mo(y -allyl)( sal:NPh)(C0)2Py] at 28 and 70 C
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The low temperature n.m.r. spectrum of the acac complex

was expected to he easier to interpret as the symmetrio isomer A

(Figure 4-4) should produce a simple 1 : 2 : 2  resonance pattern
for the allyl protons, whereas for the less symmetric isomer B

all four syn and anti allyl protons should give separate

signals. In d^-acetone low temperature ^H-n.m.r. spectroscopy

(Figure 4-7) revealed the presence of almost 100^ of the

assymmetric isomer B, whereas in CDCl^ the low temperature

spectrum (Figure 4-7 and table 4-4) was more complex and

indicated the presence of more than one isomer in solution.
These spectra were finally interpreted (Table 4-5) with the
aid of recently completed ^^C-n.m.r. and X-ray 

220crystallographic studies, which showed that the solid
state structure was basically that of isomer B (Figure 4-4)
while in solution at low temperatures both isomers A and
B coexist. Comparison of the various band intensities

in the and ^^C~n.m.r. spectra lead to the isomer

ratio of 3 * 5 (A : B) for [Mo(/^^-allyl)(acac)(C0)2Py]
in CDCl^ solution at -60°C.3

For both complexes [Mo(/^^-allyl)(LLg^)(C0)2Py] > LLĝ  is 
saliNPh or acac, it was found that at elevated temperatures 

(50°G and above in GDCl^ solution) the co-ordinated pyridine 

readily exchanged with added free pyridine.
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d -acetone

4 ô (ppm) 36 5 2 1
n g u r e _ y .  H-n.m.r. spectrum of [Mo(n3-allyi)(acao)(C0) Py] 

in CDCl^ and d -acetone at -70°C ^
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Table 4-4

^H-n.m.r. Spectrum of [Mo(»y^~allyl)(aoao)(CO)^py 1

6 ( ppm) 

CDCl (-70°C)^ (CDj )2C0(-60°C)

Assignment*

1.23 (d) 1.16 (d) «a
1.56 (dd)° 1.52 (d) «a
1.81 (s) 1.80 (s) Me

1.89 (s) 1.94 (s) Me

2.78 (m) 2.78 (m) =0

oa 3.4 (m) «0

3.44 (dd)° 3.63 (dd)® “b
5.00 (s) 5.19 (a) “ p
5.04 (s) "p,
7.19 (m) 7 .51 (t) py -4
7.35 (m) py

7.66 (m) 7.98 (t) py - Hp

oa 7 .7 (m) py

8.12 (d) 8.35 (d) py - Hg

8.48 (d) py

a) See figure 4-8 for terminology

b) This spectrum is the same at -60^C 

o) Overlapping doublets, see figure 4-7
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Table4-5
and ^^G-n.m,►r. spectra of sym. and assym.

Mo(k)̂ -.allyl)(acac)(CO)nPy
0(ppm)aX

Gym. assym. Assignment

1.23 (d) V
1*56 (d) 1.56 (d) V

1.81 (s) “ °2

1.89 (s) 1.89 (s) “ °1

oa 3*4 (m) 2.78 (m) Hc
3.44 (d) 3.44 (dd)’’ H 1 and H 28 S

5.04 (b) 5.00 (s) Hp
7.35 (m) 7.19 (m) py -

ça 7*7 (m) 7.66 (m) py - Hp
8.48 (d) 8 .12 (d) py -

227.94 228.19° )and Cg

188.75 189.05 C„
185.96 Cy

150.65 150.29 py -
124.74 124.38 py -
138.20 137.67 py - Cp

71.17 72.26

ça 100.2 100.11 V
61.16 60.55 V

57.27 V
28.21 28.21 Mê

27.61 Meg
a) Measured for a CDClj solution. Ses fig. 4-8 for terminolof
b) Overlapping doublets, see figure 4-7* 
o) Resolved into two bands in (CD^)2C0
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Q; Ha'
Me,

C - 0

ec
Me,

Py

H.— C.

Me,

Me

Figure 4-8 Sym- and as sym- [Mo(ty -allyl )(aoac)( CO )pPy]
and the terminology used with the n.m.r. spectra.

;

4*3.5* Mass spectroscopy
Metal containing fragments were obvious from the Isotope 

pattern of molybdenum (Figure 2-l), but such fragments were 

only present in fairly low abundances. Table 4-6, which 

does not include non-molybdenum containing fragments summarises 

the mass spectra of the complexes [Mo(lJ?^-allyl)(LLg^)(CO)2Py]> 
where LL^ is acac, salal, salzNPh or dedc. The parent ion 

was only observed for the acac complex, and even then It was 

present in an extremely low abundance (i.e. < 1$). The ion 

[Mo(allyl)(LLa)]*, formed by the loss of pyridine and two 

carbonyl groups, had a relatively high abundance for each 

complex examined. Thus this ion must be relatively stable 

under the conditions found in the mass spectrometer.
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The salal and sal:NPh complexes gave rise to new ions 

in addition to those created by the simple loss of ligand 

groups (e.g. CO and py) as shown in figures 4-9 and 4-10.

Table 4-6 
3Mass spectrum of [Mo(f̂  -all.yl)(LL̂ )(C0)^py1

I Relative abundance
A of I* W

Acac Salal SaliNPh Dedc

Mo(ally1)(LL^)(CO)gpy Tr

Mo(allyl)(LL^)(CO)g 36 18 Tr 29
Mo(allyl)(LLj(CO) 23 18 24 16

Uo( allyl) (LLj 100 55 100 71
Mo(allyl)(CgH.O) 100

Uo(allyl)(C^2^^QK) 67
Uo(allyl)(EtHCS ) IpO

Mo{allyl)(LLj(CO)py 9
B o (C^4H i ^N) 29
Ho(C^jH^jN) 21

Ho(C^2«12») 38

One such ion for the salal complex was [Mo(allyl)(C^H^O)]^ 

which appears to arise by the loss of CO from the salal ligand 

and may indicate decarbonylation of salal to give the simple 

phenate ligand PhO.
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Alternatively, CO may be formed by the loss of the phenoxy 

oxygen together with the carbon atom to which it is bonded, 

resulting in the ligand C^H^CHO (cyclopentadienylcarboxaldehyde; 
opca). It was also found that the saliNPh complex similarly 

lost carbon monoxide (Figure 4-10), which in this case must 

be eliminated from the ring to give the ligand C^H^CHNPh 

(i.e. the N-phenyl imine of cpca). A species of this sort, 

cpca or its N-phenyl imine, would be stabilised by extensive 

délocalisation (Figure 4-ll)« Consideration of the phenate 

ion (P^ to P^ in figure 4-11) shows that delocalisation can 
only occur with loss of the aromatic stabilisation energy, 

whereas cpca (C^ to C^ in figure 4-11) retains its aromaticity 
except in canonical form C^. Thus cpca and the related 
N-phenyl imine should be fairly stable entities both in 

the mass spectrometer and perhaps in normal coordination 

chemistry.
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R

a

CH=0

C

CH=0■> CH=0 — CH=0

CH-0

C

a

a

CH=0

C

Figure 4-11 Electron délocalisation in the phenate 

and cpca ions.
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3  _ l2204*3*6 The molecular structure of [Mo(n -allyl)(acac)(CQ)^py]

The molecular structure of the complex [Mo^^^-allyl)(acac)(C0)2&y]
220has recently been determined and it can be described in terms 

of a distorted octahedron with the fj^-allyl group and one acac 

oxygen atom occupying opposing vertices, with the equatorial 

plane containing a cis pair of carbonyl groups, the pyridine 

nitrogen atom and the second acac oxygen atom (Figure 4-12, l).
This is basically the ligand arrangement shown in structure B, 

figure 4-4*

Op: CO
Mo

OH

-COCO
Mo

I II
Figure 4-12. The idealised molecular structure of 

[Mo(iŷ -allyl)(acac)(C0)2Py]

Alternatively this complex can be thought of as being 

seven-coordinate with a bidentate allyl group* Thus its 

molecular structure may be described in terms of a capped 

trigonal prism with the capping position occupied by one of the 

acac oxygen atoms, and the capped face containing a cis pair of 

carbonyl groups, the pyridine nitrogen atom and the second acac
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oxygen atom. The allyl group then bridges the two remaining 

oo-ordination sites (Figure 4-12, II). Figure 4-13 shows 

the observed molecular structure of [Mo(>̂  -allyl)(acao)(C0 )2py].

This molecular structure differs from those determined by
72 73 ll8 120Penn and Graham * * and Cotton which have a symmetric

structure similar to that shown in figure 4-4, A (i.e. both

of the co-ordinating atoms of the bidentate ligand occupy

chemically equivalent sites, whereas the acac oxygen atoms

are chemically inequivalent in the present complex). A
128recent preliminary communication indicates that the complex 

[MoGl(#j?^-allyl)(C0 )2dppe] also has an un symmetric structure 
(i.e. similar to figure 4-4, B) although no interatomic distance 
or angles have yet been published.

It is not possible at this stage to indicate why this 
change in stereochemistry should occur for these two compound^ 

but the co-existence of both a symmetric and an unsymmetric 
isorner in CDCl^ solution at low temperatures indicates that 
the energy difference between the two forms is only a few 

kJmol

It would be interesting to determine the molecular 

structures of other complexes with bidentate three electron 

donor ligands (e.g. salal, saliNPh, dmdc and dedc) in order 

to ascertain whether the observed structure is peculiar to 

the acac complex or typical of the complexes of these 
three-electron donor ligands. The structure of the complex 

[Mo(»^^-allyl)( sal:NPh)(C0)2Py] is currently being investigated 
by M.G.B. Drew at the University of Reading.
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Figure 4-13» The molecular structure of [Mo(n^-allyl)(acac)(C0)2Py]A The molecula: struc of,r ture
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4*3*7. A possible reaction scheme for the formation of

LL^ complexes

It Is known that the complexes [MoX(iy^-allyl)(C0)2bipy], 

where X is a halogen, can react with replacement of X~ to 

give neutral or cationic c o m p l e x e s . T h i s  consideration, 

taken in conduction with the previously discussed 

n.m.r. (Sections 4*3*3 and 4*3*4) and structural data 

(Section 4*3*6) leads to the following reaction scheme 
(Scheme 4-1)•

Whilst most information is available for the acac complex,

the other three-electron donor ligands are expected to react

similarly. In support of Scheme 4-1 an intermediate
complex of type 3 has been isolated, namely

[Mo(i^^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2bipy] , which was prepared from the
reaction between Nasalal and [MoCl(*7^-allyl)(CO)2bipy]

(i.e. 1 to 3 in Scheme 4-l)» as well as from the reaction

between bipy and [Mo(^^-allyl)(salal)(C0)2Py] (i.e. 5a or 5b
to 3 in Scheme 4-1)* Unfortunately it has not been possible
to cause this particular intermediate to react further as

predicted by the remainder of the schemej although the

analogous dpa complex, which was not isolated, readily

undergoes further substitution* The point at which reaction

terminates must be strongly influenced by the relative

basicity of the L„ (e.g. bipy) and LL (e.g. salal) groups. 
d. a
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rN CO

CO

Q C Q C -

CO CO
acac-CO CO

0 — 0

JÎ
CO

CO

N CO
bipy CO

c CO

CO

5b
Py

A represents ^ - allyl

N-N ” bipy

0-0 *• acac

Scheme 4-1* A possible reaction scheme for the formation of
[Mo(y3-allyl)(LL^)(C0)2Py]
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Hence it should he possible to obtain circumstances where 

both a reactive intermediate (e.g. 3 in Scheme 4-1) and a 

final fully substituted product (5a or 5b) can be isolated, 

which would help substantiate the proposed scheme.

4 .3.8 . Fluxional nature of rMo(i9^-allyl)(LL^)(C0)^py1

The variable temperature n.m.r. spectra of the complexes 
3

[Mo(^ -allyl)(LL^)(C0)2Py], where LL^ is acac or sal:NPh, 
demonstrated that these compounds cam exhibit stereochemical 
non-rigidity in solution. Two acceptable schemes can be 
outlined to account for these observations; a) a dissociative 
route (Scheme 4-2) and b) a rotation of one half of the 

molecule relative to the other half (Scheme 4-3) as proposed^^^*^^^ 
for certain molybdenum(ll) pyrazolylborato complexes.

I
}

a) Scheme 4-2

For a dissociative mechanism either of two pathways 

(i.e. I - V - I V  or I -  II- III - IV) may be envisaged.

The former proceeding via a square pyramidal intermediate (V) which 

may be attacked from above or below the square plane by 

pyridine with the formation of complex IV or I respectively.

The second route would involve loss of pyridine followed by 
a rearrangement of the 5-co-ordinate intermediate and 

re-co-ordination of pyridine.
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La CO
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CO
I

py

\py

CO

CO

II

p %

COIV
La CO

J h

CO

CO

III

Scheme 4-2. Isomérisation via a dissociative mechanism

(a represents ^^-allyl)
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If the observed fluxional nature of these complexes 

involves this scheme, then in the presence of excess pyridine 
fast exchange between free and co-ordinated pyridine should 

be observed. Such an exchange is observed but only at 
elevated temperatures, whereas isomérisation of the acac 

complex occurs at and below room temperature. Thus at 

best, this route can only be a high temperature alternative 

to the normal trigonal twist mechanism.

b) Scheme 4-3.
The mechanism outlined in this scheme involves a trigonal 

twist of the (LL^)py unit relative to the (allyl)(C0 )2 moiety 
and passes through a high energy trigonal prismatic 

stereochemistry.

CO
CO

2n/3
''Py

La

CO
CO

I II
Scheme 4-3. Isomérisation by a molecular twist

(A represents ^ -allyl)
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Such a mechanism has already heen proposed fo:

the fluxional molecule [Mo(y-2-methallyl)(pz.B)(C0)2] 

(Figure 4-14). At 60^C the H—n.m.r. spectrum reveals

PZ3 ,9 -allyl
Pzr----B-Pz,—  Mo---CO Pz =

\  X  \Pz, CO

Figure 4-14. Simplified structure of [Mo(h^-2-methallyl)(pz^B)(C0)2]
J

three equivalent (i.e. pz^ppzg and pz^) and one non-equivalent.
(i.e. pz^) pyrazolylborato group. Whereas at -60°C there are 

two equivalent (i.e. pz^ and pz^) and two non-equivalent 

(i.e. pz^ and pz^) pyrazolylborato groups, which is consistent 

with the structure given in figure 4-14)• On raising the 
temperature the n.m.r. spectrum of the non-co-ordinated pz 

group and the J^^-allyl group remain almost unchanged, whereas 
the spectrum of the three co-ordinated pz groups becomes time 

averaged on the n.m.r. time scale.
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Hence conformational changes in the allyl group can be 

discounted, and if a dissociative mechanism is involved in 

scrambling the pz groups, then all four groups should be 

time averaged. Thus a mechanism whereby the three 

co-ordinated pz groups rotate about the Mo****B axis was 

proposed and satisfactorily explains the experimental 
observations.

It was also found that 3-substitution of the pz groups 

led to a slowing down of this isomérisation. This could 
possibly explain the observed differences between the rate 
of isomérisation of the acac and sal:NPh complexes 

[Mo(y-allyl)(LL^)(CO)gpy], as the phenyl group may sterically 
hinder the rotation of the L^Mo grouping. Such a steric

J  \

interaction would increase the activation energy and, / 
consequently, reduce the rate of isomérisation.

4«4 Conclusion
These complexes of bidentate three-electron donor ligands 

{i.e. [Mo(i^^-allyl)(LL^)(CO)gpy] where LL^ is acac, salal, 

sal;NPh, dmdc or dedc } extend the number and type of known 

(•^^-allyl)dicarbonylmolybdenum(ll) species, and reveal 

Interesting sterochemical aspects of molybdenum(ll) chemistry.

Solutions of acac complex in CDCl^, exhibit a low energy 

transition between two isomeric forms as observed by
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and ^^C-n.m.r. spectroscopy. Isomerism occurs to a

much lesser extent in d^-acetone solutions with the less

symmetrio isomer (Figure 4-4, B) being the major constituent.
220X-ray crystallography confirms that it is this less 

symmetric isomer which crystallises out from an acetone 

solution.

For the corresponding sal:NPh complex it is not possible 

to identify which isomer is present in solution, due to the 

lack of symmetry of this ligand, but ^H-n.m.r. spectroscopy 

indicates the presence of only one isomer in CDCl^ solution 

at and below room temperature. Above room temperature 

fluxional behaviour was once again observed.



Chapter

Further Oxidation Reactions of

Mol.yhdenum(o) and (ll) Complexes,
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Chapter 3

Further Oxidation Reactions of Mol.ybdenum(o) and (ll) Complexes 

5«1 Introduction
This chapter contains various oxidation reactions of 

molybdenum(o) and (ll) complexes which are not conveniently 

discussed in the other chapters. These reactions are

considered under three headings:

a) Attempted allyl cyanide oxidations of molyhdenum(o)

b) Oxidative additions of allyl analogues 

o) Oxidations under forcing conditions.

5.2 . Attempted allyl cyanide oxidations of molybdenum(o)

Attempts to prepare the complex [MotCNÏAy^-allylXco^gLg]
(Lg = bipy or dpa) by the routes employed in chapter 3' [allyl 
pseudohalide oxidation of neutral and cationic molybdenum(O) 
complexes or anion exchange with halo-molybdenum(ll) complexes] 

did not lead to high yields of the expected complexes, but 
resulted in a variety of products depending on the reaction 

conditions employed.

5.2 .1 Experimental
5.2.1.1 The reaction between allyl cyanide and Mo(CO)^Lg

The complex Mo(CO)^dpa (0.35 g> 0.93 mmol), or an equimolar 

mixture of Mo(CO)^ and dpa, was allowed to react with an excess 

of allyl cyanide (2 cm^, 25 mmol) for 2 hours in refluxing toluene 

(25 cm^). After cooling to room temperature the yellow product
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[Mo(CO)^(allylCN)dpa] (0.37 S t  91% yield) was collected at 
the filter, washed with toluene and dried in vacuo. (Pound: 
C, 48.2; H, 3.52; N, 13.2. Calc, for MoO^G^^H^^N^:

C, 48.8 ; H, 3.35; N, 13.4#).

5.2.1.2 The reaction between allyl chloride and KfMo(CN)(CO)^bipy] 

The complex Mo(CO)^bipy (0.41 g> 1.13 mmol) was reacted 
with an excess of KCN (0.2 g, 3 mmol) in refluxing acetonitrile 

(20 cm^) for 3 hours. The resulting solution, which contains 
the complex K[Mo(CN)(CO)^bipy] \ V^Q(MeCN solution): 1910s and 

1890s cm ^1^^, was cooled to room temperature and added dropwise 

with stirring, to a methanolic solution (ll cm3) of allyl chloride 
(1 cm^, 12 mmol). After stirring for 30 minutes a dark purple 

solid (a, 0.03 g) was collected at the filter, washed with 
methanol and dried in vacuo.

Water was added to the filtrate with stirring to precipitate 

the second product as deep orange crystals (complex B, 0.10 g), 
which were washed with water and dried in vacuo.

5.2 .1.3 The reaction between KCN and fMoGl(t^^-allyl)(CQ)gbipyl 

The complex [MoCl(^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] (0.34 S t 0.88 mmol) 

was allowed to react with an excess of KCN (0 .3 S t 5 mmol) in 
refluxing absolute ethanol (25 cm^) for 4 hours. After cooling 
to room temperature the mixture was filtered and the filtrate 

evaporated to approximately 5 cm^ on a rotary evaporator to give 

a red solid in very low yields (complex C, 0.02 g). This 

product was collected at the filter washed with ethanol followed 

by water and finally dried in vacuo.
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5*2.2 Results and discussions

5.2.2.1 The allyl cyanide reactions

The reaction between allyl cyanide and the complex

Mo(CO)^dpa gave rise to a yellow product which, from its

analytical and infra-red data : 1915 vs, I805 vs and
1765 vs cm 3320 m om~^; not observed), was

identified as the complex [Mo(CO)^(allyl cyanide)dpa]. In

addition a weak infra-red band at I650 cm  ̂could be attributed 
to C = C stretching ( allyl CN » I645 cm~^) and is
consistent with N-bonded allyl cyanide.

Comparison of the infra-red spectrum of this product with 
spectra of known fao-trisubstituted molybdenum carbonyl complexes 
{[Mo(CO) XgY]; X - T - UeCH or Xg = blpy^^ or dpa^ ,
Y = MeCN.J indicated that this product should also be formulated 
as the facial isomer.

Attempts to cleave the allyl - cyanide bond, by employing 

higher temperatures (refluxing xylene), more polar solvents 

(DMP, MeCN or MeOH) or ultraviolet irradiation of
[Mo(CO)^(N-allyl cyanide)dpa] gave no evidence for any products other 

than the trisubstituted carbonyl derivative.

When the allyl cyanide reaction was attempted with 

Mo(CO)^bipy, under the conditions employed for the 

Mo(CO)^dpa - C^H^CN reaction, very little reaction occurred and 

Mo(CO)^bipy could be recovered almost quantitatively. On 

raising the reaction temperature, by using refluxing xylene as 

the solvent (oa. 140°C), a low yield of a very dark solid was
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obtained. This solid had an infra-red spectrum containing 

four bands in the metal carbonyl region 1940 s, I880 s-vs,

1850 s and 1770 vs cm  ̂in Nujol). These band positions were 

in accord with a mixture containing a facial-tricarbonyl 

derivative (1880 and 1770 cm and a cis-dicarbony1 complex 

(1940 and 1850 cm ^). Possibly the complexes 

[Mo(C0)^(N-allyl cyanide)bipy] and [Mo(CN)(y^-allyl)(CO)gbipy] 
were formed under these conditions, however, it did not prove 

possible to separate the mixture or obtain a single pure product 

from this reaction so further characterisation was not attempted.

5*2.2.2 Allyl oxidation of KfMo(CN)(C0)^bipy1 and ON"
exchange reactions.

Both the reactions of K[Mo(CN)(CO)^bipy] with allyl chloride 
and [MoCl(y^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] with KCN, led to low yields (24# 
and 7# respectively)of reddish solids (complexes B and C 
respectively) whose infra-red spectra (Table 5-1) were

Table 5-1
Infra-red data for the cyano-complexes

Complex V a^CN Colour

A 1940m, 1895m 

1855m, 1775m

Purple

B 2110m I94OVS, I865VS Deep orange

C 2110m I94OVS, I848VS Red

a) Spectra obtained in Nujol.
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consistent with the expected product [Mo(CN)(y -allyl)(CO)2bipy] , 

Closer inspection of the spectra and the appearance of these 

products indicated that they may be isomeric or two different 
compounds, but due to the low yields these routes were not 

pursued further.

In addition to the dicarbonyl product the allyl chloride 

oxidation of the complex K[Mo(CN)(CO)^bipy] gave rise to a 

dark purple solid (complex A) whose infra-red spectrum (Table 5-l) 

is similar to that of the product obtained from the reaction 

between allyl cyanide and Mo(CO)^bipy in xylene (p. l6l), and 

may be formulated in a similar way. Again the mixture could 

not be separated.

5.2 .3  Conclusion ;
•j '

It would appear that the complex [Mo(CN)(y -allyl)(C0)2bipy] 
probably does exist but that it is not readily prepared by any 
of the procedures outlined in Chapter 3 for the other allyl 

analogues.

This cyano-complex may be worthy of further investigation 

as the ligands CO and CN*" are isoelectronic and hence may exhibit 

isomerism as outlined in figure 5-1*

N

N

CO

CO

CON

N

CN CO

Figure 5-1 Possible isomerism for the complex 
[ Mo(CN)(*i^-al lyl)(C0)2bipy]
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5*3 Oxidations involving allyl analogues

In order to demonstrate the general synthetic value of 

the anionic complexes [MoXtCO)^!^]" for synthesising allyl 
derivatives, one of the anions { [l£o(NCS)(CO)^bipy]~} was 

reacted with the allyl analogues 3-bromocyclohexene and 

cinnamyl chloride (3-ohloro-l-phenylprop-1-enej C^H^CHrCHCH^Cl) 
under mild conditions as indicated below.

5.3.1 Experimental

The complex Mo(CO)^bipy (1.43 g> 3.93 mmol) was allowed 
to react with an excess of KSCN (2.04 6> 21 mmol) for 3 hours 
in refluxing acetonitrile (50 cm^) (of. chapter 3) to give a 
deep red solution which contained the complex K[Mo(NCS)(CO)^bipy].

Aliquots (10 cm^) of this solution were cooled to 0°C and
}•j

an excess of the oxidant (l cm ) (i.e. cinnamyl chloride , 
3-bromocyclohexene or allyl chloride) was added with stirrings 
After 2 minutes the mixture was filtered, and the filtrate was 
collected in iced water to precipitate the product, which was 
collected at the filter, washed with water and dried Ui vacuo.

5 .3 .2 Results and Discussion
The results of these oxidations are summarised in 

Table 5-2. In each case the spectroscopic properties of 

each product were consistent with the expected complex, 

[Mo(NCS)(y^-R)(C0)2bipy] (R = allyl analogue). In the 

3-bromocyclohexene reaction the product may consist of isomeric 

forms as indicated by the CN stretching region of the infra-red
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Table 5-2

Reaction of allyl analogues with fMo(NCS)(CO) bipyl

Allyl analogue Infra-red
___
''cN

data * 

^00

Colour and yield(̂ )

cinnamyl chloride 207OVS 1935VS purple solid

1860VS 60

3-bromocyclohexene 2090s 1915VB purple solid

2060s 1830VS 80

allyl chloride 208OVS 1950VS red solid̂

l860vs

a) Spectra measured in Nujol, V^g was not observed.
b) This product was oontaminated with K[Mo(NCS)(CO)^bipy]

I
spectrum which exhibited two CN bands. Re-precipitation 

from acetonitrile by the careful addition of water did not 
alter the spectrum. Since these reactions were only attempted 

to demonstrate the synthetio potential of these anionic 
complexes no efforts were made to confirm the presence of, 

or to isolate, these possible isomers.

When allyl chloride was used as the oxidant the product 

was contaminated with unreacted K[iio(NCS)(CO)gbipy], which 
indicates that cinnamyl chloride and 3-bromocyclohexene are 

more reactive towards these anionic molybdenum(O) complexes 

under the conditions employed than is the parent allyl halide. 

This increased reactivity may possibly be explained by steric 

and electronic factors. The formation of a carbonium ion, by
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the loss of a bromide ion from 3-broraooyclohexene, leads to a 

lessening of the ring strain and hence the oarbon-halogen bond 

will tend to be activated relative to the allyl halides.

Whereas the carbonium ion obtained by the loss of a chloride 

ion from cinnamyl chloride, will be stabilised by delocalisation 
of the charge around the aromatic ring (Figure 5-2) which once 

again will lead to activation of the oarbon-halogen bond.

-cr

Figure 5-2. Charge delocalisation in the cinnamyl carbonium ion
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5*3.3 Conclusion

The anionic molybdenum(O) species [Mo(NCS)(CO)^bipy]~ 

was found to be reactive towards oxidative addition of the 

allyl halide analogues cinnamyl chloride and 3-bromocyclohexene 

and hence it would appear that these and related highly 

nucleophilic anions | e.g. [M(c o)^]^~, M = Cr or and

[V(CO)^]^ } will be of general value for the synthesis
of allyl derivatives.

5#4 Oxidation of mol.ybdenum(o) and (ll) under forcing conditions.
Since allyl halides are capable of oxidising Mo(0) to Mo(Il) 

it was anticipated that reactions under more forcing conditions 

(or employing reactive halides which will not form stable 
molybdenum(ll) species] might result in the formation of 
molybdenum complexes containing higher metal oxidation states.

Such expectations were realised but the resultant molybdenum 

complexes were invariably contaminated with organic by-products.

5.4 .1 Experimental
5.4 .1.1 Allyl bromide and acetyl chloride oxidations

The complex Mo(C0)^L2 (Lg = dpa for the allyl bromide 
reaction and ** dpa or bipy for the acetyl chloride reaction) 

was allowed to react with an excess of acetyl chloride or allyl 

bromide in refluxing toluene. After 4 hours the mixture was 
cooled to room temperature and the brown product was collected 
at the filter, washed with toluene and dried vacuo.
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It was found that the complex [MoBr(<^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] 

could be used in place of Mo(CO)^dpa in the allyl bromide 

reaction, whilst an equimolar mixture of Mo(CO)^ and 

(bipy or dpa) yielded the same product as 140(00)^1^ in the 

acetyl chloride reaction.

5.4*1.2 Benzyl chloride oxidations

The reactants, Mo(C0)^L2 (L^ = bipy or dpa) and an excess 

of benzyl chloride, were allowed to react in refluxing THF 

for 20 hours. After cooling to room temperature the product 
was collected at the filter, washed with THF and dried vacuo.

5.4.1.3 The reaction between dpa and allyl bromide
The reactants, dpa (0.5 6> 1.8 mmol) and allyl bromide 

(5 cm^, 55 mmol), were heated together for 3 hours in refluxing 
toluene (25 cm3). After cooling to room temperature the 
viscous yellow-brown oil was isolated and washed with toluene - 
by décantation. This oil was dissolved in chloroform and 

precipitated by the slow addition of ether. The resulting 

solid was re-precipitated as above to give a pale yellow 

solid (m.pt. l86°C; Found* C, 44.7; H, 4.4; N, 15.5*

Calc, for dpa.HBr.HgO* 0, 44.4; H, 4.4; N, 15.6$). 
Thermolysis at 60°C for 16 hours resulted in a weight loss 

equivalent to one mole of water per mole of product.
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5*4.2 Results and discussion 

5*4.2.1 The allyl bromide reaction

It was found that when Mo(CO)^dpa was replaced by an 

equimolar mixture of Mo(CO)^ and dpa the reaction stopped 
at the intermediate molybdenum(ll) complex [MpBr(j^^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] 

This appears to be a particle size effect, as when the 

[MoBr(fy^-allyl)(C0 )2dpa] so produced was finely ground the 

reaction proceeded to the brown product* The X-ray powder 

pattern of the yellow intermediate was identical to that of a 
normal sample of [MoBr(y^-allyl)(C0 )2dpa].

The reaction was investigated by means of infra-red 

spectroscopy, magnetochemistry and GLC/mass spectrometry as 

outlined below*

5*4*2*1*1 Infra-red spectroscopy
Infra-red spectroscopy (4000 - 650cm showed the 

absence of carbonyl and oxo species and the presence of 

co-ordinated dpa in the final brown solid. The complex 
MoBr^dpa was thought to be the most likely product, but 

careful examination of the infra-red spectrum (Table5-3) 
showed additional bands due to the presence of dpa.HBr.HgO 

[as indicated by comparison with authentic samples of 

MoBr^dpa^^ and dpa.HBr.H^O (of* section 5.4*1*3)] * Moreover 
the product was not found to be analytically pure (Pound*

C, 24*9; H, 2*2; N, 7*6* Calc, for MoBr^C^QH^N^* C, 20*4;
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Table 5-3

Infra-red data* for the allyl bromide oxidation product.

Product MoBr^dpa^ dpa.HBr.HgO Tentative assignment

3350m '̂OH
3300m 3300s ''n h
l660m-s 1665s Aromatic ring breathing
1630s 1630s II

I6l0m-s I6l0s II

1585s 1580 s II

1560m 1560m II

77O8-VS 77OS-VS 770s CH out of plane bend.

a) Measured in Nujol
b) See ref. 58

c) See section 5*4.1.3 )

H, 1.5; N, 7*2^). Based on the carbon analysis the MoBr^dpa 
contained approximately 19^ dpa.HBr.H^O impurity. Washing with 

acetonitrile reduced the amount of contamination but also 

dissolved much of the molybdenum complex.

5.4.2.1.2 Magnetic moment
The brown solid had a magnetic moment of 2.53 M  at 23°C,

based on a molecular weight of 5^7 (i.e. MoBr^dpa). This
value is in good agreement with a pure sample of MoBr^dpa

( jl= 2.63 BM)^^ when allowance is made for the diamagnetic
2contamii.ant, and is typical of a d heavy metal paramagnetic

234complex of this type .
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5«4«2.1.3 GLC/mass spectroscopy

In order to elucidate the nature of the organic products 

formed, the allyl bromide oxidation was carried out at high 

concentrations [Mo(CO)^dpa (1 g, 2.64 mmol), allyl bromide 

(8 g, 66 mmol) and toluene (10 cm^)] and the resulting filtrate 

was examined by GLG which showed the presence of three species. 

The retention times and the GLC/mass spectra, compared with 
reference samples run under the same conditions, indicated 

the presence of allyl bromide, toluene and hexa-1,5-diene 
(bi-allyl). Hence, hexa-1,5-diene was formed as the only 
new volatile organic product. A reaction scheme consistent 

with the observed major products is given below (Scheme 5-1)• 
However, one or more competitive reactions involving attack 
Mo(CO)^dpa + C^H^Br ---->• MoBr(#^^-ally 1 )(CO)^dpa + 2C0

1 SĈ Ĥ Br

MoBr^dpa + 2(C^H^-C^H^) + 2C0 

Scheme 5-1 A possible scheme for the allyl bromide-dpa reaction.

of allyl bromide on dpa (of. 5*4.1*3) must also occur to 

account for the formation of dpa.HBr.H^O. (Scheme 5-2)#
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HN 3^5' CH2CH:CH2 
N +Br'

2 H 2 O

dpa.HBr.H2  0 dpa.HBr.H2  0
+ +

CaĤ  C3H5OH

Scheme 3-2 A possible scheme for the formation of dpa.HBr.HgO

The water is probably absorbed during the re-precipitation
!■

stages which were not carried out in the absence of air. It

is known that sterically crowded alkyl pyridinium compounds can
abstract a proton from the N-alkyl group with the formation of

235a pyridinium halide and an olefin . Thus if an alkyl 

pyridinium intermediate was formed two routes for its 

decomposition can be envisaged, either proton abstraction (as 
discussed above) or hydrolysis, leading to allene or allyl 

alcohol respectively. No evidence was found for allene (or 

propyne to which it may have isomerised) or allyl alcohol but 

as this was only a minor reaction it is possible that even if 

present these species may not have been detected.

A similar reaction did not occur when bipy replaced dpa 

or allyl chloride replaced allyl bromide. This may be a 
consequence of the greater basicity of dpa (of. Chapter 6)

and perhaps also indicates that an important step in the
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reaction is the cleavage of the carbon-halogen bond with the 
formation of an allylpyridinium intermediate.

5*4*2.2 The acetyl chloride reaction

This reaction proved to be more complex than the allyl 

bromide reaction and GLC/mass spectrometry showed the presence 
of at least six volatile organic products, only one of which 

was identified.

Infra-red spectroscopy (4000 to b$0 cm of the brown 

molybdenum containing solid showed the absence of carbonyl and 
0 X 0  species and the presence of the co-ordinated bidentate ligand 

(bipy or dpa). In addition the infra-red spectrum of the dpa 

products (Table 5-4) also showed the presence of acetylated
dpa (adpa) which has been shown to co-ordinate through the

58 'two pyridine nitrogen atoms . Co-ordinated adpa was only a
minor product in reactions Involving Mo(CO)^dpa, whereas when-

Table 5-4
Infra-red data for the acetylchloride oxidation products.

Oxidation of; Assignment

Mo(CO)^dpa Mo(CO)^ + dpa Mo(CO)^bipy

3300-3200m
3O7OW

^NH
Aromatic CH stretch

1710m 1710ms V qo (acyl CO)
1655s l660s Aromatic ring breathing

1630s ti

l605s-vs 1610s-vs 1605s ■ It

1580s It

1560s 1565s

765S-V8

725m

It

Aromatic CH out of planebend
It
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the reactants were Mo(CO)^ and dpa then co-ordinated adpa 
became the major product.

By analogy with the allyl halide reaction MoCl^L^

(Lg = bipy, dpa or adpa) was expected to be the major metal 

containing product, but analytically pure samples could not 

be obtained (Pound: C, 35.2; H, 2.6; N, 7.2. Calc, for

MoCl^C^^HgNg: C, 30.4; H, 2.0; N, 7.1?̂ ).

A gas-volumetric examination of the bipy system showed 
the loss of only four moles of carbon monoxide per mole of 
Mo(CO)^bipy. Hence there can be no decarbonylation of the 
acetyl chloride during this reaction. The filtrate from this 
reaction was collected on sodium carbonate, to remove the excess 
acetyl chloride, and then examined by GLC/mass spectroscopy 
which showed the presence of six volatile fractions, excluding 
toluene. The mass spectra of the two major fractions 

(fraction one and six) are summarised in figure 5-3, with 

Scheme 5-3 showing a possible fragmentation route for the 
sixth fraction. The fragmentations marked with an asterisk 

in Scheme 5-3 (i.e. I48 to 113 and 106 to 7I) are supported 
by the observation of metastable peaks at m/e values of 

86 and 48. The additional metastable peaks at m/e = 85 and 

46.5 (Figure 5-3) represent the loss of ^^Cl (i.e. 15O to 
113 and 108 to 71) which, for the sake of clarity, have 

not been included in Scheme 5-3. This sixth fraction may
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100i
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FRACTION 1
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* = metastable peak

Figure 3-3 Mass spectra of fractions one and six.

160 m/e 180

146

113

MeC

43

scheme for fraction six

m/e

? Parent molecular ion

148 HCOCCHgCOÏgCl

113 HCOtCHgCOjg

106 106 HCOCHgCOCl

cjpz 71 HCOCH.CO

62 62 CgH^Cl

53 C^HO
it ion 43 CH^CO
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well be a condensation polymer of acetyl chloride with

the empirical formula H(CH2C0 )^C1.
Mo(CO) .bipy

i.e. nCH^COCl ------ ^ HtCHgCOÏ^Cl + (n-l)HCl

Such a species could well exist in several isomeric forms, 

for example if n is assumed to be 3, two structures may be 

envisaged [i.e. CH^COCH^COCH^COCl or (CHjCOjgCHCOCl].

Naturally as n increases the possible number of isomers will 
rapidly increase.

It did not prove possible to positively identify the

fragments observed for the first fraction (Figure 5-3)> but the
metastable peak observed at m/e = 56.5 represents the loss of
CO (or GgH^) from the fragment of m/e = 105 to give the
fragment of m/e = 77 units. ^

" } ■

Due to the complicated nature of this interesting reaction,
and later the non-availability of the GLC/mass spectroscopy

facility, further study was not possible.

5.4*2.3 The benzyl chloride reaction

The reaction between Mo(CO)^dpa and benzyl chloride 

resulted in a diamagnetic sandy yellow solid which, from 

its infra-red and analytical data (Table 5-5) contained 

co-ordinated dpa and carbon monoxide and had 0, H and N 
analysis in close agreement with the empirical formula 

[Mo2Cl^(CyH^)(C0)2(dpa)2]. The same product was formed 
by ultraviolet irradiation of the reactants.
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Table 3-3 

Analytical and infra-red data for

H N Infra-red Assignment

41.7 3.47 10.1 3280m and Vçjj (aromatic)
(42.3)(3.04)(10.2) 3240m It

3190m-s II

3140m II

3080m II

3040m II

I903VS '̂co
I85OVS ''co
1638 s Aromatic ring breathing
I6l0m-w H

1585s II

»» }1530mbr
1475vs II

7756-vs CH out of plane bend

a) Values in parentheses are calculated for MOgCl^Cg^Hg^N^Og

The infra-red spectrum of this product showed no evidence 

for a -CHg- group ( 296O to 2850 cnT^)^^^ as would be

expected for a 0-benzyl species, which may indicate the

presence of a ^^-benzyl group, a tropenium group or a

tropyllium cation. Due to the intense dpa bands in the infra-red

spectrum no absorptions could be definitely assigned to the

moiety, and n.m.r. spectroscopy which would readily 
differentiate between these various bonding modes, was precluded 

by the insolubility of the product in suitable solvents.
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The observed carbonyl stretching bands ( I903 and l850cnT^)
are not typical of other cls-dicarbonyl molybdenura(ll) complexes, 
and at this stage it is not possible to make any firm structural 
proposals.

When Mo(CO)^bipy was reacted with benzyl chloride no 

carbonyl containing complex similar to that obtained from 

Mo(CO)^dpa could be detected. The red-brown product so formed 

was identified as impure MoCl^bipy.

5.4*3 Conclusion
The oxidation of molybdenum(o) and (ll) under forcing 

conditions proved to be rather interesting, and generally led 
to impure molybdenum(lV) derivatives MoX^L^, but unfortunately
it has not been possible to identify all the organic products.

/

Molybdenum(o) and (ll) causes the reductive coupling of 
allyl bromide with the formation of hexa-1,5-diene (bi-allyl) ' 
and MoBr^dpa, contaminated with dpa.HBr.HgO.

The reaction between molybdenum(O) and acetyl chloride 
proved to be far more complex. No carbonyl containing 

intermediates were isolated and at least six organic products 

were formed. One of these (Fraction No. 6) appeared to be a 
condensation polymer of acetyl chloride, but none of the minor 

constituents could be identified from their mass spectra. In 

addition acetyl chloride had a slight tendency to acetylate the 

acyclic amine group of co-ordinated dpa [i.e. Mo(CO)^dpa] and 

readily acetylated free dpa prior to its co-ordination to the 

metal [i.e. Mo(CO)^ + dpa].
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The reaction between benzyl chloride and the complexes 

Mo(C0 )^L2, L2 = bipy or dpa, revealed a difference between 
the reactions of the bipy and dpa complexes. The bipy complex 

readily reacted to give impure MoCl^bipy whilst the dpa complex 

gave a sandy yellow solid of unknown structure with the 

empirical formula [Mo2Cl^(C^Hy)(C0)2(dpa)2]«
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Chapter 6

Comparative Reactions of 2,2*-Bipyridine and Dl-(2-pyrid.yl)amine
6.1 Introduction

The ligands bipy and dpa generally form very similar 

complexes, but due to the greater flexibility and basicity 

of dpa (pK^ = 6.99)^^ relative to bipy (pK^ = 4*44)^^ their 
reactions are not necessarily identical. This chapter outlines 

a few observed differences in the molybdenum chemistry of these 

two ligands.

Initial investigations centred on the relative stability 

of some of their complexes, namely MoCCO)^!^ and [MoBr(j^^-allyl)(C0)2l'2] 
(Lg = bipy or dpa). Thus exchange and competition reactions 
were studied in an attempt to compare the thermodynamic stabilities 
of these complexes. Subsequently the reaction between dpa and 
Mo(CO)^cht was investigated and compared with the corresponding

56bipy reaction .

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1 The exchange of co-ordinated bipy and dpa

The reactants (Table 6-I) in stoichiometric proportions 

(Equations 6-1 to 6-4) were allowed to interact in refluxing 

solvent (toluene or THF). After cooling to room temperature 

the resulting complex was collected at the filter, washed with

Mo(C0)^L2 + Lg' = Mo(C0)^L2 + Equation 6-1

Mo(CO)^ + Lg + Lg = Mo(C0)^L2 +L2+2CO Equation 6-2

MoBrOy^-allyljfCOjgLg + \  “ MoBrCy^-allyljtCOjgLg +Lg " 6-3
Uo(CO)g + Lg + Lg' + allylBr* - MoBr(n^-allyl)(CO)2Lg+L2+4CO " 6-4

* allyl Br in excess
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a little solvent and dried in vacuo.

Table 6-1

Summary of the exchange reactions

Reactants Reaction time 
and medium

Product

1. Mo(CO)^bipy and dpa

2. Mo(CO)^dpa and bipy

3. Mo(CO)g,bipy and dpa

4. MoBr(^-allyl)(C0)2bipy 
and dpa

5. MoBr(9-allyl)(C0)-dpa 
and bipy

6. Mo(CO)g,bipy,dpa and
allyl bromidea

1 hr in toluene Mo(CO)^bipy
Mo(CO)^bipy 

" Mo(CO)^bipy

2 hr in THF MoBr(^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy

" MoBr(i7-allyl)(C0) bipy

" UoBr(iy-allyl)(CO)gbipy^

a) Allyl bromide in excess

b) Reaction did not go to completion and unreaoted Mo(CO)^ 

could be recovered.

The products were identified by means of their colour 

and their infra-red spectra.

6.2.2 The reaction between Mo(CO)^cht and dpa

An equimolar mixture of Mo(CO)^cht and dpa were allowed to 

react together for 3 days at room temperature in benzene to give 

an insoluble yellow solid. (Analysis* C, 48.9} H, 3*3} N, 14*2. 

Calo. for MOgC gHg^OgNg: C, 49.5; H, 3.1; N, 14.4$).
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6.2.3 The reaction 'betweenFMoCCO)^(d p a ) a n d  liquid SQ^

The yellow product from the above reaction was allowed

to react with liquid sulphur dioxide at its boiling point 

(-lO^C), with the excess sulphur dioxide being removed in 
a stream of nitrogen gas to yield a brown solid.

6.3 Results and discussion
6.3*1 The replacement of co-ordinated dpa by bipy

It is possible to calculate the thermodynamics of exchange 

reactions from a consideration of the formation processes for 
each complex as in Scheme 6-1. The competition reactions, on the

Mo(CO)

■> Mo(CO).L
G^-A g „—AG.

Scheme 6-1 Formation and exchange processes for Mo(C0)^L2

other hand, are more difficult to analyse as the complexes 

Mo(C0)^L2 and Mo(C0)^L*2 will be formed at rates proportional 
to the rate constant and k^ respectively, but one of these 

complexes [i.e. Mo(C0)^L2] will be removed at a rate proportional 

to k^. Thus the experimental observations will depend on the

relative values of k^, kg and k̂ .
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During the competition reaction it is possible, if the 

kinetics are favourable (i.e. k ^ »  k^, k ^ »  k^ and A O g >  Ao^), 

to observe the formation of the thermodynamically less stable 
product [Mo(CO)^Lg] as an early and transient species.

Frequently though, the kinetics will be such that the less 

stable complex [Mo(C0)^L2] will be removed almost as rapidly 
as it is formed (k^> k^) or the more stable complex [MotCOÏ^L'g] 

will be formed at such a rate as to mask the presence of the 
other complex ( k ^ »  kĵ ). Hence in many cases these competition 
reactions merely lead to negative conclusions.

In all cases (exchange and competition) the final product 
will be the thermodynamically more stable complex [Mo(C0 )^L*2] 

or possibly a mixture of complexes [Mo(C0)^L2 and Mo(C0 )^L'2] 
especially if the free energies of formation ( Ag^ and A  G^) 

are similar or the reaction is stopped before completion.

During reactions 2 and 3 (Table 6-1) a red coloration 

[Mo(CO)^bipy] formed as soon as the reflux temperature was 
reached, whilst in experiment 1 no reaction was observed.

Thus suggesting that at the temperature employed (ça. 110°) 

the ligand dpa is readily replaced by bipy to form the 

thermodynamically more stable complex Mo(CO)^bipy. It is 
not possible to make any positive conclusions about the 

kinetics of formation of the complexes Mo(C0)^L2 (Lg = bipy 
or dpa) (Experiment 3) as the exchange reaction is far too 

rapid at 110°C to enable any Mo(CO)^dpa to be detected, even 

if it were formed.
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These reactions were reported for the complexes 

[MoBr(l^^-allyl)(C0)2L2] (Lg = bipy or dpa) (Experiments 4 to 6 
In Table 6-l) and again it was found that bipy would replace 

dpa, but at the temperature used (ça. 65°C) the exchange was 

slower with the colour of the product in experiment 5 gradually 

changing from yellow to red during reflux. As a result of this 

reduction in the exchange rate experiment 6 should, if the rate 

of formation of [MoBr(^y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] is significantly greater 

than that of the corresponding bipy complex, give rise to a 

yellow colouration at the beginning of the reaction. Such a 
yellow colouration was not observed,suggesting that the rate 
of formation of the complex [MoBr(y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] is not 
significantly, if at all, greater than that of the bipy analogue.

Hence it can be said that the complexes Mo(CO)^bipy and 
[MoBr(^^-allyl)(C0)2bipy] are both thermodynamically more stable 
than their dpa analogues, and that the kinetics of the formation 

reactions (Scheme 6-l) are not significantly, if at all, in 

favour of the formation of the complex [MoBr(y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa]. 

These results will be considered in relation to the C - 0 

stretching force constants in Chapter 7.

6.3.2 Reactions of Mo(CO)^cht
The insoluble product from the reaction between Mo(CO)^cht 

and dpa is formulated from its analytical (cf. 6.2.2) and 
infra-red data (v^^, 3320m; igi^vs, l8lOvs and 1735vs cm ^),
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as [Mo(CO)^(dpa)^]. Such a complex could exist as a dimer 
(Figure 6-1, A or B) or a polymer (Figure 6-1, C or D).

CO CO

0 0

COoc

CO

CO oc

COCO
B

—  L CO

GO

L—
n

CO

L——  L

— L

CO

D n

Figure 6-1. Possible structures of Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ ^

These species are related to trisubstituted hexacarbonyl 

complexes [i.e. M(C0)^L^] and as such may adopt a facial 

(Figure 6-1, A or C) or a meridinal (B or D) geometry for the 

three carbonyl groups. If all three L groups are equivalent, 

the facial isomer will give rise to two strong CO stretching 

bands (A^ and E) with the lower energy band (E) being a little 

more intense and normally slightly broader than the A^ band.

If the three L groups are not equivalent [i.e. fac-M(C0)^X2Y]
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three strong CO stretching bands (2A‘ and A”) of approximately 

equal intensity are to be expected. The degree of separation 
of the two lowest energy bands (A" and A') is a function of the 

difference in the bonding properties of X and Y, but typically 

is of the order of 20 to 50 cm

The meridinal isomer should give rise to three infra-red

active CO stretching vibrations (2A^ and or if the three
L groups are not equivalent, 2A' and A”) but examples of this

type are not as well documented as the facial case. Generally

these meridinal complexes are characterised by one strong and
27 227two very much less intense carbonyl bands. * Hence the 

complex [Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ poses a problem, having three 
strong carbonyl stretching bands in its infra-red spectrum but 

with a very large separation (75 om between the two lowest 
energy bands. If the complex is assumed to have a facial 
tricarbonyl grouping then one would expect only a moderate 

separation of the A" and A' modes as bridging and chelating dpa 
cannot have greatly differing donor properties. Thus in 

[Mo(CO)^pybipy]^^^ and [Mo(CO)^pydpa]^^ the A” - A' separations 

are 48 and 40 cm  ̂respectively and even [Mo(C0 )^phen(Ph2Se)] 
has a separation of only 64 cm If the complex is assumed

to contain a meridinal tricarbonyl grouping then the highest 

and lowest energy bands (1915 and 1735 cm 2A^ or 2A') seem 

to be unusually intense. Thus it is not possible to deduce 

from the infra-red data alone which isomeric form the complex 

[Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ adopts but, as meridinal trisubstituted 

hexacarbonyl complexes are normally only formed with strongly
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pi-bonding ligands such as phosphines, a facial isomer would 

seem more likely, possibly with a large degree of distortion 

due to the bridging dpa groups.

56When Behrens studied the reaction between Mo(CO)^cht 

and bipy he found that the product was a carbonyl bridged 

dimer for which he proposed the structure shown in figure 6-2. 

This difference in the reaction products|[Mo(CO)^bipy]„ and

CO

N

N

CO

CO
0C

C
0

CO

Figure 6-2. Proposed structure of [Mo(CO)^bipy]

[Mo(CO) (dpa)^ j-]}probably reflects the greater flexibility 
j  1. V

of dpa, with respect to bipy, thus making bridge formation 

more feasible for the former.

6.3 .3  The reaction between [Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ and SO^

The infra-red spectrum of this brown solid indicated 

the presence of co-ordinated SO^ (Vg^, 1125s and 930m cm 

and co-ordinated dpa. The carbonyl stretching bands (V^^, 199OVS,
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1915VS and I87OVS cm were consistent with an [m(C0)^X2Y]

stereochemistry for the complex. The magnitude of the split

between the two lowest energy bands (45 cm” )̂ and the observance

of three approximately equally intense carbonyl bands suggests

a facial geometry for the tricarbonyl grouping. Hence the

product appears to be fac-[Mo(C0)^(SQ^)dpa1 and bears a close

spectroscopic resemblance to [MotCOj^tSOglbipy] (Vq q» 1984vs,
I908VS and I869VS} VgQ, 1124vs eind 926vs cmT^).^^ Thus

dissolution in SO^ results in a breakdown of the polymeric
or bridging structure of [Mo(CO) (dpa), and the formation3 1 * V
of an SOg adduct.

6.4  Conclusion
The reactions which involved exchange of, or competition 

between the ligands bipy and dpa indicated that the complexes 
Mo(CO)^bipy and [MoBr(<^^-allyl)(CO)gbipy] were thermodynamically 
more stable than their dpa analogues. In addition the kinetics 

of formation of the complex [MoBr(y^-allyl)(C0)2dpa] are not 

significantly, if at all, greater than those for the formation 

of the related bipy complex.

The greater flexibility of dpa, compared with bipy, was 

demonstrated by the reaction between Mo(CO)^cht and dpa which 

resulted in the formation of a dpa bridged complex [Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ ^], 

whose stereochemistry could not be definitely assigned from the 

infra-red data. This product is not similar to the complex 

obtained by Behrens^^ from the analogous bipy reaction which was 

formulated as a carbonyl bridged dimer. The complex[Mo(CO)^(dpa)^ c] 

reacts readily with liquid SOg to give [Mo(CO)^(SO)gdpa] which 

probably exists as the facial isomer.
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Chapter 7.
Carbonyl Stretching Force Constants for ois-LgM(CO)^ Complexes

7 .1  Introduction

Since the discovery of metal carbonyls^ there has been 

a great deal of interest in these complexes due primarily to 

their rather unusual bonding and unexpectedly high stability.

As their bonding involves both a -donation and TT- acceptance 

of electron density,by the carbonyl carbon atoms, it has long 

been postulated that the M - C and C - 0 bonds should be 

sensitive indicators of the M - L bond properties in substituted 
metal carbonyl complexes.

As the metal carbonyl CO stretching vibrations occur in 
a fairly clear part of the infra-red spectrum (2200 - I7OO cm ^),
and usually give rise to intense absorption bands, infra-red

»,
spectroscopy has been used extensively in the study of these 

27 11 218complexes. ' * Spectra may be used in a qualitative
manner, for example in the prediction of geometric isomers,

and in the discussion of mean electronic variations between
27 11 218similar complexes, but many workers * * regard it to be

advantageous to put this information into a more quantitative

form - i.e. force constants. This view is not unanimous, and
219Bower and Stiddard consider it to be no more than transferring 

information from one form to another. This may be true for 

the highly symmetric M(CO)^{ 0^| and trans-LgM(CO)^ 1^4h^ species 
considered by them, but it is not true for species of lower 
symmetry which give rise to more complex spectra.
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Any attempt to calculate rigorous force constants 

(where rigour means complete exactness) is complicated by a 

lack of data, as invariably there are more unknowns (force 
constants) than observed values (vibrational band positions).

In many cases the available data can be sufficiently increased 

by using isotopically labelled complexes. Even then the 

observed band positions should not be used directly in 

calculations as they require correction for anharmonicity.

Many workers have attempted to overcome these difficulties 

by making the minimum number of approximations, based on chemical 
knowledge or intuition. Early attempts at making rational 

approximations for the octahedral complexes were based on 

the separation of the a- and TT-bonding frameworks (the symmetry 
factored model), and letting all the force constants be solely 
dependent on the TT-bonding framework. The most detailed study 
was carried out by Jones^^^. The majority of his work has been 

on the non-substituted tetrahedral and octahedral metal 
carbonyl complexes of nickel and the group VIB metals, but 
his procedure is not readily applied to substituted complexes.

Probably the most popular, but less rigorous procedure, 

is that proposed by Cotton^^ and his co-workers. Whereas 

this method involves less valid approximations than Jones it 

is readily applied to substituted metal carbonyl complexes.

Many workers, especially J o n e s , ^  have criticised Cotton's 

approach but as stated by Cotton his method is valid as long 

as allowance is made for the inherent limitations of the method.
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Several workers^^^"^^^ have modified the basic Cotton 

approach in attempts to give the calculated force constants 
more credibility. Any modification is bound to make the 

procedure more complex to apply, hence a balance has to be 

struck between the rigour required and the complexity of the 

method adopted.

As this section refers principally to cis-disubstituted 

hexacarbonyls the following discussion will be restricted to 
species of this geometry.

7.2 The Cotton-Kraihanzel procedure.

The Cotton-Kraihanzel^^^ (C - K) procedure forms the 
basis of the methods used to calculate CO force constants in
this work, thus it is necessary to state the approximations

jmade in this approach and how such approximations limit the 
method. The six approximations made by Cotton^^^ are as 
follows:

a) All interactions between the CO stretching modes and any 
other vibrational mode are insignificant (This is the high 

energy factored model).

b) The observed band positions are used without attempting 

to make any corrections for anharmonicity.

c) The coupling between the various vibrating carbonyl groups 

is entirely non-mechanical, due to the damping effect of the 

relatively heavy central metal atom.
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d) The substituent groups are treated as being spherical 

point masses leading to an idealised geometry (Cg^).

With these assumptions Cotton obtained what he loosely 
termed "exact” secular equations, but there were still too 

many unknowns, thus using a T T - interaction force field Cotton 
made the following additional assumptions:

e) All interactions between mutually cis-carbonyl groups 

are equivalent, and the interaction between mutually trans- 

carbonyl groups is exactly double that of the cis-carbonyl 

groups.

oisA * cisB = -|-trans (of. Figure 7-1)

f) For substituents with less T T-acceptor ability ( t t -acidity) 
than carbon monoxide the CO stretching force constants will

be such that is less than Kg (cf. Figure 7-l) and all the 

force constants will be real and positive.

This last assumption (i.e. K^ < Kg)is made in order to 

limit the number of possible assignments for the observed 

spectrum.
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02
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irons
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Terminology:
This work
oisA
oisB
trans

%
<̂ 2
X = oisB/cisA 

Y = trans/oisA

Cotton 
k0 
k' <
^t 
K,

204

Figure 7-1 Force constants and terminology for

ois-L^M(CO)^ complexes.

7.2.1 Criticism of the C - K approach

The least valid approximation made in the C - K approach 

Is the inter-relating of the interaction force constants 

(cisA = cisB = -J-trans). Whilst the reasoning for this 

relationship seems rational for the parent hexacarbonyls, it 

can be seen that as the symmetry is lowered from 0^, the 

d^ -orbitals (d^y, d^^ and d^^) will no longer be equivalent, 
and may have significantly different overlap properties with 

the carbonyl groups. Hence, the relationship between the 
interaction force constants could well change for complexes 

of lower symmetry.
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For Cgy symmetry It is possible using either the Jones 
procedure^^^; with allowance for the substituent groups (L) 

having different TT-acceptor properties to those of carbon 

monoxide, or by using very simple molecular orbital theory 

and considering only the n-orbitals to arrive at an expression 

for Y (trans/cisA) equal to 2.0, but no simple relationship has 

been found for X (cisB/cisA).

Stone^^^ and coworkers have used the Jones^^^ procedure 

together with angular correction terms to obtain a value of

1.4 for Y and a value of X that was a function of the 
substituents rr-acidity.

All the above values for X and Y were calculated on the 
assumption that for each vibrational mode the interaction force
constants are primarily dependent on the n-electron density

)

between the carbonyl groups involved in that vibration, and 
that the M - C G -framework is completely unaffected by these 
vibrations. The former assumption seems reasonable, but as it 

has been accepted that these complexes owe their stability to 

the synergic effect, any change in the n-electron system is 

expected to have a significant effect on the a-framework and 

vice-versa. This leads to a very complex bonding scheme and 

means that the ratios X and Y for the interaction force 

constants may well be more complex than those derived by 

the above workers.
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Recently Jones^^O carried out a detailed study of the 

complexes M(^C^O)^ (M = Cr, Mo or W; x = 12; y = 16 or l8 and 

I = 13; y = l6) and by using these isotopically enriched 
species the number of observed vibrational bands were 

sufficiently increased to avoid using the C - K approximations. 
Contrary to the C - K approach Jones found that the interaction 
for mutually cis-carbonyl groups was greater than that for 
mutually trans-carbonyl groups (i.e. cisA = cisB>trans.

The equivalence of cisA and cisB arises from the high symmetry 
[O^] of these species). This was taken to indicate that the 

simple T T -interaction force field was not appropriate and that 
.the interaction terms arise mainly from mutual polarisations 

caused by the large oscillating dipole moments. Whilst this 

work of Jones^^^ probably invalidates Cotton's^^^ assumption 
regarding the relationship between the interaction terms, it 
does not invalidate the rest of the C - K procedure which does 
not rely on TT-orbital considerations.

7.2.2 Modifications to the C - K approach
Several groups of workers have tried to devise procedures 

which avoid using the C - K assumptions regarding the 
interaction force constants. Stone^^^ used a calculated value 

of Y(trans/cisA) =1.4 together with the three most certain 

band positions (A^^, B^ and Bg) and allowed X(cisB/cisA) to 

vary within the limits 0.8 and 1.9 until the best fit was 
obtained for the unused A^^ band position. Delbeke^^^ 48,251 

made a thorough examination of the results obtained by letting
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Y = 1.4 (stone's value) and 2.0 (Cotton's assumpton) while 

using all four observed band positions and an algebraic solution 

of the secular equations to obtain a value for X. As a result 

of this investigation Delbeke found that the value of 2.0 for

Y was more frequently consistent with the criteria outlined by 

Cotton (i.e. Kg > K^; cisA, cisB and trans all real and 

positive).

249Jernigan and Brown carried out a brief review of force
constants for cis-disubstituted hexacarbonyls and proposed an
iterative procedure using the three most certain band positions

(A^ , B^ amd Bg) and allowing both X' (cisA/cisB) and Y'
(trans/cisB) to vary within limits (X' = 0.4 to I .4 and Y' =

2
0 .7 to 3.0 ) until an exact fit was found for the unused A^

t
band position. While the above modification removesjthe 

objection of assumed values for both X and Y, it does assume 
that the least certain band (A^ ) is precisely located at the 

observed value.

Even if the relationship between the interaction force
constants is resolved the problem of the neglected coupling

between the CO stretching vibrations and other molecular

vibrations, as well as the anharmonicity of the observed bsind
positions, still remains. Most workers choose to ignore these
problems and allow them to be absorbed into the apparent force 

252 253constants. Jones ’ has calculated the anharmonic corrections 

for M(C0)^ (M = Cr, Mo or W) and MnBr(CO)^ and found these to be 

by no means negligable, with values as large 40cm  ̂for some of 

the modes. The force field used by Jones included the
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Interaction terms ignored by Cotton^^^, and showed appreciable 

coupling between the CO and MC stretching vibrations. This is 

not altogether surprising as whenever a CO bond is stretched 

both the carbon and oxygen atoms must move to some extent 

and, therefore, a CO stretch must cause the MC bond to contract 

somewhat.

Whilst it seems reasonable to ignore anharmonicity, and

the interaction terms mentioned above, when calculating the

force constants for a closely related series of complexes, it
is most desirable that they be included in isotopic studies.

254Especially as Bor , using a model of an isolated carbonyl 
group attached by the carbon atom to an infinite mass, has 
shown that the MC/CO stretch/stretch interaction force constant 
is dependent on the reduced mass of the carbonyl group.

250Recently Chen and Hsiang have modified the C - K

approached for cis-disubstituted hexacarbonyls by using the

criterion of maximum interaction between the CO stretching

vibrational modes, as applied to fac-trisubstituted

hexacarbonyls by Stone^^^. Using this criterion together
250with all four observed band positions Chen obtained an 

algebraic solution of the C - K secular equations^^^, but 

Chen seems to have interchanged the C - K assignment for the 

B^ and Bg modes and consequently his calculated force constants 

and Kg are contrary to the C - K criteria that Kg should be 

greater than K^. Other workers^^^ who have interchanged 

the assignments for the B^ and Bg modes have also interchanged 
the relevant secular equations. This amounts to no more than 

using the second mirror plane, which is at 90° to the
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plane used by Cotton, to define the symmetry of the B 
vibrational modes. One of these mirror planes ( Q^) 

bisects the L-M-L bond angle whilst the other plane ( )

bisects both of L-M-CO(l) bond angles (Figure 7-2). The 

present work follows Cotton in using the to

define the B^ and Bg vibrational modes.

Figure 7-2 Mirror planes in cis-L^M(CO). species
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7*3 The new procedure.

As a part of this investigation it was decided to try

to determine CO stretching force constants by a modified C - K

approach which would retain the best features of this basic

method whilst making no numerical assumptions for the ratios

of the interaction constants. It was thought that a combination

of the criterion of maximum interaction^^^*^^^ together with the 
249Jernigan approach might be a suitable starting point for

this work. This approach requires only three of the four

observed band positions (A^^, and Bg) and allows the 
interaction force constants to be completely independent of 
each other. It is also possible to predict the band position 
for the unused mode (A^ ) as a check against serious errors.
It seemed more natural to use cisA as the common factor for the 
ratios X and Y, as cisA is the interaction constant which 

defines the coupling between the two A^ modes. This me^s 
that whereas Jernigan^^^ let X = cisA/oisB and Y' = trans/cisB,
this work uses X = cisB/cisA and Y = trans/cisA (i.e. X = 1/X'

and Y = Y'/X').

The new modification which is used throughout the rest 

of this work is an iterative procedure, in both X and Y, and 

is described in the five steps which follow:

a) X is given the initial value of 0.8

b) The value of Y is increased from 0.8 to 3»5 in steps of

0.1 until step (c) is satisfied.
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o) The force constants and the unused hand position are 
calculated at each value of Y until a maximum value is found 

for the predicted band position. This maximum value is refined 
by allowing Y to vary in steps of 0.001 near the maximum,

i.e. d( V q)/ d Y = 0; X constant

d) X is progressively increased by 0.1 and steps (b) and (o) 

repeated until step (e) is satisfied. If X reaches the arbitary 

value of 2.0 then the case is abandoned.

e) At each maximum value of the predicted band position cisA

is compared with the previous iterations so that the maximum value 
of cisA can be obtained. This value of cisA is refined by 
allowing X to vary in steps of 0.001 near the maximum. At 
this point the expressions

d ( Vq)/ d Y = 0; X constant )

and d(cisA)/dX = 0

are simultaneously satisfied.

The values of X and Y defined by step (e) give rise to an

individual set of force constants which are taken as being the
new modified force constants, and the calculated band position 

2for the unused A^ mode is used in the discussion of their 

validity.

The above steps (a - e) are illustrated in figures 7-3 and 

7-4 and the calculations were performed with double precision 

accuracy on an ICL system 4*50 computer. The programme was 

written in Fortran IV in such a way that as well as giving the
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O1910-

1900

302-51-5 2:0 Y

Figure 7-1 The variation of the predicted hand position (A^ ) 
against Y steps (h) and (o)

031-,

0 29-

028-

0 9 1 0 1-1 X 1-2 1-41-3 15

Figure 7-4. The variation of oisA against X with A- (calc) 

being kept a maximum steps (d) and (e)
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above results it also determined force constants according 

to the basic Cotton^^^ approach and the Jernigan^^^ modification.

In step (c) the maximum value of the predicted band position
2

(A^ ) was used as this leads to a single set of force constants, 

whereas at non-maximal values each of the force constants will 

have two acceptable values. The maximum value of cisA was 
taken as this was expected to correspond to the most stable 
vibrational system.

7*4 Calculated force constants

Tables 7-1 to 7-3 contain the force constants as calculated
by the new procedure together with those obtained by the C - 

249and Jernigan procedures. These tables represent a variety 
of donor atoms and metals to ensure that the new procedure is 
generally applicable to cis~L^M(GO)^ complexes. l

The complexes M(C0)^L2 where M = Cr, Mo or W and = dpa, 

adpa or bdpa have been included in order to compare small 
variations in force constants with the electronic changes in 

these complexes.

7 .4 .1  Discussion of the calculated force constants
If as is usually assumed for metal carbonyl complexes the 

M - C and C - 0 bond properties are complementary, it should be 
possible to make qualitative predictions concerning the CO 

stretching force constants from a consideration of the bonding 

properties of the ligands and the metals in a related series of 

complexes.
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Ligands may be divided into two broad classes; those 

with only a-bonding capabilities and those with both a- and 
TT-bonding properties. The extent of a-donation by a 

particular set of monodentate ligands, such as amines, to any 

particular metal should, to a first approximation, be related 

to the ligands basicity (pK^). As the ligands pK^ value is 

strictly a measure of the interaction between the ligand and 

a proton there may well be cases where steric considerations 

cause apparent anomalies in the M - L bond strength. When 

a polydentate ligand is involved there are two additional 

complications. Whereas the ligand basicities are normally 

quoted as monobasic species, an n-dentate ligand should be 

considered as an n-basic,base and, secondly, any strain (angular 

distortion) in the chelate ring will cause a weakening of the 

M - L bond. This makes it difficult to compare systems involving 

polydentate ligands unless their chelate rings are of the same 

size and rigidity.

It is to be expected that as the a-donation from the ligand 

to the metal increases there will be an increase of electron 

density on the metal, which must at least partially be communicated 

to the carbonyl carbon atoms. Hall and Fénske^^^ have shown that 

this increase in electron density at the carbonyl carbon atom 

will cause a decrease in the CO stretching force constant, 

irrespective of whether the transfer of electron density is 

via the M - C a- or TT-molecular orbitals. Hence, as the basicity 

of the ligand increases the CO stretching force constants and 

Kg) should decrease.
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When the ligand enters into M - L n-haok bonding there

will normally be a lessening of the electron density on the

metal which should result in a relative increase in the CO
249,272stretching force constants. It has been stated that

this back-bonding for ligands with the following donor atoms 

decreases in the order P ^ A s > S > N .  Inspection of Tables 7-1 

and 7-2 reveal that and Kg give rise to the order 

P ~ A s > S > N  for complexes with the relevant donor atoms, which 
is in agreement with the expected n-acidity of the ligands. 
Phosphorus, arsenic and sulphur donor ligands gave rise to 

fairly similar CO stretching force constants but nitrogen 
donor ligands clearly gave rise to smaller force constants as 
expected due to the lack of suitable TT-acceptor orbitals on 
nitrogen.

The carbonyl force constants should also be influenced 
by the central metal atom. For the parent hexacarbonyls

the M - C bond properties vary as follows:

M - C a- bond strength^^^ W> M o > C r

M - C TT- bond strength^^^"^^ W>Mo>Cr

Inspection of Tables 7-1 and 7-2 suggested that for
non-TT-bonded ligands the CO stretching force constants

decrease in the order Mo>Cr>W, thus suggesting the electron
271density on the carbonyl carbon atoms to decrease in the order 

W>Cr>Mo. All three methods of calculation lead to this overall
i

order, although the new procedure is the most consistent in 

terms of both K^ and Kg.
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If it is assumed that the metals in these substituted 

carbonyl complexes retain the same relative bonding properties 

as in the parent hexacarbonyls, then it is difficult to explain 

the calculated force constants in terms of a- and TT-bonding 

changes. However, it is encouraging that the CO stretching

force constants calculated for these cis-L^M(CO)^ species lie'■ d. 4
27^—P76in the same order as that found for the parent hexacarbonyls '.

Consideration of the M - C a-bonding in the parent 

hexacarbonyls would lead to the electron density on the carbonyl 

carbon atom decreasing in the order Cr>Mo>W. Whereas 

consideration of the M - C TT-back-bonding would have the opposite 

effect on the electron density, i.e. the electron density on the 

carbonyl carbon atom would decrease in the order W>Mo> Cr. Based 

on the calculated force constants the electron density for the 

carbonyl carbon atoms in the complexes M(CO)^ and cis-LgM(CO)^ 

appear to lie in the order W>Cr>Mo. If as is usually assumed 

these CO stretching force constants reflect the extent of M - C 

TT-back bonding and that the a-bonding is essentially constant, then 

the force constants, and the electron densities, for the metals 

chromium and molybdenum appear to be interchanged. One possible 

way to account for this interchange is to assume that there is a 

much weakera-bond in the chromium complexes than in the molybdenum 

complexes (i.e. the M - C a-bond strength decreases in the order 

W>Mo»Cr). This would lead to there being proportionally more 

electron density on the carbonyl carbon atoms of the chromium 

species, and possible lead to the orders given above for the CO 

stretching force constants (i.e. Kc>Cr>W) and the electron density 

on the carbonyl carbon atom (i.e. W>Cr>Mo).
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Probably the most important point to be shown by these 

comparisons is that the relationship between the CO stretching 

force constants and the M - C bond properties is rather complicated.

7'5 The predicted band shift and graph theory

Simple graph theoiy shows that when two bands overlap 

(Figure 7-5) the two maxima tend to move towards each other 

(i.e. the observed separation is less than the actual separation 

for the band maxima). Hence consideration of a typical cis-LgM(CO)

Figure 7-5. The addition of overlapping bands.

2spectrum (Figure 7-6) shows that the and bands should move
2apart on deconvolution. As the A^ band is the weaker of this 

pair, its position should move more than the B^ band, and therefore

it is usually assumed that the B^ band position is as observed
2 2 whilst the A^ band position is taken to be uncertain. The A^

and B^ band positions may of course be interchanged (as in

ph'jsphine complexes) or even accidently degenerate [e.g. Felg(CO)^],
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Figure 7-6. Infra-red spectrum of a typical cis-LgM(CO)^ complex.

277but in each case the intensities should still be greater 
2 1than A., . The A and B_ band positions will also be subject

2 'to small uncertainties but very much less than the A^ band, 

hence the A^^ and Bg band positions are usually taken to be as 

observed.

Inspection of tables 7-1 to 7-3 shows that in the majority
of cases (i.e. 52 out of 72 examples) the band shift predicted
by the new procedure is in agreement with graph theoiy. The

other methods (i.e. Cotton's^^^ and Jernigan's^^^) do not
2consistently predict this greater separation of the A^ and B^ 

bands.
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7.6. Contrary band shifts

Inspection of Tables 7-1 to 7-3 reveals that the following 
ligands lead to abnormal band shifts in at least some of their 

complexes: MeCN(Cr and W), en(Cr, Mo and W),py(Cr, Mo and W),

dppe(Cr,W[2], Ta and Re), dpsp(Cr, Mo and W), dth(Cr[l and 2],

Mo[2] and W [2]) sund mtn(Cr). Some of these ligands lead to a 

lowering of the Cg^ symmetry of the M(CO)^ grouping, and 
consequently Cotton's secular equations^^^ are not strictly 
applicable in these cases.

In the following sections these anomolous shifts will be 

discussed in terms of the symmetry of the complexes, which in 
many cases will involve buckled chelate rings. Many of these 
chelate rings will give rise to fluxional behaviour in solution 

and on the n.m.r. time scale may appear to have a time averaged 

Cg^ symmetry. However, the absorption of infra-red radiation 
is a far more rapid process and the absolute molecular symmetry

278rather than the time averaged symmetry, will be observed.

7.6.1 The pyridine complexes

Consideration of the ligand pyridine reveals three possible 

geometries for the complexesvcis-pygM(CO)^ (Figure 7-7).

Nj
/

/ ’

CO'

\
'N.
\

CO. CO3

\ 
■ N 2

\
\

\
GO4 00^ COyr

A (Os) B(CJ CfCj)
Figure 7-7. Possible inclinations of the pyridine rings in M(CO)^pyg
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70Cotton suggested that co-ordinated pyridine molecules do 

not align their aromatic rings with the x, y or z planes of a 

carbonyl complex, hence structures A or C seem the most likely

for M(C0)^py2 complexes.

Assuming 0^ symmetry (Figure 7-7, A) the molecule would 

give rise to three A* and one A" mode (of. the appendix) for the 

CO stretching vibrations (Figure 7-8, l). The three A' modes

I
A* A* A' ti

II
yf

B
Figure 7-8, Vibrational modes for M(CQ)^L2 species, 

I under C^ and ÏI under Cg symmetry.

B

may couple and the C^ system can be represented by the following 

secular equations.
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(The terminology is given in Figure 7-9, l)%

3A'

A"

jl(K̂  + cisB) -X 

y/2 |i cisA^

\/2 jlcisAg

X “ |i ( — cisB)

c

K C J
Interaction force constants:

y /2  |1 cisA^

IlK^ — X

jltrans

\/2 |l cisAg 

jltrans

[ I K ^ -X

= 0

IIICJ
with COg cisB cisB

COi with C03 cisA^ ^ oisA^

with C04 cisAg cieAg

COg with C03 cisA^ oisAg

COg with C04 cisAg cisA^

C03 with C04 trans trans

Figure 7-9 Force constants and terminology used for M(C0)^py2
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Inspection of these secular equations show there to he seven 

unknowns and only four observable values, thus the problem is 

insoluble without making at least three approximations. Two 

obvious approximations are to let cisA^ equal cisA^ and Kg equal 

K^, this then reduces to the same problem as the other 
complexes but with even less rigour*

If the complex adopts a Cg symmetiy (Figure 7-7, C) it 
will give rise to two A and two B modes for the CO stretching 

vibrations (Figure 7-8, II). As before modes of the same 
symmetry may couple which leads to the following secular 

equations (see figure 7-9, II for terminology):

2A

2B

|i(K^ + CisB) -X 
|i(cisA^ + cisAg)

|i (K^ — oisB) —X 
Jl(cisA^ - clsAg)

H(oisA^ + cisAg) 
|i(Kg + trans) -X

|l(cisA^ - cisAg) 
^(Kg - trans) -X

=  0

=  0

Inspection of these secular equations show there to be six 

unknowns and only four observable values, hence two approximations 

are required in order to solve this problem* By making the 

approximation cisA^ equals cisAg this problem reduces to the

2vC^_ case but again with less rigour*
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It would appear that all cis - LgMCCO)^ complexes may he 

analysed by tha Cotton secular equations^,but with decreasing 
rigour as the ^iymmetry is lowered from Strictly the Cotton

secular equations should only be applied to the halo-complexes 

(Table 7-3) all the other complexes will depart, to some 

extent, from symmetry, but fortunately the majority of 

complexes studied seem to approximate fairly well to the higher 
symmetry case#

7*6.2 Five m^mbered chelate rings

A saturated five mombered chelate ring will tend to buckle 

(Figure 6-lo) in order to relieve the angle distortion at the 

sp^ carbon a i u m e » Thus buckling reduces the symmetry of the

R

00

CO

Figure 7-10» Buckling of five membered chelate rings.
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M(C0 )^L2 species to and the secular equations given for 

the Cg isomer of M(C0 )^py2 would also apply here.

The ligands en and dppe, which fail to give the normal 
band shifts, fall into this category and consequently the 

calculated force constants have even less rigour than usual.
It is perhaps surprising that the ligands tmen, dmpe and pse do 
not lead to anomalous band shifts as these ligands also give 
rise to saturated five membered chelate rings.

When the donor atom is a group 6A element (e.g. sulphur

in dth) the situation is further complicated as and
(Figure 7-10) are no longer equivalent (e.g. R^ = Me and R^
is a lone pair of electrons for dth). Hence there is the

possibility of cis-(axial, equatorial-) or trans- (axial, axial- or
equatorial, equatorial-) isomerism in these complexes, where

the terms cis- and trans- are relative to the SMS plane
(i.e. the YMY plane in figure 7-10). The two trans-isomers

will both have symmetry (cf. the secular equations for

Cg - M(C0 )^py2), whilst the cis-isomer will have symmetry
and, therefore, give rise to four A modes for the CO stretching

*
vibrations (Figure T - l l ) ,  These four vibrational modes may

A /K A' Af
Figure 7-11 Vibrational modes for C^-M(C0)^L2 complexes
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couple with each other and can be represented by the following 

secular equations (see Figure 7-12 for terminology):

4A

-X p cisB jlcisAĵ jicisAg
jlcisB [IcisA^ (loisA^
jlcisA^ jlcisA^ |lK̂  -X Jltrans
^oisAg jioisA^ Jltrans I1K4 -X

0

c,

Interaction force constants:

K,^0,

Oz

CO, with COg “ cisB
CO, " CO. = cisA^
CO, ” % = cisAg
C02 " 00^ *= cisA^
C02 •' CO. 4 = 0I8A4

0O3 ” CO. 4 = trans
)

- M(CO)^Lg complexes

As can be seen from these secular equations there are ten 

unknown variables and consequently at least six approximations 

are required to solve this problem.

Inspection of Table 7-2 shows that the dth complexes of
molybdenum and tungsten give rise to normal and abnormal band

shifts depending on which set of data is processed. This
277shows above all, and as stated by Orgel , the importance of 

using accurate band positions in the calculation of force 

constants.
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7.6.3 Six-tnembered chelate rings

A saturated six-membered chelate ring can be thought of 

in much the same way as a cyclohexane molecule. Hence the 

chelate ring will tend to buokle so as to give a chair or a 

boat conformation, with the chair form generally being stereochemically 

more likely. Thus M(C0)^L2 complexes which contain six-membered 
chelate rings should possess symmetry, with the mirror plane 

bisecting this ring and containing the pair of mutually trans- 
carbonyl groups. This symmetry may of course be lowered by 

the groups attached to the donor atoms.

The ligand dpsp, which gives rise to anomalous band shifts, 
belongs to this category and consequently should be analysed by 
the secular equations given for the isomer of M(C0)^py2 *

I
7.6.4 Unsaturated chelate rings j .

Where the ligand forming the chelate ring is extensively
conjugated (e.g. acac” or bipy) the chelate ring will tend to be 

planar, and so the complex M(C0 )^L2 may retain its symmetry*
Bven where the conjugation does not extend to the co-ordinating 

atom (e.g. the ortho-phenylene type ligands such as diars) the 

chelate ring may still tend to be planar.

For the o-phenylene type ligands with a group 6A donor 

atom (e.g. sulphur in mtb) the situation is again complicated 

by the possibility of cis-, trans-isomerism leading to or Cg 

symmetry respectively. Thus the secular equations given for the 

pyridine complexes should be used in these cases.
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The solid state molecular structure of Cr(CO)^mtb has 

boon deterrained^^^ and the two methyl groups lie on the same 

side of the SCrS plane (i.e. the cis-isomer) giving rise to 
symmetry for the molecule.

Inspection of Table 7-2 reveals that for the complex 

Cr(CO)^mtn the predicted band shift is contrary to graph theory 
and this may possibly be accounted for by the lowering of the 

symmetry as discussed above, althou^ the complex Cr(CO)^mtb seems 

to give the normal band shift even though it is known to have only
264Cg symmetry in the solid state.

Hence, for all except two of the complexes in Tables 7-1 to 

7-3 [i.e. M(C0)^(MeCN)2; M = Cr or W], it would appear that 
predicted band shifts which are contrary to graph theory may be 
accounted for on symmetry grounds. Hew ever, the lack of 0 ^  

symmetry does not always lead to anomalous band shifts. The

two exceptions, Cr(C0)^(MeCN)2 and W(C0)^(MeCN)2» would be 
expected to be fairly close to €2^ symmetry, and except for 
possible uncertainties in the observed band positions, no 

explanation can be offered for the anomalous band shifts for 
these complexes.

7 .7  Beconvoluted spectra
256Hyde and Darensbourg have recently used a Cauchy-Gauss 

procedure to deconvolute the observed infra-red spectra of 

cis-L2M(C0)j complexes. Whilst the observed CO stretching 

vibrational band positions were not given for every complex
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studied, making it impossible in many oases to discuss the 

calculated band shifts, the calculated band positions can 

still be used in the various procedures for calculating 

force constants.

In the three cases where Hyde and Darensbourg^^^ quoted 

both the observed and the calculated band positions, the band 

shifts are in agreement with graph theoiy with the exception of 

the Bg band which moves to slightly higher wavenumbers in each 
case.

Consideration of the complex W(CO)^bipy (Labelled [2] in 
Table ?-l) shows very good agreement between Hyde and Darensbourg*s 
calculated value for the band position^^^ and the band position 
predicted by the new procedure, the difference being 1.1 cm 
Unfortunately such good agreement was not obtained for the 

complexes W(CO)^tmen and W(CO)^dppe (labelled [2] and [3] 

respectively in Table 7-1)*

As these authors^^^ have quoted both the calculated euid

the observed spectral data for the complex W(CO)^tmen it is

possible to discuss this example further. From Table 7-4 and
2 277using the intensity criteria stated earlier (i.e. B^> A^ )

there is a discrepancy between the assignments arrived at for

the observed and calculated spectra. The calculated intensities

lead to the assignment stated by Hyde and Darensbourg (i.e. The
1 2band positions lie in the order A^ > A^ > B^ > B^) whereas the

observed band intensities would lead to an interchange of
2the assignments for the A^ and B^ modes. On applying the C - K
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Table 7-4

Comparison of the observed and calculated infra-red 

spectra of W(CO)^tmen

A

Force constants^ 
(mdyne/%) i

A^^(calc)AA^^

' 4 ' A,2 b , cisA cisB trans %2 (om-1) (cm-l)
2007.8° 1876.0 1859.0 1820.5 0.47 13.85 14.89 1853.4 -22.6

(0.322)(0.303)(0.219) 0.43 0.64 0.93 14.03 14.89

0 .43 0.55 0.95 13.94 14.91 1866.6 - 9 .4

2007.8° 1859.0 1876.0 1820.5 0.43 13.81 15.07 1854.0 - 5 .0

0.43 0.48 0.84 13.86 15.05

0.43 0.55 0.82 13.94 15.04 1866.2 7 .2

2007.8^ 1880.0 1861.3 1821.1 0.46 13.86 14.92 1854.0 —26.0

(0.189)(0.239)( 0.160) 0.43 0.67 0.91 14.07 14.90^

0 .43 0.55 0.93 13.99 14.92 1866.9 — 13.1

2007.8^ 1861.3 1880.0 1821.1 0.42 13.81 15.11 1854.5 - 6.8

0 .43 0.50 0.81 13.89 15.08

0.43 0 .55 0 .79 13.94 15.07 1866.5 5 .2

a) Values in parenthesis are the absorbances at the band maximum

b) Force constants are presented in the order Cotton, Jernigan 

and the new procedure.

o) Observed band positions (ref. 256) 

d) Calculated band positions (ref. 256).
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procedure^^^ to the analysed spectrum of W(CO)^tmen it was 

found that both assignments were acceptable (i.e. Kg>K^ with

a real and positive interaction constant) but the assignment
2 —1 used by Hyde and Darensbourg (i.e. = I88O.O and « l86l.3cm~ )

gave a slightly less acceptable value for the C - K predicted

band position. The new procedure would also favour the
2assignment predicted by the C - K approach (A^ = I86I .3 and

—1 2 B^ = 1880.0 cm ), although the agreement for the A^ band

position is not very good for either assignment. It is
interesting to note that both the C - K and the new procedures

agree with the M(CO)^tmen assignments given elsewhere (M = Mo

and M = Cr, Mo, even though these still have band positions
2in the order A^ >B^. It is possible, therefore, that the above 

calculated values for W(CO)^tmen are in error, but it must also
be borne in mind that each worker^^*^^^*^^^ used a different

)

solvent and that there may be some unexpected solvent interactions. 

These various M(CO)^tmen spectra are summarised in table 7-1 and 
possibly warrant further careful study.

7.8 The ratios cisB/cisA and trans/cisA
During the calculation of force constants by the new 

procedure (Tables 7-1 to 7-3) it was found that the value of 

X(cisB/cisA) was surprisingly constant, with the limits of 1.26 

and 1.28. The ratio Y (trans/cisA) was far more variable lying 

in the range I .38 to 2 .84. However, it has already been argued 

(Section 7.2.1) that the ratio Y need not necessarily be constant, 

but at the same time there is no obvious reason why X should be 

constant.
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Partial differentiation of the secular equations failed 
to show any mathematical reason for this near constant value 
of X, and simple molecular orbital theory or the Jones^^^ 

procedure, both applied only to the n-bonding framework, 

suggest that X should be a variable (Section 7.2.1),

Unfortunately the variation in X is as large for the 

same complex, using data from different sources, as it is 

between various complexes. Hence at this stage, and without 

a detailed statistical analysis of a large number of samples, 

it is not possible to say whether the ratio X is connected 

with any particular molecular property.

7*9 Comparison of the ligands dpa, adpa and bdpa
Consideration of Tables 7-1 to 7-3 reveal that the most

favourable complexes for comparison should be those containing
)

the ligands dpa, adpa and bdpa as these species are most likely 
to have the same size and similar rigidity for their chelate 
rings. The electron releasing properties of the N - R group 
(where R is hydrogen, acetyl or benzoyl) in these ligands should 

lead the basicity of the heterocyclic nitrogen atoms to decrease 
in the order dpa>bdpa> adpa. Thus it should follow that the 

CO stretching force constants decrease in the reverse order, 

i.e. adpa> bdpa> dpa. Inspection of Table 7-5; which summarises 

the relevant data, reveals that there is no single order for 

the force constants; but the two most frequently observed orders 

are adpa>bdpa>dpa (K^ for Cr and Mo by each of the three 

procedures), which is as predicted above, and bdpa> adpa>dpa 

(K^ and Kg for W by each of the three procedures).
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Table 7-3

and bdpa M(CO)^

Complex Force constants mdyne/X

^2' Kl' ^2' ^1° •̂ 2°
Cr(CO)^dpa 13.76 13.20 14.00 15.11 13.93 15.12

Cr(CO)^adpa 13.98 15.18 14.19 15.12 14.11 13.13

Cr(CO)^bdpa 13.93 13.11 14.07 13.07 14.07 13.07

Mo(CO)^dpa 13.76 13.26 14.00 15.16 13.94 13.17

Mo(CO)^adpa 13.99 13.23 14.17 15.18 14.12 13.19

Mo(CO)^bdpa 13.93 13.23 14.12 15.16 14.09 15.16

W(CO)^dpa 13.70 15.10 13.91 15.01 13.86 13.03

W(CO)^adpa 13.93 15.11 14.07 15.06 14.05 15.06

W(CO)^bdpa 13.99 13.13 14.18 13.09 14.11 15.10

a) Calculated by the C - K approach
b) Calculated by the Jernigan approach

o) Calculated by the new procedure.
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Whilst this lack of consistency in the ordering of the 
force constants is disappointing it has already been suggested 

(Section 7*2.1) that the MCO bonding is rather complex and it 

may be that the predictions were based on too simple a model, 

or that tungsten differs significantly from the other two metals 

in these complexes. It is known that the geometry of the acyclic 

nitrogen atom in these ligands can vary from pyramidal to planar^^^*^ 

depending on the electronic and steric requirements of the whole 
complex. Any change in this geometiy would also create 
differences in the M - L bond strengths and consequently modify 

the CO stretching force constants.

7.10 Comparison of the ligands bipy and dpa
During the chemical comparison of the ligands bipy and dpa 

it was observed that for the species Mo(CO)^Lg (Lg = dpa or bipy) 

a carbonyl group was far more readily replaced when Lg was dpa 
rather than bipy to yield a facial-tricarbonyl complex, (Chapter 5)* 
It was hoped that the CO stretching force constants would 

predict this behaviour. The relevant force constants, 

calculated by all three procedures, are given in Table 7-6.

It was also observed that bipy would displace dpa from its 

complexes (Chapter 6) which indicated that bipy must form 

thermodynamically more stable complexes than dpa. This is also 
substantiated by the reaction of the dicarbonyl complexes 

[MoCl(lJ|^-allyl)(CO)gLg] with Nasalal which displaces dpa but 

not bipy (Chapter 4 ).
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Table 7-6

CO stretching force constants for bipy- and dpaM(CO)
Complex Force constants mdyne 8 ^

%1* s " ^1” ^2" %2°
Cr(C0)^dpa 13.76 15.20 14.00 15.11 13.93 15.12

Cr(CO)^bipy 13.86 15.38 14.11 15.28 14.04 15.29

Mo(CO)^dpa 13.72 15.26 14.00 15.16 13.94 15.17

Mo(CO)^bipy 13.88 15.45 14.10 15.35 14.07 15.36

W(CO)jdpa 13.70 15.10 13.81 15.01 13.86 15.03

W(CO)^bipy 13.84 15.31 14.03 15.23 14.01 15.23

a) Calculated by the C - K procedure
b) Calculated by the Jernigan procedure

c) Calculated by the new procedure

Comparison of the force constants and Kg (Table 7-6) 
indicates a greater electron density on the carbonyl carbon 
atoms of the dpa complexes relative to the bipy complexes.
This was shown by all three procedures and indicates that dpa 

is probably the stronger base towards the metals chromium 

molybdenum and tungsten, which is supported by the literature 

pK^ values (dpa, pK^ = 6.99^^ and bipy, pK^ = 4*44^^)* It 

is difficult to predict which set of complexes will have the 

stronger M - C bond due to the synergic nature of this bond 

but the TT-interaction model which is a gross over simplification, 

would suggest that the stronger the base the stronger will be the
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M - C bond. Hence, dpa might give rise to stronger M - C bonds 
than bipy.

279Dobson and Memering have carried out a kinetic study 
of the reaction:

M(CO)^bipy + L—  >■ M(CO)^Lbipy + CO (M = Mo or W: L = Lewis base)

and their results suggest that the reaction proceeds by three 
separate routes as outlined below (N - N represents bipy). If 
it is assumed that

N*1/ M(CO)
N -CO

N'
1 /

M(CO)
N

Past
+L

products Route 1

+L

N.\

y
U(CO)^L

Past
products

—CO
Route 2

N-N-M( CO )̂ j — N-N-M( CO )

-CO Fast

products Route 3

the reaction scheme for M(CO)^dpa + L is similar to that for 

the bipy reaction, then routes 1 to 3 may be used to rationalise 
the chemical observations mentioned earlier.

Route 1 will be favoured if the M - C bond is weakened by 

Lg, whilst routes 2 and 3 will be promoted by a decrease in the 

electron density on the metal. Route 3 will also be favoured 

by a weak M - L bond and a flexible N - N system.
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As dpa creates more electron density on the metal than 

does bipy, routes 1, 2 and 3 all become less favourable for 

dpa complexes on purely electronic grôunds. But due to the 

presence of the exo-cyclic NH group, the ligand dpa is more 

flexible than bipy, consequently routes 2 and 3 may be enhanced 

by dpa on steric grounds.

In summaiy it would appear that the electronic and steric 

factors work in opposition and, from the obsei^ved chemistiy of 

these ligands, it would seem that the steric considerations 
are of greater importance in determining the reactivity of 
these particular complexes.

7.11 Comparison of force constants within an isoelectronic series

Inspection of the complexes [M(CO)^dppe]^ (M = W, Re or Ta 
and n = 0, 1 or -1 respectively) in table 7-1 reveals that as 
the negative charge on the complex increases, the CO stretching 

force constants decrease (Figure 7-13). All three methods of 
calculation prove satisfactory in showing this trend; and hence 

for comparisons involving large differences in force constants, 

the C - K method (which is the simplest to apply) is perfectly 

adequate.
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Figure 7-13* CO stretching force constants versus oxidation

state for the isoelectronic complexes [M(CO)^dppe]^ 

(M = W, Re or Ta and n = 0, 1 or -1 respectively)

7*12 The new procedure and isotopically substituted Fel^(CO)^

In order to test the new procedure as rigorously as possible 

it was decided to apply it to the isotopically substituted 

FelgtCO)^ c o m p l e x e s . B e f o r e  proceeding the relevant 

secular equations had to be derived for the species of various 

symmetries created by these substitutions. By comparison with
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other carbonyl complexes^^^ it was found that these secular 
equations could be obtained by inspection, but as confirmation 
these equations were also derived by the procedures given in

281Wilson, Decius and Cross • These derivations, both by

Inspection and formally, are given in the Appendix. As the
Î8 #calculated reduced mass of C 0 (l/|i ) led to discrepancies 

between the observed and calculated band positions for the
18FelgCC 0)^ species, it was necessary to use an apparent

268reduced mass (i/m ) as given below .

M =|i(v /v)^ where l/[l = reduced mass ^^C^^O

V* = an observed band position for
F0lg(cl8o)j

V = the corresponding band position for

This discrepancy is probably due to the neglect of anharmonicity 
and various vibrational interaction terms (e.g. MC stretch - CO 
stretch interaction), both of these being dependent on the

254reduced mass of the carbonyl group

Table 7-7 contains the observed and calculated band 
positions for the isotopically substituted FelgiCO)^ species, 

and whilst the values obtained by the new procedure are not
268as close as Johnson's , which is to be expected as Johnson 

used a best-fit approach, they are still moderately good.
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Table 7.7

Calculated and observed band positions for the
1 ̂  1Acomplexes FeI^(C 0)^(C O)^

Complex* Symmetry Band Band positions

Observed^ Robinson^ Jernigan
This
work

FelgCCO)^

l-(Ĉ ®0)Fel2(C0)j

2-(C^®0)Fel2(C0)^

l.l'-tclGojgFelgfCOjg

<=2v 4 2123.8 2128.8 2128.8 2128.8

4 2083.5 2083.5 2083.5 2076.8
2083.5 2083.5 2083.5 2083.5

^2 2060.3 2060.3 2060.3 2060.3

A* 2126 2125.8 2125.4 2126.1
A' 2023.5 2023.5 2023.3 2021.1
A' 2075.5 2075.8 2076.1 2070.7
A” 2083.5 2083.5 2083.5 2083.5

<=8 A' 2118.9 2118.5 2118.9 2117.9
A* 2045.1 2045.8 2045.0 2044.7
A' 2083.5 2083.5 2083.6 2078.0
A" 2060.3 2060.3 2060.3

) ■
2060.3

°2v 4 2126 2123.2 2122.4 2123.7
^1 2041 2041.2 2041.5 '2033.7

2083.5 2083.5 2083.5 2083.5

=2 2013.2 2013.2 2012.7 2012.7

A 2023.5 2022.9 (2025)° (2022)
A 2045.1 2046.5 (2042) (2043)
A 2115 2114.4 (2117) (2116)
A 2075.5 2076.8 (2073) (2070)

2,2'-(Ĉ ®0)2FeIg(C0)2

l-(CO)FoI„(C 0)

^2v ^1 2104 2103.9 2105.2 2100.3
2060.3 2060.0 2058.3 2056.4

®1 2035.4 2035.9 2035.4 2035.4

®2 2060.3 2060.3 2060.3 2060.3

Cg A’ 2094 2094.0 2094.8 2091.7
A' 2023.5 2022.6 2022.3 2020.0
A' 2060.3 2060.0 2058.7 2057.4
A" 2035.4 2035.9 2035.4 2035.4
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Table 7*7 (Contd)

Complex^ Symmetry Band Band positions This
b b Observed Robinson Jernigan work

2-(C0)Pal2(C^®0)^ C8 A' d 2111.0 2110.4 2111.3
A' 2035.4 * 2035.9 2035.4 2029.6

A* 2052 2053.0 2053.2 2051.5
A" 2013.2 2013.2 2012.7 2012.7

Pel2(C^®0)^ °2v 4 2079 2080.1 2079.6 2079.6

4 2035.4 2035.9 2035.4 2028.8

2035.4 2035.9 2035.4 2035.4

®2 2013.2 2013.2 2012.7 2012.7

a) Substituent numbering is according to Cotton
(i.e. 1 and 2 are trans and cis respectively to iodine

2
b) Values quoted in Robinson paper.

c) Computation of this symmetry lost precision.

d) Band not observed.
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l8The values obtained in this work for the complex 1,2-(C 0)2Fe(C0)2

(C^, the substituent numbering follows that of Cotton^^^) are only 

approximate as the computation of the 4 % 4 determinant was loosing 

accuracy (see the appendix). This loss of accuracy was probably 
due to the large differences between the diagonal and off-diagonal 

elements of the determinant, and to the involved nature of the
282trigonometric solution of the resulting quartic equation

Inspection of table 7-7 reveals that the band positions
calculated by the new procedure are always equal to or less than

-1the observed values. The maximum observed error being 7 cm 

whilst the mean and standard deviations are I .9 and 3*0 cm 

respectively. Although the values obtained by the new procedure

do not agree as closely as Johnson*s^^^ or Jernigan*s^^^ they
} ■are still acceptible considering the approximations inherent 

in the method, namely the neglect of anharmonicity and the 

assumption of "pure** CO stretching modes.
268It must be pointed out that the values Johnson quotes 

as being obtained by the C - K procedure^^^ are in fact wrong.
These results were obtained by substituting k^ = k^ = Jk^ 

into his equations. This substitution leads to:

kc = ( + Xg - ~ X^)/6 H [equivalent to cisA]

^1 = ( + ^ 2  ~ ^3 * ̂  A^)/6^ [equivalent to K^]

^2 = ( + ^2 *  ̂^3 " [equivalent to K2]
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Therefore, these values are not C - K values as they assume
2

the lower energy hand position (i.e. A^ ) to be accurate and 

actually use this value in the calculation of the force constants.

There is also a typographical error in Johnson's last 

secular equation which should read:

k0

7-13 Conclusion
One aspect of the force constants that has not been studied 

in this work is the separation of the a- and TT-bonding properties 
of the various ligands. Graham^^ has proposed a relationship 

between the CO stretching force constants and the bonding 

properties of the ligands as follows: ;

A  = A a + 2 A n  
A  Kg = A  a + A n

These equations were derived for LM(CO)^ species, and were used 

relative to an arbitrary standard [eg. (C^H^^NHg)Mo(CO)^] , by 

assuming that any change in the electron density on the metal 

caused by the L - M a-donation will be equally shared by all the 

carbonyl groups. Whereas any change in the electron density 

on the metal resulting from the M - L n- bond will be felt twice 
as much by the carbonyl group trans to L as by those cis to L.
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The attempted formulation of such relationships seems a little 

premature until the arguments concerning the effect of(7- and 

TT-bonding on the force constants are settled.

271Hall and Fenske have derived expressions relating the 

force constants to the electron density on the carbonyl carbon 

atoms for M(C0)^X species and have shown that both the M - C 

TT- and a-bonding orbitals are antibonding relative to the C - 0 
bond order. Hence an increase in the electron density on the 

carbonyl carbon atom, irrespective of whether it is via the M - C 

TT- or (7-bonds, will cause a decrease in the C - 0 bond order and, 

therefore, a decrease in the CO stretching force constant. It 

was also shown that the magnitude of this effect was similar for 

electron density communicated by either of the M - C bonding 

orbitals ( TT ; (7 : : 1.0 ::0.8). This means that in any, analysis

of the force constants both the a- andTT-bonding effects must

be fully considered. It must also be borne in mind that Hall
271 204and Fenske employed the C - K procedure to obtain the force

constants used in their derivation, hence should a new and

completely acceptable approach for determining force constants

be found, then it may be necessary to modify the Hall-Fenske

relationship. This does not seem likely in the near future.

The force constants for the cis-LgM(CQ)^ system have been
204 249determined by the methods proposed by Cotton and Jernigan

and also by a new procedure outlined herein. Whereas Cotton

used fixed values for the ratios X (cisB/cisA) and Y(trans/cisA)
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and Stone^^^ and Delbeke^^^ allowed X to vary whilst keeping 

Y constant, it was observed that the new procedure, which allows 

both X and Y to vary, resulted in an almost constant value for 

X whilst Y varied. However, force constants calculated by 
this new procedure correlate well with the other two methods 

of calculation studied, and they are also consistent with 
experimental observations.

In the cases where the calculated value for the uncertain
2 band position are contrary to simple graph theoiy, it is 

often possible to suggest simple physical reasons to account 

for these deviations.

In order to further test the new procedure it was used to
18predict the spectra for the various 0 labelled FelgtCO)^

I
species. The predicted and observed spectra are in reasonable
agreement. All the predicted band positions are within -7 cm ^

-

of the observed values and have a standard deviation of 3 cm , 
but the values are not in as close agreement as those of

268Johnson who adopted a best-fit approach to refine his 

Cotton values.

It would be interesting to compare the various procedures 

by analysing complexes of symmetry and using data that have 
been corrected for anharmonicity together with secular equations 
which include actual, or physically reasonable, values for the 

MC - CO stretch - stretch interaction terms and MC stretching 

force constants.
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The Derivation of Secular Equations
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Appendix

The Derivation of Secular Equations 
This appendix is designed to derive the secular equations 

required for the isotopically substituted octahedral species 

ois-L^M(CO)^ only, and hence includes just sufficient detail 

for this purpose. A more comprehensive account may be found 

in the book of Wilson, Decius and Cross.

As mentioned in Chapter 7 two methods of derivation have 
been used for these equations, the formal method of Wilson, 

Decius and Cross^^^ and an empirical method of inspection.

These procedures will be described by working through a typical
18example, namely 1-(C 0)Fel2(C0)^, which will be considered

firstly by the formal procedure and secondly by inspection.

A.l The formal derivation of secular equations^^^.

A.1.1 Draw the molécule under consideration and assign- it to
a point group.

The assigning of molecules to point groups is dealt with

by many books on symmetry^^*^^. In the case under consideration, 
1B1-(C 0)FeI„(C0)^, the point group is C (Figure A-l).fc j s

0

* Nomenclature used in this work:

f^^ and fg2 become
f^^ and f . .  become K_33 44 2
f^2 becomes oisB

fl3,^14,^23 ^24 become cisA
f^^ becomes trans

Figure A-l Symmetry elements, internal co-ordinates and valence
18force constants for 1-(C OÏFelgtCO)^
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A.1.2 Assign the internal co-ordinates for the required 
valence force constants.

In this work the "high energy factored model" has been 

employed. This means that only the CO stretching vibrations 

are considered and leads to the internal co-ordinates (r\) 
being coincident with the 0 - 0  bonds (Figure A-l).

A.1.3 Determine the symmetiy co-ordinates
The symmetry co-ordinates are obtained from the relationship 

given in equation A-l (Ref. 264, p. 119 and 128). One 
internal co-ordinate (r\) has to be taken from each of the

Y YS =n Zjj *X.R (Rzj) Equation A-l

Where Y refers to the symmetry mode (eg. A')

R refers to a symmetry operation (eg. O ̂ ) <
(Rr^) is the internal co-ordinate created when the internal

co-ordinate r. is subjected to the operation R
Y ^is the character of the operation R and the symmetry

mode Y and is obtained from character tables^^^*^^'^^

TT is a normalising factor.

symmetrically (or chemically) different groups of co-ordinates. 

Figure A-l reveals that there are three distinct sets of internal 

co-ordinates, namely r^,*r2 and r^ = r^. For greater clarity 

the character table has been included for symmetry and is as 

follows:
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A*

A"

E

1

-1
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where E and are symmetry operators (R)

A' Eind A" are symmetry modes (y )

The digits are the characters (X)
Consider r^ (Figure A-l): 

« n(r^ + r^)

A" 0

Subscripts have been added to S for clarity, and serve no other 
purpose.

Consider r^ :

A*

A"Sg - 0

Consider r^:

TT (r̂  + r̂ ) 

2'*(-3 + ^4 )

A" TT(r3 - r^)

As this is the only non-zero A" symmetry co-ordinate the 
subscript will be redundant in this case. Also in the interest 

of simplification the superscripts A* and A" will be replaced by

* and /' respectively for this and all future cases
A' ' A" « \(i.e. becomes and S^ becomes S ).
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It is now evident that the species under consideration

[i.e. l-(C^^0)Fel2(C0)^] will give rise to four fundamental CO

stretching vibrational modes, namely three A' and one A", and
Ythe symmetry co-ordinates relate these vibrations to the

internal co-ordinates (Figure A-l). Hence the A" mode will 

consist of the out-of-phase stretching of the carbonyl groups 

labelled 3 and 4 in figure A-l. This vibration together with 
the other fundamentals is represented in figure A-2.

1

/  Ny N/  'V
X jX\  1/

>I ^
y j k

A : A’. A :

Figure A-2. Carbonyl stretching vibrational modes for

l-(Ĉ ®0)Fel2(C0)3

A.1.4 Express the internal co-ordinates in terms of the

symmetry co-ordinates.
YThe expressions for the symmetry co-ordinates (S ) may 

be manipulated in order to give the internal co-ordinates by 

normal algebraic means, but this may become very involved for 
some systems. Alternatively a simple transformation is given 

by Wilson, Decius and Cross (Ref. 264, p.128) as follows:
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The coefficients of the internal co-ordinate r̂  ̂ in terms
Yof the various symmetry co-ordinates S are obtained by 

reading down the first column of the coefficients (i.e. those 

for r^) in the expressions for the symmetry co-ordinates 

(i.e. in A.I.3). This is repeated for each of the

internal co-ordinates r^, and it is important to include the 

normalising factor in these coefficients.

Inspection of A.1.3 leads to the following expressions 
for the example under consideration.

Pi = S3'

"2 “ "2'

= 2X S 3' + S")

. 2-*(S3'-S") ^
. )

A.1.5 Define the valence force constants

For each set of internal co-ordinates (A.I.3) a table 
is constructed with the rows and the columns labelled by the 

internal co-ordinates (r\) in that set. The diagonal members

of these tables are the valence stretch force constants (f^^)

and the off-diagonal members are the valence interaction force 

constants (f\j)
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In the present case this leads to the following tables:

11

22

and r .3 4

It is assumed that f^^ = f^^ as the carbonyl groups 
must interact equally one with the other, and similarly 

f^^ = f^^ as the carbonyl groups labelled 3 and 4 (Figure A-l) are 
indistinguishable. It is also assumed that the isotopic 
substitutions do not alter the value of the carbonyl stretching 

force constants from those of the parent l2Fe(C0 )̂  complex, 

thus f^^ = fgg'

For convenience and to follow the nomenclature used in 

the literature^^^ the force constants are named as follows 

(Figure A-l).

^11 "  ^22 becomes

^33 ° ^44
II

‘̂2

^34 “ ^43
II trans
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Substituting these names into the tables above leads to:

'"l ‘

r_ and r . : 3 4 ^3 "4

'3
Kg trans

r . trans Kg4

K,

A.I.6 Define the symmetry force constants

The procedure (Ref. 264, p. 129 to I30) required to obtain 
these symmetry force constants (F\^ ) is given below and is
performed for each fundamental vibrational mode. \

)

The force constant in the first row of a valence force 
constant table (A.I.5) and in the column labelled by a given 
internal co-ordinate (r^) is multiplied by the coefficient with 

which the internal co-ordinate (r\) appears in the symmetry 

co-ordinate (S , A.I.3) and divided by the coefficient of the 
co-ordinate which labels the first row of the force constants 

Table (A.I.5). This is repeated for each column and the 

results added together, which for the present case leads to 

the following relationships:

Fll'

P22' =

= Kg * trans

p ii Kg - trans
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A.I.7* Define the valence coupling constants
Only fundamentals of the same symmetry may couple, thus 

the three A' modes may couple with each other hut not with the 

A" mode. The required procedure is similar to A.1.5 except 
the columns are labelled with one set of internal co-ordinates 

which participate in a vibration of the required symmetry (i.e. A'), 
whilst the rows are labelled with a different set of internal 

co-ordinates which also participate in a vibration of the 

required symmetry. This is repeated for all possible pairings 

of the appropriate fundamentals, and for the present example 

leads to the following tables.

Â ' coupling with Ag'

A^ coupling with Â '

12

"*3 "*4

^13 ^14

A ' coupling with A ' 
2 ^3 ^4

f f 23 24

Inspection of figure A-l and applying similar reasoning 

to before (A.1.5), leads to the following equivalences. For 

convenience these force constants are renamed as indicated.

f^^ = f^^ = fg^ = fg^ and becomes cisA

f^g becomes cisB.
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Thus this terminology leads to the following tables;

Ai', Ag' ^2

cisB

Ai', A3'
^3 '4

cisA cisA

Ag'. A3' ^̂3 ^4

^2 oisA cisA

A.1.8 Define the symmetry coupling constants
This operation is similar to A.1.6 and the required procedure 

(Ref. 264, p. 131) is given below. ^
J

The valence coupling constant (f^^) in the first row of the 

coupling constants Table (A.I.7) and in that column labelled 
by a given internal co-ordinate (r^) is multiplied by the 

coefficient with which that internal co-ordinate appears in the 

symmetry co-ordinate (A.I.3)» and divided by the coefficient of 

the internal co-ordinate which labels the first row of the coupling 

constants Table (A.I.7). This is repeated for each column and 

the results added together, which for the present example leads 

to the following relationships.

A^* coupling with Ag' 

A^‘ coupling with A^'

P^g' = CisB

= 2~^cisA + 2”^cisA 

= \/?cisA

Ag’ coupling with A^' Fg^' =V2cisA
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A.1.9 Write the F matrix in terms of the symmetry functions 

The F matrix is s.imply a table labelled on both sides by 

the symmetry co-ordinates (A.1.3), with the diagonal elements 
being the symmetry force constants (A.1.6), and the off-diagonal 

elements being the symmetry coupling constants (A.1.8). Once

again it is assumed that = F^^ which for l-(C^^0 )Fel2(C0)^

leads to the following matrix.

A.1.10 Find the F matrix in terms of the valence force constants
Substitution of the expressions found in A.1.6 and A.1.8 for

Ythe symmetry force constants F^^ leads to the required matrix 

as given below

F Si' ^2’ 8"

2̂'

®3'
S"

K. cisB V2cisA

oisB >/2cisA

0 0 0
V^cisAV^cisA Kg+trans 0

Kg-trans
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A.1.11 Write the G matrix

For the high energy factored model this is simply a

diagonal matrix in which the diagonal elements are equal to

the reciprocal of the reduced mass of the relevant carbonyl

groups. Consideration of figure A-2 together with the
16 #relationships ^ = l/reduoed mass of 0 0 and = l/reduced

18mass of C 0 leads to the following matrix for the present case

G 2̂* ^3’ S"

"l* jl* 0 0 0

^2’ 0 0 0

3̂* 0 0 n 0
S'* 0 0 0

A.1.12 Derive the secular determinant \

In matrix terminology the secular determinant is given by 

|gF-EX| =0, where E is the unit matrix, X is an Eigen value 

(X« 4TT^C^V^/N = 5.889V and G and F are the matrices 

found in A.1.11 and A.1.10 respectively. For the case under 

consideration the determinant is readily found to be as follows:

|gf-e XI
X ^*cisB /2/i*cisA 0

/xoisB /liK^-X /2/ucisA 0 » 0

/2^cisA /2/iicisA ^(Kg+trans)-X 0

0 0 0 (Kg-trans)-X

This determinant clearly factorises as indicated by the 
broken lines, with the resulting 3 x 3  determinant giving the 

three coupled A' roots and the A" root being given by the 

remaining expression.
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A.2 The derivation of secular equations by inspection

In order to employ this procedure it is necessary to know
the fundamental vibrational modes of the molecule under

consideration. If these modes are in doubt they may be obtained

from steps A.1.1 to A.1.3 of the formal procedure Once again 
x3the molecule 1-(C 0)Fel2(C0)^ will be used as the worked

example.

A.2.1 Draw and label the fundamental vibrational modes
The fundamental vibrational modes are drawn such that 

modes of the same symmetry are grouped together (Figure A-2), 
and the required internal and valence force constants are 
labelled (Figure A-l).

‘ A.2.2 Deduce the symmetry force constants
Each of the fundamentals has to be considered in turn, and 

if the mode involves a single carbonyl group then the symmetry 
force constant (F\^ ) will equal the valence stretching force

constant (f^^, figure A-l) of that carbonyl group. Where the 

fundamental involves two carbonyl groups then the symmetry force 

constant will be a linear combination of the relevant valence 

stretching force constant and the valence interaction force 

constant (Figure A-l). This linear combination being the sum 

for an in-phase vibration and the difference for an out-of-phase 

vibration (Figure A-2).

Consideration of l-(C^^0)Fel2(C0)^ leads to the following 

symmetry force constants.
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Fil' " ^1
F22’ = ^1

« Kg + trans 

F" = Kg-trans

A.2.3 Obtain the coupling constants

As stated earlier only modes of the same symmetry may 

oouple. Select two fundamental modes which may couple 

(Figure A-2) and deduce the valence interaction force constant 

(Figure A-l) which allows these modes to couple (e.g. The 

interaction force constant cisA permits the coupling of the 
A^' and Â ' vibrational modes). The coefficient of this 
valence interaction force constant in the expression for the 
coupling constant (F\j ) is the square root of the product of 
the effective number of carbonyl groups involved in each of 
the selected pair of vibrational modes. Where the effective 

number of carbonyl groups involved in a vibrational mode is 
the number of carbonyl groups being stretched less the number 

of carbonyl groups being compressed in that vibration. Hence, 
a vibrational mode which involves two carbonyl groups will have 

an effective number of two for an in-phase vibration and an 

effective number of zero for an out-of-phase vibration.

Consideration of [l-(C^^O)FeIg(CO)^] and reference to 

figures A-l and A-2 leads to the following relationship.

F12' = cisB

F13’ * v^oisA

F23' = /^oisA
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A.2.4 Write the F matrix

The F matrix is a table labelled on both sides by the 

vibrational modes (Figure A-2), with the diagonal elements 

consisting of the symmetry force constants (A.2.2) involved 

in the relevant vibrations and the off-diagonal elements being 
the relevant coupling constants (A.2.3).

For the example under consideration the F matrix has the 

following form and is identical to the F matrix derived by the 
formal procedure.

F S' S' S' A”

s cisB /5cisA 0

^2* cisB S \/2cisA 0

S' /2cisA /2cisA Kg+trans 0
A" 0 0 0 Kg-trans

A.2*5 Deduce the secular determinant
The secular determinant has the form | GF-EXj =0 and is

obtained by multiplying each element of the F matrix as follows.

The diagonal elements, considered individually, are multiplied
l8by y .* if the relevant fundamental (Figure A-2) involves C 0,

or otherwise by/u , and X is subtracted from each of these

products. The off-diagonal elements are multiplied by f i if

both of the relevant modes involve only C^^O, or p* if they

both involve only G^^O. Where one mode involves and the
l8other 0 0 the element is multiplied by tZ/x/z*. Consideration

of the present case together with figure A-2 leads to the
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following determinant which clearly factorises as shown hy 

the broken lines.

X /pn*cisB jip*cisA 0
GF—E X 1 — /jijĵ cisB jiK^-X /5 p cisA

1
• 0

/2 n|j*cisA y^^icisA n(Kg+trans)- X 0 1
0 0 0 Jji(Kg-trans)-X

=  0

At first sight this determinant appears to differ from that

obtained by the formal approach, but the formal determinant is
27readily transformed into the present form

A.3 Secular determinants for isotopically labelled cis-IgFe(CO)^

Table A-l contains the secular determinants required in 

Chapter 7 for the infra-red study of the isotopically labelled 

cis-IgFe(CO)j species. These determinants were tested by both . 

an algebraic and a computed check. The algebraic check

consisted of replacing every |i* by and showing that the

resulting determinants factorised to the non-substituted 

Felg(CO)^ determinant. This was found to be so in every case.

In order to check both the computation and the secular

determinants, the above substitutions were repeated and the

resulting determinants, without factoring, were solved for X ,

which in turn gave the vibrational band positions (V ; X= 5«839 V ). 

The calculated band positions should all agree with the values 

obtained from the determinant for the parent complex Felg(CO)^.
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This computational check was repeated by letting [i and p* 

equal M (M is the reciprocal of the "apparent" reduced mass 

of Section 1.12) which should lead to the same values

as the calculated values for Fel^CC^^O)^. The maximum observed 

errors by either substitution were as follows:

- Determinants i, iv, vi and ix • Ocm*"̂

(Determinants i and ix were taken as the

reference values)

Cg - Determinants ii, iii, vii and viii + 0.025 cm"^

- Determinant v + 11.6 cm ^

For the case the same error was found for the 

corresponding roots by either substitution, these being 

-11.6, +11.3, -11.2 and +11.3 for roots 1 to 4 respectively.
As the 4 x 4  determinant (v) for this symmetry (C^) factorises 

when tested albegraically, as above, and all attempts to find a^ 

mathematical error in the solution of the resulting quartic 

equation failed, it seems likely that the computation was 

loosing precision.

There are two reasonable ways in which this loss of

precision could occur. Firstly expansion of this determinant,

more so than the other determinants, produces greatly differing
—8numbers (i.e. Bl x 10 to 40) which have to be added to or 

subtracted from each other. This could lead to significant 

errors even though double precision (i.e. 13 significant figures) 
was used throughout. The second possibility is that significant
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errors were introduced during the rather involved solution of 

the quartic equation^^^. It is probable that both of these 

suggestions contribute, in varying degrees, to the loss of 

precision.

The figures quoted in the text. Chapter 7> are as 

computed for the various species with the exception of
181,2-(C 0)2Fel2(C0)2 (C^ symmetry, determinant v), which

has 11 cm  ̂added to roots 1 and 3 and 11 cm  ̂subtracted 

from roots 2 and 4 to give the approximate band positions as 
quoted.
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